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Abstract

Two-Player alternate-turn perfect-information zero-sum games have been suggested as a testbed for Artificial Intelligence research since Shannon in 1950s. In this thesis, we summarize and develop algorithms for this line of research. We focus on the game of Hex — a game created by Piet Hein in 1942 and popularized by John Nash in 1949. We continue on previous research, further bringing the strength of machine learning techniques — specifically deep neural networks — to the game of Hex. We develop new methods and apply them to solving and playing Hex. We present state-of-the-art results for Hex and discuss relevant research on other domains. In particular, we develop solving and playing algorithm by combining search and deep learning methods. As a result of our algorithmic innovations, we produce stronger solver and player, winning gold medal at the Computer Olympiad Hex tournaments in 2017 and 2018.
What I believe is that if it takes 200 years to achieve artificial intelligence, and finally there is a textbook that explains how it is done; the hardest part of that textbook to write will be the part that explains why people didn’t think of it 200 years ago, because we are really talking about how to make machines do things that are on the surface of our minds. It is just that our ability to observe our mental processes is not very good and has not been very good.

— John McCarthy
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we first introduce the game of Hex, and discuss how it became a domain for scientific research. As the major interest of this thesis lies on algorithms for tackling the game from an artificial intelligence (AI) perspective, we overview general techniques and principles for problem-solving in AI research, with a particular focus on the role of knowledge in search for two-player games. We discuss the pioneering studies that use learning to harness knowledge in the game of checkers, and highlight two fundamental principles used in heuristic knowledge guided search for finding solutions in two-player games. Finally, we summarize our contributions and outline the content of this thesis.

1.1 The Game of Hex as a Benchmark for AI

Hex is a two-player game that can be played on any $N \times N$ hexagonal board. Figure 1.1b shows a game on $13 \times 13$ board. Players Black and White are each given a distinct pair of opposing borders. The game is played in an alternating fashion. Black starts first. On their turn, a player places a stone of their color on an empty hexagonal cell. The winner is the one who successfully forms a chain that connects the player’s two sides of the board. In real play, to mitigate the first player’s advantage, a swap rule is often used — in the first turn, the second player can either steal the first player’s opening move or play a move in normal fashion. Figure 1.1a shows an example game where the swap move was played — the second player stole the opening move $g2$, then the game continued with the first player using white stones therefore actually playing second. The $11 \times 11$ board is commonly regarded as the regular board size. The $13 \times 13$, $14 \times 14$ and $19 \times 19$ board sizes are also used by human players.
The game of Hex (originally called Polygon or Con-tac-tix) was created by Piet Hein [86], possibly motivated by his dissatisfaction with properties of many board games (e.g., chess), such as the existence of repetitions and the prevalence of draws. Hein contemplated several principles in the design of Hex: fair — both players shall have equal chance of winning; progressive — the same game position shall not reappear during play; final — each game shall end in a limited number of moves; comprehensible — beginners shall learn the rules quickly; tactical — the game shall be non-trivial for playing strategically; and decisive — the game shall have no draws. The game was later discovered and popularized by John Nash [137]; see [80] for a full account for the history of Hex. In 1957, Martin Gardner [71] introduced the game to the general public in an article to Scientific American, where he stated that

“Hex may well become one of the most widely played and thoughtfully analyzed new mathematical games of the century.”

Hex can be thought of as a game on a planar graph, thus it is not surprising that the game’s no-draw property (any filled board will have a winning path for exactly one player) is related to a property that plays a key role in the proof of the four-color theorem, namely that any planar graph can have a clique of size at most four [80]. Gale [62] showed that the no-draw property of Hex is equivalent to Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem in two dimensions. Nash [137] proved by strategy stealing [24] that a winning strategy exists for the first player, but the proof is non-constructive, i.e.,

Figure 1.1: Two Hex games on 11×11 and 13×13 board sizes. Each move is labeled by a number, representing the playing order. White won both games by successfully forming a chain to connect his two sides. In the left subfigure, the second move swaps the color — S labeled move g2 indicates that the player using black stone was originally assigned as the second-player, effectively becoming the first-player after swap.
an explicit winning strategy is unknown except on very small board sizes.

In a pioneering work for AI in the 1950s, Shannon [178] discussed the difficulty of creating an AI agent for Hex and proposed an electronic model for playing the game. As our goal is to apply state-of-the-art AI methods to the game of Hex, we note that, for two-player games, relevant AI research can be divided into two categories:

1. **Solving algorithms** aim to find the theoretic win/loss value of a game position under the assumption of perfect play on both sides. This is further defined on three hierarchical levels [4]; each higher level subsumes the lower one.
   - **Ultra-weakly solving** determines what is the best outcome that the first player can achieve from the initial position of the game (win, loss or draw), given that the opponent is perfect. However, the strategy for achieving such a goal is not required to be specified. Hex on any $N \times N$ board is ultra-weakly solved by the *strategy stealing* argument.
   - **Weakly solving** means to identify the winning strategy from the initial position of the game if there is one, to find all second-player’s winning strategies after each possible opening move of the first player if the game is second-player win, or to specify the best strategies of both players that would force the game to a draw.
   - **Strongly solving** goes one step further by requiring to weakly-solve any position that could occur by the rules of the game.

2. **Playing algorithms** aim to provide a good move for any arbitrary position. How close the returned move is to being optimal can be difficult to specify with mathematical precision; evaluation of these algorithms thus relies on empirically competing against existing opponent players, such as strong human professionals. Most research in classic games is of this sort. It is clear that weakly solving a game implies perfect play.

Despite its simple rules, Hex presents significant challenges to AI research for both playing and solving, primarily because of the large and near-uniform branching factor, as well as the lack of reliable hand-crafted evaluation functions [204, 205, 206]. Devising an automated program for strongly solving arbitrary $N \times N$ Hex positions is PSPACE-complete [30, 162]. In practice, their versatile reasoning ability for
decomposing strategies and pruning irrelevant regions has allowed human players to find more efficient solutions than the best computer programs so far for board sizes up to 9×9 [214, 215].

1.2 Searching for Solutions with the Help of Knowledge

Early research in AI, such as the calculus solver by Slagle [186], the General Problem Solver (GPS) [141] and the Graph Traverser [53], were based on the plausible argument that intelligence is knowledge plus deduction, where knowledge refers to rules, facts and intuition that can be encoded by humans, and deduction is achieved by various search methods that operate on a structure exposed by the representation of the problem.

The description of knowledge can be heuristic or exact. In certain cases, exact knowledge is necessary for problem-solving. For example, to swiftly compute the exact length of the hypotenuse of an right-angled triangle — the side opposite to the right angle, exact knowledge of the Pythagorean theorem is needed. Indeed, even the knowledge about the Pythagorean theorem itself is a consequence of precisely applying logical deduction from a list of Euclidean postulates. However, apart from this, in real-world environments, a large body of human knowledge is imprecise, but it is ever-surprising to observe how much people can accomplish with that imprecise, unreliable information known as intuition. People drive cars without knowing how they function in detail and usually only have a vague picture of the road conditions ahead. A five-year old child can easily distinguish a cat from a dog, but it is hard to explain they do it. In computer science, imprecise yet helpful information content is called heuristic knowledge [153]. Heuristics represent a trade-off on the demand between theoretical and empirical problem-solving. In order to be practical, heuristics must meet the need of simplicity and intelligibility, and at the same time, they must be informative enough in discriminating bad and good choices.

The merits of heuristic and exact knowledge are often complementary in practical problem-solving. Heuristic knowledge by its nature tends to be vague in describing the quantity of interest; therefore, it may work well across a variety of domains, but it can be outperformed by accurate, precise domain knowledge. For example, in the task of finding the shortest path between a pair of source and goal nodes, the A* algorithm [77] guides its exploration by summing the cost so far and the estimated cost to goal. If for some nodes, the estimated cost to goal can be per-
fectly acquired, the search to goal will be accelerated. However, perfect information represents an exact description about the domain to solve, whose benefit disappears when transferring to other domains. Notable achievements such as solving Rubik’s Cube [112] combine both heuristic and precise knowledge in their search, where the perfect knowledge is generated by a procedure [49] and stored in a database. Similar techniques were used in solving checkers [172] with checkers endgame databases. Other games such as Gomoku [3] and small board size Hex [82] were solved using domain-independent systematic search with the help of domain-specific algorithms for knowledge discovery, which were used for move pruning and early endgame detection.

Search with the aid of problem-independent or problem-specific knowledge has been extensively adopted in the field of operations research (OR) [160]. Similar to the role of action description languages [130] in heuristic search planning [29], combinatorial optimization problems are typically expressed via formal integer linear programming (ILP) models and solved by the help of relaxed models of linear programming (LP). The solving procedure branch-and-bound [116] works by repeatedly branching and bounding until the optimal solution is found or an external stopping criterion is satisfied. Clearly, selecting the variable on which to branch, how to branch and how to bound is crucial to practical problem-solving. Although some strategies work for all ILPs, when it comes to specific problem, e.g., the infamous Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), problem-specific pruning (e.g., using domain-dependent cut planes [145]) and splitting rules can lead to drastic performance increase [10]. Essentially, those heuristic or exact information for guiding the search are domain-knowledge summarized by ingeniously identifying special properties of the problem model to solve. The difference between AI and OR algorithms is that in OR, branch-and-bound search is conducted by continuously splitting and pruning in the space of solutions while ensuring optimality. In AI, many algorithms [143] work by repeating exploring the space of states until a desired goal is achieved. For instance, in a single-agent game, A* variants model the problem as a generative model: starting from an initial condition, each action leads a new encoding called state. The goal is to find a series of actions to achieve the goal condition. A solution is generated incrementally during the process of search. Although the procedure is generate-and-test, optimality analysis has to be done by referring to split-and-prune [153].
Generalizing A* search for two-player games results in AO* [143]. Similarly, a
game position to solve can be encoded as a state, such as a two-dimensional array
to represent a Hex position. Solving requires repeated look-head by finding a move
such that the opponent is unable to refute no matter which move is used to respond.
Therefore, a solution for a game position is not a sequence of actions, but a graph-
represented strategy which can be thought as a prescription for choosing actions in
response to any adversarial moves (the formal definitions on how strategy could be
represented in two-player games will be discussed in Chapter 2.1). In practice, due
to the exponential growth rate of space requirement of look-ahead search, finding
an exact solution is not always be feasible. Search with heuristics might only be
able to find an approximate strategy for playing well. In either case, knowledge can
help solving or playing by providing more efficient encoding of state, better state
transitions (e.g., by heuristic or exact pruning of unpromising moves), and better
ways to conduct the systematic search.

To illustrate the effect of knowledge in the context of solving the game of Hex,
Figure 1.2 shows an exact solution to 3×3 Hex, where the only knowledge given to
computer is this: a state is winning if there exists a move that joins the player’s two
sides. More than 30 nodes are used to in the solution. However, if one more piece
of knowledge — bridge pattern ensures a safe connection (Figure 1.3) — is given, all
nodes beyond the second level of Figure 1.2 can be pruned, and a computer program
needs only two nodes to show the winning strategy.

1.2.1 Learning Heuristic Knowledge in Games

A fundamental question for an AI agent is where does the knowledge come from?
Humans gain knowledge in two ways: (1) by summarizing past experience, (2) by
deriving new knowledge through reasoning about already acquired knowledge. Ear-
lier attempts to expert systems [78] tried to automate the process of (2) by encoding
expert knowledge into rules and facts that computers can use to infer new knowl-
edge about a domain. However, the acquisition, maintenance and representation
of expert domain knowledge is difficult itself [19]. Another approach is to acquire
knowledge automatically from experiences by mimicking (1) using machine learn-
ing [131], whose aim is to learn a general concept [134] from experiences (represented
as data), which will lead to enhanced performance in solving subsequent problems.

The study of using machine learning to acquire knowledge in games was pio-
Figure 1.2: A 5-level solution for $3 \times 3$ Hex. A dotted line indicates that the connected two nodes can be merged into one as they are equivalent. Symmetric moves are ignored. This solution contains 34 nodes.
neered by Samuel [168, 169] for checkers. Samuel argued that two sharply distin-
guished approaches exist to machine learning: (1) the general neural net approach that tries to simulate human behavior by a connected network, and (2) a more efficient problem-specific approach that is to produce a highly organized decision network for specific tasks. The neural net approach was infeasible in that time because the size of biological neural nets is far beyond those can be simulated by computers, so he chose the (2) to study machine learning. Samuel chose checkers for these reasons: large space — there was no existing algorithm guaranteeing win/loss; the goal and rules for playing are well-defined; knowledge is the major reason for well-playing performance; and the game is familiar to many people so that behavior of the computer program can be assessed by human professionals.

Samuel considered two learning paradigms: rote learning and generalization learning. The goal of rote learning is to memorize important search-produced evaluations for specific game positions and in the subsequent search, evaluations can be reused without further look-ahead. For example, in a situation where a node is reached after 3-ply look-ahead, if the evaluation of this node can be retrieved from storage that was saved as a result of 5-ply search, then the evaluation of the current position effectively simulates a 8-ply search. Samuel designed a number of schemes to for efficient information storage. A polynomial scoring function is used as the learning function. In generalization learning, feature weights are adjusted by referring to the game results of self-play or play against humans. In both learning methods, look-ahead search is restricted to at most 20-ply due to hardware limitation.

In later work [169], rote learning was improved by using an enhanced hash table for more efficient information storage. More advanced search techniques, such as alpha-beta pruning [109], were incorporated. Generalization learning was further improved by training on higher quality games played by master players. The
program failed to reach top-human playing strength. Samuel blamed the polynomial scoring function for not being expressive enough to approximate human expert evaluations on checkers.

In this thesis, we pay particular attention to the learning model of artificial neural networks [175] and show their usefulness in the game of Hex.

1.2.2 Principles for Heuristic Search in Games

To find the objective of interest with small effort, knowledge aided search procedures are often driven by optimizing a certain cost measurement, even though the quest is an arbitrary feasible solution, rather than the one with a minimum cost. For example, for Rubik’s cube, the aim is to find any solution path — rather than a shortest path — to achieve the goal. However, in practice, to find the goal fast, the A* variant [112] searched the space by chasing a path that is likely to yield the minimum cost. The same is true for two-player games. Given a Hex position, in order to answer whether the it is a first-player win or not, search can be conducted by chasing a surrogate objective of finding the smallest proof. Such an idea is called small-is-quick principle. Yet, an exact measurement on which direction will lead to the real smallest proof is usually unknown, external knowledge has to be used for providing estimated proof sizes — such a selective exploration by treating guessed metric as a true measurement is called the face-value principle. All best-first search paradigms for single or two-player games adopt these two principles to guide the problem-solving [153].

In this thesis, we develop new search algorithms in the presence of heuristic knowledge from learned neural net models, and apply them for solving the game of Hex.

1.3 Contributions and Organization of This Thesis

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

- We provide a summary on various general/specific learning and search techniques — these include informed best-first search [153], reinforcement learning [192] and deep learning [75] — related to solving and playing the game of Hex. We discuss the limitation and usefulness of each, and highlight the necessity for combining them together for better practical algorithms.
• We present experimental studies on supervised learning and model-free reinforcement learning with deep neural networks for Hex.

• We achieve state-of-the-art playing and solving results for the game of Hex by devising novel algorithms that combine deep neural nets and search — these include the developments of a three-head neural network architecture for Monte Carlo tree search for better learning and search, and incorporating deep networks to proof number search for more efficient solving of Hex states.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 reviews and discusses general as well as specific techniques for solving and playing games, including an overview of important algorithms and techniques that have been developed upon more general problem-settings, and discussions on how they can be harnessed together for tackling the game of Hex.

• Chapter 3 presents studies of using deep neural nets in supervised and model-free reinforcement learning for Hex. We show that high move prediction accuracy can be achieved using deep networks as the learning model, and the trained model can be used to achieve better playing strength of the search. We then develop a new reinforcement learning procedure and show that it outperforms the vanilla methods in the game of Hex.

• Chapter 4 presents a three-head network architecture, and its practical merit in Monte Carlo tree search and search-based reinforcement learning. Using such an architecture, we develop a new Hex player called MoHex-3HNN, which became the champion player in 2018 Computer Hex competition.

• Chapter 5 presents a study of incorporating deep network for more efficiently solving Hex. Specifically, we show that by incorporating neural networks to proof number search, faster solving can be achieved for Hex. We then discuss the limitation of current search paradigms, and outline a new search method for solving large board size Hex positions.

• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by pointing a few promising future directions for the game of Hex.
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Chapter 2

General and Specific Techniques for Solving and Playing Games

Before presenting our new algorithms for the game of Hex, we first give necessary background. In this chapter, Section 2.1 reviews how strategy is represented. Section 2.2 discusses two formulations used in search and learning algorithms. Section 2.3 reviews and summarizes general search and learning techniques in the literature, how they are connected, how they can help to find the desired strategies in two-player alternate-turn games. Finally, in Section 2.4, we survey the large body of previous work on Hex and explain how some Hex-specific algorithms can be improved by combining with general artificial intelligence methods.

Our improved Hex algorithms — presented in latter chapters 3–5 — rely on the content in this chapter. Understanding these general methods, as well as their commonalities and differences, helps understand how we came to our improved algorithms. We hope that our comments here on the interconnections of various methodologies will also be of use to researchers working on other AI problems.

2.1 Strategy Representation

We begin by reviewing strategy representations, examining their assumptions, and discussing their advantages and shortcomings.

2.1.1 Minimax Strategy and Solution Graphs

Figure 2.1 shows the directed acyclic graph of all possible continuations of a game. Two players, MAX and MIN, appear alternately in the layered graph; each node represents a game state; each edge stands for a move. The first layer contains only one node belonging to MAX. It represents the start of the game. Each leaf node
Figure 2.1: The directed acyclic graph (edges are directed downwards) of a game. Each node corresponds to a state, and is labeled with that state’s minimax value score for player MAX has a utility score with respect to the MAX player; for any other node \( s \), its score is decided by maximizing (for MAX nodes) or minimizing (for MIN nodes) among the scores from child nodes, as expressed in Eq. (2.1).

\[
v(s) = \begin{cases} 
  \text{eval}(s) & \text{if } s \text{ is leaf} \\
  \max_{s'} v(s') & \text{if } s \text{ is MAX node} \\
  \min_{s'} v(s') & \text{if } s \text{ is MIN node}
\end{cases} \tag{2.1}
\]

In Figure 2.1, bold edges (representing best actions) indicate an optimal move sequence to achieve the best score for both players. An optimal minimax strategy sequence is referred to as a principal variation, where the optimality is built on the assumption that evaluation of leaf nodes is exact.

Rather than optimizing on seemingly correct score function, a player might only want to find a strategy to win if it is possible or to prove that there is no winning strategy at all. In such case, a solution-graph can be used to represent the sought target. Similar to a principal variation, a solution-graph is identified from a directed acyclic graph of a game, where each node has a value of either true (\( T \)) or false (\( F \)). Figure 2.2 shows two examples of solution-graphs: subfigure 2.2a contains a winning strategy for the first player, marked by bold edges; subfigure 2.2b has a winning strategy for the second player — no matter which move the root player chooses to play, the opponent can always refute it. Similar to Eq. (2.1), the value at each node can be computed recursively using and (\( \land \)) and or (\( \lor \)) logical operations, as in Eq. (2.2).
Figure 2.2: Example solution graphs for the first and second players. Each node represents a game state; each edge stands for a legal action from its upward game state. Value at each node is labeled with respect to the player at root, i.e., the first-player.

\[
v(s) = \begin{cases} 
  \text{eval}(s) & \text{if } s \text{ is terminal} \\
  \land_{s'} v(s') & \text{if } s \text{ belongs to first-player} \\
  \lor_{s'} v(s') & \text{if } s \text{ belongs to second-player}
\end{cases}
\]  

(2.2)

2.1.2 Strategy Decomposition

The solution graph defined in the previous section is identified on a graph with reference to the optimal value of each game state. The drawback of this is that even representing an arbitrary solution graph could be expensive: assume that on average the branching factor is \( b \) and depth is \( d \), the space required to represent a winning strategy is \( \Omega(b^{d/2}) \). A natural question arises: is there any more space efficient encoding for direct strategy representation in two-player alternate-turn games?

Recall that in single-agent path-finding problems, a solution (strategy or plan) can be represented as a series of action choices. In two-player games, however, due to the existence of the adversarial opponent, each action has to be assessed by taking into account all possible opponent responses. In other words, the fundamental difficulty comes from the fact that to prove a game state \( s \) is losing, all legal moves from \( s \) have to be evaluated individually. Thus, a more clever algorithm would identify the relationships between substrategies of different moves and reuse them across moves. This observation can help to reduce the size of a proof that a state \( s \) is losing: instead of treating each move independently, we can divide the legal moves
(a) $s$ is losing because every child of $s$ has a winning action.

(b) All actions of $s$ and the corresponding response are grouped.

Figure 2.3: Grouping moves when proving $s$ is losing

of $s$ into different groups if we observe that among all branches only a few distinct counter moves exist, i.e., moves leading to terminal nodes that fulfill the goal that player at $s$ is losing.

Figure 2.3a shows an example game: In order to prove that $s$ is losing, all its five actions $a_1$ to $a_5$ have to be evaluated. For each child node of $s$, there exists an action leading to a terminal state (filled with black) where the player at $s$ is losing. However, the successful responses from child nodes of $s$ have only two distinct forms: $a_6$ and $a_{10}$. Thus, we can abstract actions at $s$ and their responses into two groups, resulting in Figure 2.3b.

The idea in Figure 2.3b can be further developed: if treating state $s$ a second player winning strategy, we see that $s$ has been represented by subgame second player winning strategies from two branches. Figure 2.3b is a decomposition-oriented strategy representation. The number of filled black nodes in 2.3b may be further reduced by merging game states sharing the same subgame strategy.

We illustrate these ideas using $5 \times 5$ Hex. To start the game, Black plays at the center cell $c_3$. It remains to prove that Black has a second-player winning strategy from then on. Black tentatively plays a move at the center cell $c_3$, as shown in
(a) Initially, the board is empty; Black wants to prove that \( c_3 \) is the winning move.

(b) Subgame strategy for 4-3-2 pattern constructed using strategies for the bridge pattern.

Figure 2.4: In the right figure, by symmetry, the winning strategy for Black can be summarized by two identical and independent subgame strategies, i.e., cells encircled with numbers 1 to 8 plus the black stone. This subgame is called the 4-3-2 pattern in Hex; it can be composed from bridge patterns. The starred nodes are dummy whose purpose is to make the exposition of the decomposition clear.

Figure 2.4a. Since the board is symmetric, to achieve the goal of connecting Black’s two sides, it is enough to find a strategy to connect \( c_3 \) to one side of the board using only the lower half of the empty cells, e.g., \( d_3, e_3, a_4, b_4, \ldots, e_4, a_5, b_5, \ldots, e_5 \). We can represent the strategy using mappings \( f_2 \triangleq \{a_4, b_4, a_5, b_5\} \rightarrow d_4 \) and \( f_3 \triangleq \{d_3, e_3, c_4, d_4, e_4, c_5, d_5, e_5\} \rightarrow b_4 \), where for each mapping, the argument is a set of possible White moves and the output is a Black response. For each possible play from these two mappings, the induced subgame can always be solved using the bridge pattern strategy. Here, White moves \( e_3, e_4, e_5, a_4 \) are ignored, because they can be put in either \( f_2 \) and \( f_3 \) or even responded by random Black move; see Figure 2.4b for the illustration. From this example we see that, given only knowledge about the bridge pattern, winning strategy for proving that the center move \( c_3 \) in 5×5 Hex can be represented less than 10 nodes, while using a solution-graph as in Figure 1.2, a larger number of nodes would be required. Figure 2.5 further demonstrates that a solution from such decomposition can also be viewed as a solution-graph; each circular node represents a game strategy; each square \( F \) node stands for a collection of mappings whose argument sets in union is the set of all White moves. In \( G \)
of Figure 2.5, it is Black’s turn, so opponent moves can be regarded as \( \emptyset \). Using this representation, an explicit winning strategy for 9×9 Hex identified by human player and Go expert Jing Yang [214, 215] contains only around 700 nodes, while with game state representation, even with extensive knowledge computation, the state-of-the-art solver [149] finds a solution with around 1 million nodes ¹.

\[
\begin{align*}
G & \triangleq 5 \times 5 \text{ Hex} \\
F_1 & \triangleq \{f_1\} \\
f_1 & \triangleq \emptyset; c_3 \\
F_2 & \triangleq \{f_2, f_3\} \\
f_2 & \triangleq \{a_5, b_4, b_5\}; d_4 \\
f_3 & \triangleq \{c_4, c_5, d_3, d_4, d_5\}; b_4 \\
F_3 & \triangleq \{f_4, f_5\} \\
f_4 & \triangleq \{d_1, d_2, e_1\}; b_2 \\
f_5 & \triangleq \{a_1, a_2, a_3, c_1, c_2\}; d_2 \\
432 & \triangleq 4-3-2 \text{ pattern} \\
B & \triangleq \text{bridge pattern}
\end{align*}
\]

![Diagram of Figure 2.5: Solution for 5×5 Hex by strategy decomposition. Each \( f \) edge is a mapping whose argument is a set of moves and output is a single response move. The graph can be further simplified by discarding all squared nodes and merging all subgame nodes sharing the same substrategy into one. Starred nodes are called branch nodes in [214].](image)

2.2 Search and Learning Formulations

In this section, we review and discuss two types of formulations related to solving and playing games. We start with state-space and problem-space graphs, then go on to Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and Alternating Markov Games (AMGs). The former ones are used in search methods [153]. The latter are adopted in learning

¹Obtained using Benzene: https://github.com/cgao3/benzene-vanilla-cmake
2.2.1 State and Problem Space Graphs

A game of interest, for example, a single-player puzzle problem as in Figure 2.6 or the game of Hex, is described by (1) starting state, (2) rules of change, i.e., permitted actions; and (3) desired goals. This description can be translated, in a straightforward manner, into a graph formally known as a state-space graph [153].

Each state refers to a complete description of a configuration of the game. The whole state-space graph can be too large to be explicitly represented. An efficient problem-solver therefore aspires to generate only a small portion of the whole state-space graph to find the desired solution. In Figure 2.6, one important characteristic is that every state is a decision point for the problem-solver, and each edge from a state results in another state that is also a decision point for the problem-solver; state-space graphs possessing only one decision maker are called OR Graphs [153].

For two-player alternate-turn games such as the game of Hex, not all nodes belong to the same decision-maker, as shown in Figure 2.7. In this case, the effect of an action for a problem-solver must consider all opponent responses. Such graphs are referred to as AND/OR Graphs [153]. For OR graphs, the pursuit solution-object is a solution path which represents a sequence of actions. For example, a solution to the puzzle in Figure 2.6 is a sequence of moves to achieve the goal state. For AND/OR graphs, a solution for the player at root node is an AND/OR solution graph $\mathcal{S}$ satisfying the following properties: (1) $\mathcal{S}$ must contain the root node; (2) all terminal nodes of $\mathcal{S}$ (those without any successor) are known and the same; (3)
Figure 2.7: The state-space graph for two-player alternate-turn games is an AND/OR graph, where AND nodes are decision points controlled by an adversary opponent.

for any AND node $s$ in $S$, all successors of $s$ are in $S$; (4) for any OR node $s$ in $S$, one successor of $s$ must be in $S$.

We have seen in Section 2.1 that it could be more space efficient if a node is used to represent a solution to a subgame, not just a single state. AND/OR graphs can express not just state-space, but also problem-space graphs. The underlying problem-solving methodology is viewing solving as a series of problem-reduction steps. In this setting, each node of an AND/OR graph represents a problem or subproblem. An AND node is a subproblem containing multiple subproblems that must all be solved, whereas an OR node can be solved by solving any successor.

For example, solution to the Tower of Hanoi problem can be found by successively reducing the problem into a conjunction of three subproblems. Such a reduction oriented solution is a pure AND graph; it is identified from a problem space graph from an AND/OR graph shown in Figure 2.8. Problem-solver that excels at such a reasoning (i.e., by means-ends-analysis [141]) will eventually choose the leftmost branch as this is the only feasible solution graph exhibited in Figure 2.8. On the other hand, being a single-player puzzle game, Tower of Hanoi may also be directly modeled into a state-space OR graph — the root node will contain two edges representing that two actions choices: moving disk $D_1$ to $D_2$ or $D_3$. This formulation, however, fail to leverage the well-ordered dependencies between subgoals, and finding a solution in this OR graph thus becomes more difficult [153].

For two-player games, recall that in state-space graph, each enumerating option is an edge-represented legal move from its corresponding game state, in problem-space graph, each node $G$ represents a strategy, and each edge represents one step reduction for $G$. For example, suppose for a Hex state $s$ there is a Black winning strategy...
Figure 2.8: Tower of Hanoi problem space graph. \( P(D_{1 \rightarrow n}; 1, 2, 3) \) represents the problem to move \( n \) disks from tower 1 to 3 using 2. Leftmost branch is actually a recursive solution to the problem. Identifying such a solution relies on the availability of well-ordered subgoals and purposeful identification on the relations between parent goal and subgoals; such a process is known as means-ends analysis [141]. It is also possible to formulate this problem as a state-space OR graph; however, finding a solution becomes more difficult. Solution graph from the leftmost branch is actually a tree that grows exponentially; this is simply because for \( n \) disks, no solution required less than \( O(2^n) \) steps exists.

\( G \), each edge from \( G \) can be a pair \((D, c)\), where \( D \) is subset legal White moves at \( G \), and \( c \) is a Black counter move for all moves in \( D \). Figure 2.9 schematically illustrates one step strategy decomposition. \( G_0 \) is the original game. There are \( n \) mappings \( f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n \), where \( f : 2^U \rightarrow C \). That is, \( U \) is the set of legal moves in \( G_0 \) and \( C \) is the set of counter moves. The total number of such mappings, i.e., \( n \), can be \( 2^{|U|} \cdot |C| \). However, most of these edges may be ignored by the problem-solver, and from the state-space graph we know, it is certainly true that there exists a solution by exploring at most \( |U| \times |C| \) edges. The practical merit of searching in the problem-space as defined in Figure 2.9, similar to that of Figure 2.7, depends critically on how to ensure promising edge are preferentially explored.

### 2.2.2 Markov Decision Processes and Alternating Markov Games

A finite Markov Decision Process(MDP) [20, 158] can be expressed by a tuple \((S, A, R, \mathcal{P}, \gamma)\) where \( S \) is a finite set of states, \( A \) a set of actions, \( R : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) a reward function, and \( \mathcal{P} \) denotes the probabilistic transitions among states. The Markov property states that the agent at time \( t \) is independent from all other previous states and actions, i.e., \( \Pr(s_{t+1}|s_1, a_1, \ldots, s_t, a_t) = \Pr(s_{t+1}|s_t, a_t) \). The envi-
Figure 2.9: An illustration of searching for solution graph from a problem-space graph. For $G_0$, $F_1$, $F_2$ and $F_3$ are alternative options; each of them represents a collection of functions with $\bigcup_i \text{argument}(f_i) = U$, i.e., covers all legal opponent moves. Thus, each $F$ node represents a solution to a set covering problem, and it is unnecessary to explicitly list all $F$ nodes during search. Note that $G_0$ could also represent a first-player winning strategy by letting the argument set of each function $f$ be empty.

The environment is fully described by transition probabilities and a reward function:

$$
\mathcal{P}(s'|s,a) = \Pr(s_{t+1} = s'| s = s, a_t = a)
$$

$$
\mathcal{R}(s'|s,a) = \mathbb{E}[r_{t+1}| s = s, s_{t+1} = s', a_t = a]
$$

The objective is to learn a policy to maximize the expected discounted cumulative reward:

$$
\mathbb{E} \sum_{t=k}^{\infty} \gamma^{t-k} R_{t-k+1},
$$

where $\gamma$ is a discounting factor $0 < \gamma \leq 1$ that controls the contribution of long-term and short-term rewards. A policy $\pi(a|s)$ is a function that maps any state $s$ to a probability distribution over all available actions at $s$, $\pi(a|s) = \Pr(a|s)$ $\forall s \in \mathcal{S}, \forall a \in \mathcal{A}(s)$. Many single agent games, such as the 8-puzzle in Figure 2.6, can be viewed as an MDP where transitions are deterministic. For this reason, analogous to shortest path, finding an optimal policy for an arbitrary MDP is sometimes called stochastic shortest-path problem [25].

MDPs are single-agent games, while we are primarily interested in two-player games. Extending ideas from MDPs to two-player zero-sum alternate-turn games results in Alternating Markov Games (AMGs) [123]. An alternating Markov game is a tuple $(\mathcal{S}_1, \mathcal{S}_2, \mathcal{A}_1, \mathcal{A}_2, \mathcal{R}, \mathcal{P}, \gamma)$ where $\mathcal{S}_1$ and $\mathcal{S}_2$ are respectively this and other agent states, and $\mathcal{A}_1$ and $\mathcal{A}_2$ are the actions at each player’s states. MDPs can be viewed as a special case of AMGs where $|\mathcal{S}_2| = 0$. 
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2.3 Techniques for Strategy Discovery

In this section we review best first search algorithms for AND/OR graphs and discuss the connection between algorithmic variants. We then review reinforcement learning and deep neural networks. Finally, we discuss algorithms that combine learning and search, with a particular focus on Monte Carlo Tree Search. In these discussions, we comment on how these methods could be applied to the game of Hex and how they can be helpful to our goal of devising better playing and solving Hex algorithms.

2.3.1 Informed Best-first Search

The state-space graph can be too large to be explicitly represented. For example, $11 \times 11$ Hex contains about $2.38 \times 10^{56}$ states [35], which is far beyond the capacity of computer storage. Instead of creating the entire graph, rules of the game are given
for creating the graph incrementally. The hidden, complete graph is conventionally refereed to as the *implicit graph*; the transparent, partial subgraph that an algorithm works on is called the *explicit graph*; they are noted as $G$ and $G'$ respectively. Leaf nodes with no successors in $G'$ are called *frontier* or *tip* nodes. A tip node whose value is immediately known is called terminal and can be *solvable* or *unsolvable* — in the context of cost minimization, they are assigned values 0 and $\infty$, respectively. The process of generating successors for a non-terminal tip node is called *expansion*.

Starting from a single node, a search paradigm enlarges $G'$ gradually by a sequence of node expansions. Suppose the merit of each node in $G'$ can be assessed by a value function. To find a solution faster, it is natural to select the node with the most promising evaluation for expansion, and after each node expansion, relevant assessments must be updated. Following such an idea, a general best-first search (GBFS) has been depicted in [153] for searching solution-graph in general AND/OR graphs. Yet, one regularity for the AND/OR graph of a two-player alternate-turn game is that AND and OR nodes appear alternately in layers. Therefore, for a given recursive cost-scheme $\Psi$, it is possible to define a pair of intermingled value functions $\{\phi(n), \delta(n)\}$ recursively, as in Eq. (2.3).

$$
\phi(n) = \begin{cases} 
  h(n) & \text{n is non-terminal tip node} \\
  0 & \text{n is terminal winning state} \\
  \infty & \text{n is terminal losing state} \\
  \min_{n_j \in \text{successor}(n)} (c(n, n_j) + \delta(n_j)) & \text{n is AND node}
\end{cases}
$$

$$
\delta(n) = \begin{cases} 
  \bar{h}(n) & \text{n is non-terminal tip node} \\
  \infty & \text{n is terminal winning state} \\
  0 & \text{n is terminal losing state} \\
  \Psi_{n_j \in \text{successor}(n)} (c(n, n_j) + \phi(n_j)) & \text{n is OR node}
\end{cases}
$$

(2.3)

If we interpret $h(n)$ and $\bar{h}(n)$ as the difficulty of proving $n$ is winning and losing respectively (with respect to the player to play at $n$), using $\sum$ for $\Psi$, letting $h = \bar{h} = 1$ and all edge cost $c(n, n_j) = 0$, GBFS with Eq. (2.3) becomes proof number search (PNS) [2], except that PNS was originally defined on trees. Figure 2.11 shows an example for PNS, where node $j$ is to be selected for expansion. After that, the ancestor nodes of $j$ will be updated due to the change in $j$.

If replacing $\Psi$ as $\max$ in Equation (2.3), the goal becomes a minimax strategy. To indicate that a game is zero-sum, it is natural to let $h(n)$ and $\bar{h}(n)$ to be additive
Figure 2.11: PNS example graph. Each node has a pair of evaluations \((\phi, \delta)\), computed bottom up. A bold edge indicates a link where the minimum selection is made at each node. In PNS, all edge costs are 0, and a recursive sum-cost is used. PNS often uses \(\{1, 1\}\) for \(h\) and \(\bar{h}\), therefore \(\phi(n)\) and \(\delta(n)\) can be interpreted as the minimum number of leaf nodes needed to prove and disprove node \(n\) (with respective to the player at \(n\)), respectively.

Inverses by restricting \(h(n) + \bar{h}(n) = 0\). In games literature, such a realization of GBFS is called *best-first minimax*, and its practical performance in game-playing has been studied in Korf et al. [113].

Given limited partial exploration of the implicit graph \(G'\), goodness of root evaluation depends on the quality of evaluations by \(h\). If further assuming that after depth \(d\), evaluations given by \(h\) must agree with true value of the game state (i.e., winning is always associated with a value larger than 0) and all edge costs are 0, the remaining task is how to discover “optimal” root value by ignoring parts of the graph without bypassing the optimal. Algorithms like \(\alpha\beta\) pruning [109] conduct a depth-first search while maintaining two bounds \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) to prune further branches if it is guaranteed that better values will never be discovered from these lines of search. SSS* [156, 164, 190] achieves a similar goal but using a best-first mechanism that runs multiple traversals to obtain sharper bounds for pruning. However, the principal drawback of depth-first search is that decisions made by problem solver are *irrevocable*, i.e., a second alternative will never be checked until work on the first move is done. Such a feature makes the practical merits of \(\alpha\beta\) pruning depend on the quality of move ordering [1, 170]. Iterative deepening modifies the depth-first behavior by doing multiple depth-limited search. Other enhancements of \(\alpha\beta\) pruning reexamine the assumption that evaluation below depth \(d\) is exact, proposing a number of techniques, e.g., forward pruning [52], quiescence search [17], to improve the accuracy of leaf evaluations. Algorithms following similar lines of research have produced superhuman playing programs in various games like Othello [135],
chess [40] and checkers [171], but less successful in some other games (*e.g.*, Go and Hex) where simple and reliable evaluation function is difficult to construct [32]. Indeed, because of the heuristic nature of evaluation function \( h \), in some domains, \( \alpha \beta \) based minimax search may even produce pathological behavior, *i.e.*, deeper exploration produces worse evaluations [138, 139, 140]. Pathology can occur because optimizing upon heuristic evaluation could only compound estimation error [152]; in this sense, the high branching factors in Go and Hex also make them less suited to moderately accurate evaluation based minimax search.

The development of PNS [4] was originally inspired by conspiracy number search [129], with the motivation to design algorithms specialized to solve games, especially in the presence of deep and narrow plays before reaching terminal nodes — where techniques based on \( \alpha \beta \) pruning fixed-depth search become inadequate. PNS in its naive form initializes \( \{ h(n), \bar{h}(n) \} \) as \((1, 1)\) and assumes all edge costs are 0. Other enhancements try to establish more informative initialization of proof and disproof numbers at each newly created node [33, 34, 212]. Depth-first proof number search (DFPN) [136] is a PNS variant that adopts two thresholds to avoid unnecessary traversal of the search tree — it conducts Multiple Iterative Deepening (MID) until these thresholds are violated. DFPN has the same behavior as PNS in AND/OR trees, but exhibits lower memory footprint at the expense of re-expansion; it is also complete in directed acyclic graphs [107]. DFPN is often more applicable than PNS, and can often be improved by incorporating various general or game-dependent techniques. Yoshizoe *et al.* [216] introduced \( \lambda \) search to DFPN to solve the capturing problems in Go; threshold controlling and source node detection [105] were introduced to DFPN to deal with a variety of issues from Tsume-Shogi.

We show the relations between several representative algorithms in a hierarchical diagram of Figure 2.12. How they are connected is explained in Appendix A.4. These algorithms assume the AND/OR graph is a DAG, i.e., no directed loops exist. For general single agent finite MDPs, because of the existence of uncertainty nodes, the underlying state-space can also be modeled as an AND/OR graph, though these graphs may contain directed loops. A variant of AO*, namely LAO* [76], has been proposed for such cases: it sidesteps the problem caused by directed loop using a *value iteration* [158] procedure that will be discussed in the next section.
2.3.2 Reinforcement Learning

Unlike search algorithms that aspire to explore a small portion of a space graph, reinforcement learning (RL) methods aim to learn the true value of each node from experience. In MDPs, the basis for RL is a set of Bellman Equations. For a given policy \( \pi \), let the value for state \( s \) under \( \pi \) be \( v_\pi(s) \). The Bellman equation is defined as follows.

\[
v_\pi(s) = \sum_a \pi(s, a) \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a) (r(s, a, s') + \gamma v_\pi(s')))
\]

where \( \Pr(s'|s, a) \) is the transition function and \( r(s, a, s') \) is the reward of taking \( a \) at \( s \), leading to \( s' \). It is also popular to use an action-value function, defined likewise:

\[
q_\pi(s, a) = \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a) (r(s, a, s') + \gamma \max_{a'} q_\pi(s', a'))
\]

These Bellman equations are the basis for policy evaluation [158], which computes the true value function for a given \( \pi \). The Optimal Bellman Equation is a recursive relation for the optimal policy:

\[
v_*(s) = \max_a \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a) (r(s, a, s') + \gamma v_*(s'))
\]

\[
q_*(s, a) = \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a) (r(s, a, s') + \gamma \max_{a'} q_*(s', a'))
\]
Given \( v \) explicitly stores the value of each state, a value iteration procedure derived from the optimal Bellman equation converges to optimal [20]. Alternatively, it is possible to define a policy iteration [27, 94] by combining policy evaluation by Equation (2.4) and policy improvement due to (2.6).

In Alternating Markov games, for RL algorithms, because there are two players, the policy evaluation must involve two policies, i.e., \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \). Bellman equations for policy evaluation are as follows [123]:

\[
\begin{aligned}
    v_{\pi_1}(s) &= \sum_a \pi_1(a|s) \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a)(r(s, a, s') + \gamma v_{\pi_2}(s'))), \text{ } s \in \mathcal{S}_1 \text{ and } s' \in \mathcal{S}_2 \\
    v_{\pi_2}(s) &= \sum_a \pi_2(a|s) \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a)(r(s, a, s') + \gamma v_{\pi_1}(s'))), \text{ } s \in \mathcal{S}_2 \text{ and } s' \in \mathcal{S}_1
\end{aligned}
\]  

(2.8)

Action-value functions can also be defined in the same fashion [123]:

\[
\begin{aligned}
    q_{\pi_1}(s, a) &= \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a)(r(s, a, s') + \gamma \sum_{a'} \pi_2(a'|s') q_{\pi_2}(s', a'))), \text{ } s \in \mathcal{S}_1 \text{ and } s' \in \mathcal{S}_2 \\
    q_{\pi_2}(s, a) &= \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a)(r(s, a, s') + \gamma \sum_{a'} \pi_1(a'|s') q_{\pi_1}(s', a'))), \text{ } s \in \mathcal{S}_2 \text{ and } s' \in \mathcal{S}_1
\end{aligned}
\]  

(2.9)

Let \( \pi_1 \) be the max player and \( \pi_2 \) be the min player. Assuming \( \pi_2 \) is an optimal counter policy with respect to \( \pi_1 \), we may rewrite the above equation as follows:

\[
q_{\pi_1}(s, a) = \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s, a) \left\{ r(s, a, s') + \gamma \min_{a'} \sum_{s''} \Pr(s''|s', a') \left[ r(s', a', s'') + \sum_{a''} \pi_1(a''|s'') q_{\pi_1}(s'', a'') \right] \right\}.
\]  

(2.10)

where \( s \in \mathcal{S}_1, s' \in \mathcal{S}_2 \) and \( s'' \in \mathcal{S}_1. \)

\( \pi_2 \) is replaced with a min operator, because \( \pi_1 \) is fixed and the problem reduces to a single agent MDP where an agent tries to minimize the received rewards. Assuming that states in \( \mathcal{S}_1 \) belong to the max player, optimal Bellman equations can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{aligned}
    v^*(s) &= \max_a \sum_{s'} p(s'|s, a)(r(s, a, s') + \gamma v^*(s'))), \text{ } s \in \mathcal{S}_1 \text{ and } s' \in \mathcal{S}_2, \\
    v^*(s) &= \min_a \sum_{s'} p(s'|s, a)(r(s, a, s') + \gamma v^*(s'))), \text{ } s \in \mathcal{S}_2 \text{ and } s' \in \mathcal{S}_1
\end{aligned}
\]  

(2.11)

A value iteration algorithm according to this minimax recursion converges to optimal [46]. However, because the policy evaluation in AMGs consists of two policies \( \pi_1, \pi_2 \), the policy iteration, which alternates between policy evaluation and policy improvement, can have four formats [45, 123]. The difference between AMGs and MDPs is reflected in finding solutions using learning programming (LP): a finite MDP can be solved by LP formulation and then computing optimal solution in
polynomial time w.r.t the number of states [123], whereas no LP solution is known for AMGs [46].

In the earlier literature, the policy and value iterations above, either for MDPs or AMGs, are called Dynamic Programming (DP) [94] algorithms. Implementation of these methods requires an explicit knowledge of $Pr(s'|s, a)$. By contrast, most RL algorithms learn by assuming that the precise environment model is unknown, thus learning has to be done by repeatedly exploring the environment. Such algorithms interleave policy evaluation and policy improvement, and can be viewed as generalized policy iteration [192].

To make RL algorithms practically useful, instead of explicitly representing every state, a parameterized value function $v_\theta$ or $q_\theta$ can be used to approximate the tabular function and generalize across states. In this way, RL algorithm such as Q-learning and SARSA can be extended to work with parameterized approximated functions (called function approximators), though they may diverge [192]. A second approach is to directly use function approximator to represent policies and then optimize parameter weights by following the observed reward signals. For example, policy gradient methods [193] learn by iteratively adjusting a parameterized policy with respect to an estimated gradient. These methods have stable convergence in practice [155].

We provide a brief taxonomy of RL algorithms as follows. Depending on whether the agent is aware of the transition model or not, RL algorithms can be divided into model-free and model-based; the former can be further classified into three categories: policy-based, value-based, and actor-critic [192]. A simple policy gradient algorithm is REINFORCE [211]. Model-based RL can be divided into three types. DP algorithms require an explicit model with exact representation for every possible state. Search-based RL only requires rules for generating the next state after each action; they can rely on a function approximator for generalization. The third type tries learn an approximately correct model from experience; one example of such an approach is Dyna [191].

Both value and policy-based RL are well-studied in MDPs. Two player alternate turn zero-sum games are AMGs not MDPs [123]. In the literature, with a notion of self-play policy, standard reinforcement learning methods developed in MDPs have been applied to AMGs [180, 198] by simply negating the reward signal of the opponent’s turn. However, since they do have fundamental differences, a careful
examination of these lead to better RL methods for two-player games, as we will see in the next chapter.

2.3.3 Deep Neural Networks

We have seen from the previous section that, when the state-space is large, practically useful RL algorithms have to rely on effective function approximator for generalizing across all states. Exploring only a subset of examples for grasping a generally useful concept is exactly the promise of machine learning, whose challenge is to find, by a process of training on some data, an approximately correct target function that is able to generalize across unseen inputs.

A fundamental problem is how to represent inputs in a convenient format that is easy to learn. Using neural networks for representation learning or feature learning [22] allows a system to automatically discover appropriate features from raw data. In particular, deep learning with many layered neural networks [21, 118] has been shown to be effective in practice; they exploit the composition hierarchies of natural signals. The study of neural networks dates back to 1940s–1960s [175]. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been shown to be particularly effective for learning. The core idea of CNNs is to use filters (or kernels) for transforming information from one layer to next. Such an idea was proposed in 1970s [61], and became well-known after LeCun [119]. Figure 2.13 illustrates a convolution operator for a 2D input. Each filter (kernel) contains a vector of weights, applying which step by step horizontally and vertically using the same filter transforms the original picture into a new image. Here the filter is with size 3 × 3; the input image has an extra border padding with 0, therefore the resultant image remains the same size. More generally, for a $W \times W$ image, suppose the padding is $P$, convolution size is $F \times F$, stride is $S$, then the resulting image has dimension $W' \times W'$ where $W' = \frac{W+2P-F}{S} + 1$.

A fundamental problem for deep neural networks is how to efficiently update the connection weights, given the observed difference between the predicted output and the labelled true result. Backpropagation [37, 54, 55, 103, 122, 166, 210] has become a standard algorithm for training feedforward networks.

Due to computational and data acquisition limits, training many-layered networks was infeasible before the use of GPUs [144]. In 2012, the record-breaking winner [114] (AlexNet) of the ImageNet classification contest [51] popularized the
Figure 2.13: Illustration of convolution operation in 2D image.

use of deep neural nets implemented with GPUs in the computer vision community. The empirical success suggests that neural network depth is critical for achieving high performance. The accompanied problem is that network training becomes more difficult with increasing depth due to the phenomena of exploding and vanishing gradients. He et al. [84] proposed Residual Net (ResNet) that uses short-cut connections to tackle the gradient vanishing/exploding problem, making it possible to train neural nets with over 100 layers. In summary, research in deep learning are mostly concentrated on the following aspects:

- Architecture. The choice of a neural net architecture can be critical to deep learning applications. For a given application, a suitable CNN architecture may be found by many trials and novel design.

- Optimization. In practice, backpropagation is usually implemented with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [31] because the dataset is often too large to be loaded as a whole.

In RL, there is a long history of using neural nets as function approximators [27, 198], because practical RL relies on expressive function approximation to generalize learned knowledge to unseen states and many layered neural nets can approximate arbitrary continuous functions on compact subsets of $\mathbb{R}^n$ [93]. Revived interest in RL methods with neural nets as function approximators is partly due to faster training methods on GPUs. Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) combines the progress in
deep learning and reinforcement learning, leading to improvements in playing Atari games [132, 133, 173] and many continuous control applications [120, 176, 177, 183, 208].

In the game of Hex, another goal for neural architecture design is to let a model obtained on some board size $N \times N$ transfer to other board sizes. Transfer Learning [146, 161, 217] studies how to transfer learned knowledge from a source domain $\mathcal{D}_S$ to a target domain $\mathcal{D}_T$. Given a neural net model trained source domain data, common transfer learning scenarios [217] are as follows:

- **Frozen.** Trained neurons from a source task are copied to the target network and kept fixed when training on the new dataset for the target task.

- **Fine-tuning.** The target network copies neurons from the source task, then the whole network is optimized as usual.

We investigate transfer learning for Hex in Chapter 4.5.

### 2.3.4 Combining Learning and Search: Monte Carlo Tree Search

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [47] has led impressive progress in Go [58, 180], Hex [11, 96], and many sequential decision making problems [36]. Like other best-search algorithms, MCTS grows a selective tree by concentrating on nodes with better value estimates. Each search iteration consists of four distinct phases. (1) The *in-tree* phase traverses the current tree from the root until a leaf is reached. Child nodes are selected by a function such as UCT [111], which balances exploration and exploitation. (2) The *expansion* phase expands a leaf node, typically after its visit count has reached an expansion threshold. (3) Leaf nodes are evaluated, for example by randomized rollouts. (4) Results are backpropagated in the tree. While MCTS works without any game specific knowledge, its performance can often be drastically improved by incorporating domain knowledge [73], better child node selection and leaf evaluation.

Many improvements of MCTS has been proposed. UCT search [111] uses upper confidence bound in the selection phase, striking a balance between exploration and exploitation. Gelly et al. [74] propose Rapid Action Value Estimation (RAVE) heuristic, which leads to a faster accumulation of statistics and better performance in games where move values are only slightly influenced by their playing order.
MCTS based program Fuego [58] became the first computer player winning a game against a 9-dan professional in 9×9 Go.

In the game of Go, several research groups showed that deep learning can indeed provide high quality expert move predictions [44, 125, 200]. This strength was then used in conjunction with MCTS, leading to the Policy Value MCTS (PV-MCTS) [180, 184] that uses a deep policy net to set prior move probabilities and a value network for estimating the value of leaf nodes. The resulting AlphaGo program [180] convincingly beat top human professional players [180] in 19×19 Go. AlphaGo Zero [184] adopts the same search framework, but totally abandoned rollout; it yielded stronger playing strength as because better quality neural nets were obtained by an iterated training that optimizes the neural net based on data generated by PV-MCTS with previous neural net models. These successes were achieved on advanced hardware TPU [100] for fast neural net inference and large scale parallel computation for data generation: AlphaZero used 5000 TPUs during training [181].

It is a research question how to further improve the efficiency of PV-MCTS on regular hardware and obtain large number of high quality expert games with limited computation resources. We present our result in improving AlphaZero style learning in Chapter 4.

2.4 Hex Specific Research

In this section we review past research that are specific to the game of Hex.

2.4.1 Complexity of Hex

Determining the winner for arbitrary Hex position has been shown to be PSPACE-complete [60, 162]; therefore, developing an automatic algorithm for solving arbitrary Hex position with polynomial time complexity is unlikely unless P=PSPACE, consequently P=NP. In practice, what we are mostly interested in is the number of existing states for a given board size.

For $N \times N$ Hex, the total number of reachable states is upper bounded by

$$\sum_{x+y+z=N^2 \land (x=y \lor x=y+1)} \left( \begin{array}{c} N^2 \\ x,y,z \end{array} \right),$$

i.e., enumerating all possibilities by fillin the board with $x$ black stones, $y$ white stones, and $z$ empty cells (by the rule of Hex $x = y + 1$ or $x = y$ always holds assuming Black plays first). Consider also that each board configuration has a symmetry by 180-degree rotation, the upper bound should be halved. Therefore, when $N = 11$, such an estimation gives $\approx 2.3835 \times 10^{56}$ [35].
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However, the estimation method used above would count some states where a win/loss is already decided many times, whereas to form a winning chain at least $2N - 1$ stones have to be played. This gives a lower bound on DAG

$$\sum_{x+y+z=N^2 \land (x=y \lor x=y+1) \land x+y \leq 2N-1} \binom{N^2}{x, y, z}$$

For $N = 11$ we obtain about $3.06 \times 10^{29}$. The estimation from [38] shows that for $N \times N$ Hex, the minimum number of steps required to win is at least $N + \lceil N/4 \rceil$. This provides us a way to estimate the lower bound for minimum size of state-space where there is a solution graph: $1.39 \times 10^{21}$ for $N = 11$. Table 2.1 summarizes the results for $N = 9, 10, 11$ and 13. These estimates imply that techniques for pruning the state-space must be employed, otherwise solving Hex by exhaustive search even on small board sizes such as $9 \times 9$ can be unachievable. As in Chapter 2.1, if regarding the state-space is a tree of size $b^d$, then a proof tree is of size $b^{d/2}$. The numbers in Table 2.1 further imply that the representing a solution can also be difficult as the board size increases if no state pruning or state-aggregation techniques are employed.

Table 2.1: Approximate number of estimated states for $N \times N$ Hex, $N = 9, 10, 11, 13$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9×9</th>
<th>10×10</th>
<th>11×11</th>
<th>13×13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Bound</td>
<td>$10^{37}$</td>
<td>$10^{46}$</td>
<td>$10^{56}$</td>
<td>$10^{79}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
<td>$10^{22}$</td>
<td>$10^{25}$</td>
<td>$10^{29}$</td>
<td>$10^{37}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Bound (Sol)</td>
<td>$10^{14}$</td>
<td>$10^{17}$</td>
<td>$10^{21}$</td>
<td>$10^{25}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.4.2 Graph Properties and Inferior Cell Analysis

A graph can be constructed from either Black or White’s perspective. For instance, a Black Hex graph is created by treating two black borders as two distinct vertices, every uncolored cell is a vertex with edges connecting neighboring cells; a black stone on a location makes all pairs of neighboring cells become adjacent after the vertex on which Black just played; such a procedure is in short called vertex implosion — a white stone to a location deletes the corresponding vertex and all its edges. Black wins if the two black border vertices become adjacent; conversely, White wins if the two black border nodes are in two independent connected components. A White graph can be built in the same fashion. Figure 2.14 demonstrates an example from [206]. In Black’s Hex graph, Black is called the Short player and White the
Cut player; in White’s graph, their roles are exchanged. If generalizing the concept to arbitrary graph, the resulting game is called Shannon vertex-switching game or Generalized Hex [15, 60, 99].

As suggested by Berge [23, 81], it is possible to prune some moves from a given game state by analyzing the graphical properties of Hex. Techniques for proving that a move can be discarded without changing the optimal value of a game state are collectively called Inferior Cell Analysis (ICA). Depending on how they prune cells, certain formal terminologies on a cell or a set of cells can defined, e.g., dead, vulnerable, captured vulnerable-by-capture and capture-domination cells. See [87]. Figure 2.15 shows several examples of dead cells.

While deciding an unoccupied cell is dead or not in arbitrary graph is NP-complete [28], identifying and proving local dead-cell patterns can be useful in automated playing and solving Hex. See Figure 2.15 for some examples. A dead cell can be filled-in with any color without altering game theoretic value of a Hex position; similarly, a Black (or White) captured set $C$ can also be filled-in with Black (or White) stones. The process of artificially filling the board with either black or white stones while ensuring game-theoretic value unchanged is called fillin in Hex. Besides dead and captured cells, another type of fillin by Henderson et al. [87] is called permanently-inferior.

Pruning by fillin is strong in the sense that filled cells are removed from consideration by any continuation of a game position. Indeed, following a set of dead,
captured and permanently-inferior patterns, Henderson et al [91] described an explicit winning strategy using \( \left\lfloor \frac{N+1}{6} \right\rfloor \) handicap cells on any \( N \times N \) board. The strategy works by placing black stones in the row one cell away to border and apply fillin to fill the row next to boarder permanently, then the resulting irregular Hex board can be solved via a pairing strategy from Shannon [72].

A weaker type of pruning is to remove cells from given game state if a provable better one exists. A reversible move can be bypassed while a dominated move can be pruned given at least one dominating move retains [24]. Using these concepts, captured-reversible and captured-domination have been defined [87, 90]. Other domination classes explored in [87] include induced-path and neighborhood domination.

Additionally, board decomposition [87] are useful for fillin or pruning, given that a connection strategy in the relevant region is known. Figure 2.16 shows an example of region fillin as a result of chain composition. For any given board position, it seems that many cells can be either filled-in or pruned by chain or star decomposition. However, the practical feasibility of these pruning relies on known explicit strategy for constructing interboundary connection. For instance, for \( N \times N \) Hex where \( N \geq 3 \) we have known that black acute corner opening is a loss [12, 18], it follows that the remaining board cells together with four borders form a chain decomposition with \( R \) containing all unoccupied cells, thus White captured-region-by-chain-decomposition. However, white fillin the whole board is meaningless as explicit strategy for preventing all black interboundary connection is missing. A bottom-up connection strategy computation can be used for carrying out the pruning or fillin of such kind in certain cases.
2.4.3 Bottom Up Connection Strategy Computation

We have seen in Chapter 2.1 that strategy for a game can be decomposed and represented by subgame strategies. Anshelevich [6, 7] discovered that some connection strategies for local subgames of Hex can be computed in a bottom-up manner. The algorithm *H-search* was proposed for building these strategies, which became a critical component in the 2000 ICGA champion player Hexy [5]. Two types of connection strategies are defined:

- **Virtual Connection (VC)** — given two endpoints \(x, y\) and a set of empty cells \(A\), \((x, A, y)\) is a Black VC if there is a way to connect \(x\) and \(y\) by only playing inside of \(A\) even if let White play first. That is, VCs represent second-player connection strategies. \(A\) is called *carrier* of the VC.

- **Semi-virtual Connection (SC)** — given two endpoints, \(x, y\), a set of empty cells \(A\), \((x, A, y)\) is Black SC if there exists a \(k \in A\) Black plays at \(k\) first, then \((x, A\{k\}, y)\) is a Black VC. That is, SCs stand for first-player connection strategies; the first move \(k\) fulfilling a SC is called the *key* for that SC.

In a Hex graph, because a connected group of same-colored stones can be abstracted into one point, for any \(N \times N\) Hex from the empty board, there must be a Black SC since it has been proved that there exists a first-player winning strategy. The PSPACE-complete complexity result, however, implies that finding such SCs for arbitrary Hex board size is difficult. Nevertheless, using the particular property of Hex we can compute some connection strategies in a bottom-up manner. To achieve this, H-Search uses some base cases and two combination rules.

1. **Base Cases:** any adjacent pair of same-colored endpoints form a base VC with carrier \(\emptyset\), i.e., \(\bullet-\bullet\); any pair of same-colored endpoints with one empty cell between them forms a base SC, i.e., \(\bullet-\circ-\bullet\).

2. **AND-rule:** Two VCs \((x_1, A_1, x_2)\) and \((x_2, A_2, x_3)\), with \((\{x_1\} \cup A_1) \cap (\{x_3\} \cup A_2) = \emptyset\), can be combined to form a new SC if \(x_2\) is an empty cell or a VC if \(x_2\) has the same color as \(x_1\) and \(x_3\).

3. **OR-rule:** Two SCs \((x_1, A_1, x_2)\) and \((x_1, A_2, x_2)\), with \(A_1 \cap A_2 = \emptyset, A_1 \neq \emptyset, A_2 \neq \emptyset\), can be combined to form a new VC. The bridge pattern shown in Figure 1.3 can be obtained by ORing the two base SCs sharing the same pair of endpoints. This rule also applies to more than two SCs sharing the same
pair of endpoints, provided that their carrier intersection is the empty set and none of them is the empty set.

Given a set of manually created base cases, H-Search automatically and repeatedly applies the above OR- and AND- rules until no more connections can be found, resembling to automatic theorem proving [163]. The Apply OR Rule of H-Search is recursively defined [7] and can be expensive in practice since it tries to find new VCs by enumerating all combinations of semi-virtual connections sharing the same two endpoints. As noted in [87], a number of ways could be used to make H-search either find more connections or become faster in practice:

1. Enlarge the set of base connections.
2. Abandon superset carriers.
3. Allowing border to be midpoints.
4. ORing all SCs check: if ORing all SCs does not produce a VC indicate that ORing any subset of them cannot produce a new VC.
5. When applying the OR-Rule, backtrack immediately if the intersection does not shrink (since it implies this SC is redundant).
6. Only check at most \( k \) combinations when applying the OR rule.
7. Limit the number of SCs and VCs stored for each pair of endpoints.

The last two schemes can reduce the number of connections that H-search can find, but, arguably, they bring more benefit than harm due to the improved speed [87]. Indeed, even without these, H-search does not guarantee to find all connection strategies, i.e., H-search is incomplete [7]. One simple example that H-search is incapable to solve is called braid, illustrated in Figure 2.17 (left). A solution by strategy decomposition is depicted in Figure 2.17 (right).

The reason that H-search cannot find a SC between \( x \) and \( y \) via AND-rule is that all the VCs and SCs are intervened. The attainable VCs are \((x, a, \emptyset), (x, 3, \emptyset), (y, 1, \emptyset), \) and \((y, b, \emptyset); \) SCs are \((a, b, key = 2, \emptyset), (x, b, key = 3, \emptyset), (y, a, key = 1, \emptyset), (a, b, key = 1, \emptyset), (a, b, key = 3, \emptyset).\) Applying AND-rule does not produce a SC between \( x \) and \( y \) simply because there is no two VCs to concatenate. By defining Partition Chains that can be computed in parallel with AND/OR rules, a Crossing Rule is proposed in [87] to solve braid-type cases.

Although the improvement may lead H-search to find more connections, they do not make H-search complete [87]. Pawlewicz et al. [151] observed that computational
efficiency is a major bottleneck for H-search, then described a more efficient data structure for storing and updating VCs and SCs. In particular, the OR rule is exponentially expensive with respect to the number of SCs between two endpoints, while hard-limiting it to small (e.g., 3 or 4) prevents H-search from finding many useful connections, Pawlewicz et al. [151] proposed semi-combiner and fast-semi-combiner for producing critical subsets of VCs.

The source of incompleteness of H-search comes from the fact that its bottom-up combination rules are just a special treatment to achieve the goal of solving subgames by strategy decomposition. For the braid example, as in shown Figure 2.17b, the SC between \( x \) and \( y \) can be formed by two VCs (\( x \rightarrow a \) and \( a \rightarrow y \)), but the AND rule of H-Search failed to compute the SC. In general, as demonstrated in Figure 2.18, if we want to prove that there is a SC in position \( A \) for player \( P \), by decomposition, it is equivalent to finding a move that will lead to a position where there is an VC. To prove position \( B \) has a VC for player \( P \) is to decompose the VC into several smaller VCs. Rather than using H-Search, in Chapter 5.4, we discuss the possibility of searching for decomposition-based solutions with the help of deep neural networks.

### 2.4.4 Iterative Knowledge Computation

Not only inferior cell analysis can help H-search [87, 151], connection strategies from H-search can also help to identify more fillin or inferior cells [87]. Therefore, for a given Hex game state, combining these two types of knowledge computation results an iterative procedure, sketched in Algorithm 1 [87].

Upon the termination of Algorithm 1, two possibilities exist: (1) the state-value
Figure 2.18: Searching for SC and VC by strategy decomposition. Finding there is a SC for player $P$ at position $A$ equals to finding a $P$ move that will lead to a child position where there is a VC for $P$.

**Algorithm 1:** Iterative Knowledge Computation [87]

**Input:** A board position $s$

**Result:** Processed board position $s'$

1. For both players, compute dead, captured, permanently-inferior cells for fillin; do this step repeatedly until no new fillin can be found;
2. For the player to play, compute dead-reversible, captured-reversible and various domination cells for pruning;
3. For both players, run H-search on the fillin-reduced position;
4. Apply deduced connections, compute
   - captured-region-by-chain-decomposition,
   - dominated-region-by-chain-decomposition and
   - dominated-set-by-star-decomposition; if new fillin is produced, go to step 1, otherwise exit;

is decided, (2) the state-value is unknown but certain moves can be pruned. Such an iterative knowledge computation at each game state has been implemented in Benzene, available from ², with visualization using HexGUI ³. See Figure 2.19. We will use this platform to conduct our experiments in later chapters.

### 2.4.5 Automated Player and Solver

In Hex, a seminal work for designing a computer player is due to Shannon [178], who proposed an electric-resistance based evaluation for playing the game. Research for other games (e.g., DeepBlue for chess [40]) have produced human-level playing machines. However, it has been shown that designing effective heuristic evaluations for Hex is difficult: Concepts used in many other games for feature extraction, such as material, balance, and mobility, are meaningless for Hex [205]. Evaluations

³https://github.com/ryanbhayward/hexgui
Figure 2.19: Knowledge computation visualized via HexGUI. Black played stones: b8, f9 and e6. White played stones: c5, e4 and f2. Black to play. a9, b9, c9, d9 and e9 are Black fillin. Gray shaded cells are pruned due to mustplay; black filled cells with pink shading are captured; gray filled with shading are permanently-inferior; green: vulnerable; magenta: captured-reversible satisfying independence condition; yellow: dominated by various domination patterns. Only five cells remain to be considered after knowledge computation.

were based on either measuring properties of the game graph, such as network resistance [178] and graph distance [204].

Table 2.2 summarizes some major computer programs developed for playing Hex. Equipped with graph distance evaluation, together with an advanced implementation of $\alpha\beta$ search, Queenbee [204] became the first program achieving novice level strength. Inspired by Shannon’s model, using electronic circuit resistance as an evaluation function in minimax search was used by Anshelevich [6, 7]; the resulting program Hexy [5] defeated Queenbee. Improved programs based on a similar idea include Six [79] and Wolve [13]. In all these programs, virtual connection computation is vital to the quality of evaluation, and they all use a form of H-search [7] for computing VCs. The $\alpha\beta$ player Wolve combines both ICA and VC to improve its heuristic evaluation function.

Although the resistance-based evaluation can be improved by adding VC and ICA information, it is still frequently pathological, as it tends to favor fillin and dominated cells [87]. This problem was sidestepped by the development of Monte Carlo Tree Search for Hex [11], which evaluates a game position by simulating random playouts. The success of MCTS is due to its superior ability to focus the
Table 2.2: Evolution of Computer Programs for Playing Hex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Queenbee</td>
<td>(\alpha\beta) with two-distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Hexy</td>
<td>(\alpha\beta) with circuit resistance plus VC computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>(\alpha\beta) with circuit resistance plus VC computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Wolve</td>
<td>(\alpha\beta) with circuit resistance plus VC and ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>MoHex</td>
<td>parallel MCTS with VC and ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>MoHex 2.0</td>
<td>parallel MCTS with stronger VC and ICA plus pattern-based playout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

search on promising nodes in the tree, by dynamically backing up the evaluations from random sequences of self-play. Enhancements of MCTS increase the quality of such biases by incorporating learned off-line prior knowledge [73]. MoHex 2.0 by Huang et al. [96] uses preferences learned from expert game records. The program is 300 Elo stronger than MoHex [96] on the 13\times13 board size. Besides MoHex 2.0 and Wolve, recent strong computer players, such as DeepHex [150] and Ezo [196], all use the VC and ICA computation available from the Benzene codebase.

As in Table 2.2, the discovery of H-search marked the beginning of successful application of \(\alpha\beta\) search. The evaluation deficiency is only partially addressed by VC computation. There are also work trying to improve the evaluation function using more complicated network models [196], the resulting player failed to defeat MoHex 2.0 [83]. Despite the playing strength of the recent programs in Table 2.2, a mathematical guarantee on measuring the quality of their returned moves is lacking.

While statistical models, such as Elo rating [56], have been developed for ranking players, these models do not provide explanation how close a player’s move is to optimal play, and in practice using a finite number of self-players do suffer from problems such as *Elo inflation* [159].

Instead of heuristically playing well, the other research direction is developing programs for solving Hex. Combining some ICA and VC computation, Hayward et al. [82] showed that a DFS on state-space graph can solve arbitrary 7\times7 Hex openings in reasonable time. After extending inferior cell analysis and enhancing VC computation, all 8x8 openings were solved by Henderson et al. [89] via DFS. Switching the search to PNS made the solving all 8\times8 openings at least twice faster [87]. To date, all 9\times9 openings have been solved using parallel PNS with stronger VC [149, 151].
Given the success of deep neural networks for playing, a natural research direction is to further improve MoHex 2.0 by using deep neural networks for improving prior knowledge. Similarly, a PNS-based solving algorithm could incorporate deep neural networks for better node expansion. We shall present the results of improving PNS using deep neural networks in Chapter 5.
Chapter 3

Supervised Learning and Policy Gradient Reinforcement Learning in Hex

This chapter contains content from “Move prediction using Deep CNNs in Hex” [63] and “Adversarial Policy Gradient for Alternating Markov Games” [64].

3.1 Supervised Learning with Deep CNNs for Move Prediction

3.1.1 Background

The breakthrough [44, 125, 180, 200] in computer Go has shown that using deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) [114] for representation and learning game knowledge works better than earlier approaches — they showed deep CNNs can produce very high prediction accuracy of expert moves after training on professional game records. Motivated by the success in Go, we investigate how to use deep convolutional neural nets to represent and learn knowledge in Hex. The goal is use this knowledge for better for computer Hex programs— a task that poses the following challenges:

- Representation of input. Compact representation is essential to any learning model. Typically, feeding more input features to a neural net yields better prediction accuracy. However, since trained neural nets will eventually be used in search, evaluation needs to be sufficiently fast. Deep networks usually have better learning capacity [84], but the development of a successful architecture often requires many trials.
• Sophistication. Training data obtained from either human or computer game records is usually imperfect. Appropriately dealing with imperfect training data is essential.

• Search. Combining neural net with search efficiently is non-trivial. A challenge is that the speed of neural nets on regular hardware is too slow to be intensively used in the search.

The above challenges need to be solved one by one. In this section, focusing on 13×13 Hex, we conduct an empirical study of move prediction using deep neural networks in Hex, and investigate the possibility of improving the search in MoHex 2.0 given that an accurate move predictor is obtained.

3.1.2 Input Features

Let \( s \) denote an arbitrary Hex position to be preprocessed into feature planes as input to a neural net. Since the goal of Hex is to connect two sides of the board, to represent this goal, we use extra two borders to pad the Hex board. See Figure 3.1 for the padding on a 13×13 Hex empty board. Note that we use two, rather than one, border padding to highlight the importance of border stones for Hex. It is usually desirable to encode some useful features to the feature planes. We encode the common bridge pattern (see Figure 1.3) to the input. Table 3.1 lists the feature representation in each plane. Bridge endpoints are those occupied cells where there is a bridge pattern (as in Figure 1.3, the two black stones); a save bridge point is an empty cell by playing where saves the bridge (so in Figure 1.3, if White plays on one empty cell, the other one becomes a save bridge point for Black); similarly, a make-connection point is an empty cell by playing where it enables a connection of its neighbor cells of the same color. The input features consist of 9 planes with only binary values. We tried to add history information as [200], but experimental results show that it does not seem to help in Hex, perhaps because Hex is fully described by the current board position plus the player to play and the playing order of each stone is irrelevant to state evaluation.

3.1.3 Architecture

Following on previous work in Go [44, 125, 200], the neural network we designed for Hex is a straightforward stack of multiple convolution and non-linear activation
Figure 3.1: Hexagonal board mapped as a square grid with moves played at intersections (left). Two extra rows of padding at each side used as input to neural net (right).

Table 3.1: Input features; form bridge are empty cells that playing there forms a bridge pattern. Similarly, an empty cell is save bridge if it can be played as a response to the opponent’s move in the bridge carrier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plane</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Plane</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Black played stones</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>White bridge endpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>White played stones</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>To play save bridge points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unoccupied points</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>To play make-connection points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Black or White to play</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>To play form bridge points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Black bridge endpoints</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

layers. Let $d$ (at least one) be the number of convolutional layers. Let $w$ be the number of convolution filters in each layer. Input to the first convolutional layer is of dimension $17 \times 17 \times 9$ (13 plus 4 padding borders, 9 feature planes in total). The first convolution layer convolves using filter size $5 \times 5$ with stride of 1, and then applies ReLU to its output. Convolution layers from 2 to $d - 1$ zero pad the input to an image of $15 \times 15$ (see Figure 2.13 on convolution operator), then convolve with filter size $3 \times 3$ and stride of 1. Likewise, each of them is followed by ReLU.

Following previous work in Go [44, 125, 200], to avoid losing information, no downsampling layers such as max-pooling are applied. The final convolutional layer convolves using one filter of kernel size $1 \times 1$ with stride 1. A bias is added before applying the final softmax function. The output of this neural net is a probability distribution over each move on the board. Figure 3.2 shows the architecture.
3.1.4 Data for Learning

A large amount of training data is essential for any deep learning model. According to [96], pattern weights in MoHex 2.0 were trained on a dataset consisting of 19760 13×13 games from Little Golem \(^1\) and 15116 games by MoHex played against Wolve. We could not access the same dataset. Therefore, we generated a new dataset from MoHex 2.0 selfplay. To enrich the generated examples, we randomly set the time limit per move from 28 to 40 seconds, and played the tournament by iterating over all opening moves with the parallel solver turned off. In this way, we collected 15520 games on board size 13×13. These selfplay games were produced on several Cybera\(^2\) cloud instances with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v3 2.30GHz and 4GB RAM.

As a further preprocessing step, we extracted training examples from saved games, and removed duplicated state-action pairs; as a result, 1098952 distinct state-action pairs \((s,a)\) are produced. We subsequently randomly selected 90% of them as the training set and used the remaining 10% as a test set. See Figure 3.3 for a visualization of the distribution of state-action pairs with move numbers. Not surprisingly, most positions are from the middle stage of the game.

No human games from Little Golem were used in our training: we found that most human players at this site are weaker than MoHex 2.0, although the top player could be significantly stronger.

---

\(^1\)http://www.littlegolem.net  
\(^2\)http://www.cybera.ca
3.1.5 Configuration

The Hex board is symmetric under 180-degree rotation. Therefore, for each training example, with probability 0.5, a rotated symmetric position is randomly selected to train. The training target is to maximize the likelihood of move prediction in the training examples. Let $\mathcal{D}$ be the training set. We used this loss function:

$$L(\theta; \mathcal{D}) = - \sum_{(s,a) \in \mathcal{D}} \log p_\theta(a|s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

For training, we used adaptive stochastic gradient descent optimizer Adam [104] with default parameters. Compared to vanilla stochastic gradient descent, Adam converged faster. We trained the neural net with a batch size of 128 per step. Every 500 steps, the accuracy is evaluated on test data. We stopped the training after 150,000 steps. The model that achieves the best test accuracy is saved. The neural net was implemented with Tensorflow [128], and trained on an Intel i7-6700 CPU machine with 32GB RAM and a NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU.

3.1.6 Results

We present the prediction accuracy of several architectures with varying $d$ and $w$. Evaluation of the playing strength of the best neural network model is presented subsequently.

Prediction Accuracy

Finding appropriate $d$ and $w$ requires experimentation: a too large network may require more training data while too small ones may have insufficient capacity. We
therefore experimentally vary $d$ and $w$. We start by letting $w = 64, d = 5$ as in [125], and tried to double $w$ to 128 (note that we stopped at $w = 128$ as another doubling would make training overwhelmingly slow on the GTX 1080 GPU). Table 3.2 presents the top 1 move prediction accuracy for 5 different configurations.

Table 3.2: Prediction accuracy on test set from CNN models with varying $d$ and $w$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choices of $d$, $w$</th>
<th>Best accuracy on test data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 layers, 64 filters per layer</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 layers, 128 filters per layer</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 layers, 128 filters per layer</td>
<td>54.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 layers, 128 filters per layer</td>
<td>54.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 layers, 128 filters per layer</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 shows that neural nets with depths $7 - 9$ produced better results than the shallower ones. The best accuracy of 54.8% is with $d = 8, w = 128$, whose accuracy on training data is 57.6%. For each architecture, the result was obtained with early stopping, i.e., we stopped the training when the test accuracy stopped improving for 10 consecutive epochs. As the previous work in Go [125], no regularization is used.

It is of interest to know the top $k$ accuracy for $k > 1$. If the accuracy is high for relatively small $k$, this characteristic could be harnessed to effectively reduce search width. Figure 3.4 shows the top $k$ accuracy for the best $d = 8, w = 128$ neural network model with 9 input planes. For $k = 8$, the prediction accuracy is above 90%. For $k = 12$, the prediction accuracy exceeds 95%. We now proceed to investigate playing strength of the best $d = 8, w = 128$ policy neural network model both without and with search. For brevity, we call this model $\text{CNN}_{8}^{128}$.

**Playing Strength of $\text{CNN}_{8}^{128}$ without Search**

A policy network model can be used as a player whose move is sampled from the probabilistic outputs of the model. To see the strength of $\text{CNN}_{8}^{128}$, we test its performance by playing against the resistance evaluation used in Wolve [11, 13]. This is achieved by limiting Wolve to use 1-ply search. Note that 4-ply search was used by Wolve in previous tournament [11, 13].

The match consists of 6000 games from opening board position where 3000 neural net plays as Black, and 3000 as White. No swap rule was used. The result is that $\text{CNN}_{8}^{128}$ won 48.9% of all games, which implies that the policy neural net model
has similar playing strength as the optimized resistance evaluation in Wolve. As for speed, $CNN_{128}^{128}$ is more than 10 times faster than 1-ply Wolve.

Figure 3.5 shows a typical game played by the neural net model against Wolve. The first move of Wolve is $l2$, presumably because there is an easily computable virtual connection to the top which greatly influenced the resistance evaluation. Move 11 of Wolve is problematic, as it became useless by White’s response move $k8$—there is no way that Black can connect to the bottom by $m7$ unless White misses $l9$.

The result is remarkable in the sense that, without any search, the neural network model can still answer most black moves accurately, implying that the neural net has already grasped some sophisticated aspects of the game.

Figure 3.5: A game played by 1-ply Wolve (Black) against policy net (White) $CNN_{128}^{128}$. The neural network model won as White. Note that we tried to use solver to solve the game state before move 11, but solver failed to yield a solution.
It is also interesting to see how well the neural net plays against 4-ply Wolve. Since this version of Wolve is slow, we only played 800 games in total. Table 3.3 shows the result. Table 3.3 also includes the result of $CNN^1_{8}^{128}$ against 1000 simulation limited MoHex 2.0. Even against these strong Hex bots, the neural net could still achieve about 10% and 20% win as Black and White, respectively. As a comparison, using deep-Q learning [132], after two weeks of training, Young et al. [218] obtained a deep neural net model which achieved 20.4% win against 1 second limited MoHex 2.0 as Black and 2.1% as White. We note that in our Intel i7-6700 CPU machine — which is faster than the machine used in [218] — MoHex 2.0 with 1000 simulations almost always takes a time around 1 second, which implies that $CNN^1_{8}^{128}$ could have achieved a better result. We suspect this is due to the following reasons: (1) The training data are different: in [218], the neural net is first trained on a set of games generated from a randomized version of Wolve, and then trained on games of neural net self-play. We believe those games are inferior to the games accumulated from MoHex 2.0 self-play. (2) The training method is different: Although Q-learning has been successful in Atari games [132], two-player strategic games are more challenging in the sense that the opponent could be regarded as a non-stationary environment. (3) The input planes in [218] contain only Black/White/empty points plus Black/White group information: our bridge enriched representation is better in the sense that it represents a key tactic for playing Hex.

Table 3.3: Results of $CNN_{d=8,w=128}^{1}$ against 4ply-Wolve and 1000 simulations MoHex 2.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>$CNN_{8}^{128}$ as Black</th>
<th>$CNN_{8}^{128}$ as White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-ply Wolve</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoHex2.0-1000</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, although the comparison with Wolve shows that the playing strength of $CNN_{8}^{128}$ is similar to resistance, it is advantageous over resistance in the sense that it does not have the pathological behavior (favoring fillin and dominated cells) as resistance nor does it require the computation of inferior cells and virtual connections which are typically slow [87].
**Integrating CNN\textsuperscript{128} to MoHex 2.0**

Our ultimate goal is to develop a stronger Hex player by combining the neural net with search. The strength of look-ahead search is that it tries to build a state-specific graph model, thus the possibility of sampling an erroneous action directly from the policy network is reduced.

The major challenge for combining a neural net with search is that move evaluation by deep networks can be slower than traditional methods [125, 180, 200]. In computer Go, previous work either employs non-blocking asynchronous batch evaluation [180] or simple synchronous evaluation [200]. In each approach, neural network evaluation is used as prior knowledge in search tree, giving preferable child moves higher prior probability.

We combine our neural network with MoHex 2.0, the reigning world champion player since 2013. MoHex 2.0 is an enhanced version of MoHex [11]. It is built upon Benzene, using the smartgame and gtpengine libraries from Fuego [58]. The major improvement of MoHex 2.0 over the 2011 version of MoHex lies on the knowledge-based probabilistic playout. Specifically, the MCTS in MoHex 2.0 work as follows:

- **In-tree phase**: In this phase, starting from the root node, a child node is selected from its parent until a leaf is reached. At tree node $s$, a move is selected according with the maximum score defined as:

$$
(1 - w) \times (Q(s, a) + c_b \times \sqrt{\ln N(s) / N(s, a)}) +
$$

$$
w \times R(s, a) + c_{pb} \times \frac{\rho(s, a)}{\sqrt{N(s, a) + 1}}
$$

Here, $N(s)$ is the visit count of $s$, $N(s, a)$ is the visit count of move $a$ at $s$, $Q(s, a)$ is the Q-value of $(s, a)$, $R(s, a)$ is the RAVE value [74], and $\rho(s, a)$ is the prior probability calculated from move pattern weights. The RAVE weight $w$ is dynamically adjusted during the search [74]; $c_b$ and $c_{pb}$ are tuning parameters.

- **Expansion**: A leaf node is expanded only when its visit count exceeds an expansion threshold, which is set to 10 in MoHex 2.0.

- **Pattern-based playout**: Pattern weights have been trained offline. In each playout, a softmax policy selects moves according to move pattern weights.
• **Backpropagation.** After the playout, game result is recorded, then MCTS updates values in visited nodes according to the playout result.

The best performance of MoHex 2.0 is achieved after tuning its parameters by CLOP [48, 96]. Other optimizations implemented in MoHex 2.0 include: pre-search analysis (Inferior cells and connection strategies are computed from the root node before MCTS. If a winning connection is discovered, a winning move will be selected without search); knowledge computation (Whenever the visit count of a node exceeds a *knowledge threshold*, H-search [151] to compute virtual connection and inferior cell analysis are applied; this often leads to effective move pruning); and time management (A search is said to be unstable if by the end, the move with the largest visit count disagrees with the move with highest Q-value. MoHex 2.0 extends the search by half of its original time in this case [96]). After the search terminates, MoHex 2.0 finally selects a move with the largest visit count.

**From MoHex 2.0 to MoHex-CNN**

In MoHex 2.0, the prior knowledge \( \rho(s, a) \) is computed by a rough estimate from relative move pattern weights. To see the effectiveness of our policy neural network, the straightforward modification is to replace \( \rho(s, a) \) by \( p_\theta(s, a) \) — the move probability computed by our policy neural network \( CNN_{128}^8 \). All other tuning parameters are left unchanged.

The new program after adding neural net \( CNN_{128}^8 \) is named as MoHex-CNN. It is implemented directly from the MoHex 2.0 code in Benzene, and compiled with the Tensorflow C++ libraries. Similar to AlphaGo [180], we also prepare another program MoHex-CNN\(_{puct}\) that uses a variant of PUCT [165]. It selects moves that maximize \( Q(s, a) + c_{pb} \times p_\theta(s, a) \times \sqrt{\frac{N(s)}{N(s, a)+1}} \). On the same i7-6700 CPU, 32GB RAM, GTX-1080 GPU machine, we run several tournaments to compare MoHex 2.0 and MoHex-CNN.

In practice, the evaluation speed of the neural network is a concern. Whenever MoHex expands a node, *prior pruning* (using patterns to remove proved inferior cells) is applied. Since those computations are costly and are independent from neural net evaluation, we implement a evaluation method that runs in parallel with prior pruning. As a result of this implementation, the computation overhead becomes small: in our experiments on the i7-6700 CPU machine with a GTX 1080 GPU, MoHex with CNNs took about 0.19 ms per simulation, while MoHex 2.0 took
about 0.17 ms.

The first tournament uses the same number of simulations for each program. From the empty board, without the swap rule, 400 games were played by MoHex-CNN and MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$ against MoHex 2.0, in which MoHex 2.0 plays 200 games as Black and 200 as White.

Table 3.4 shows the results. Under those settings, the new programs MoHex-CNN and MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$ are stronger than MoHex 2.0, since they consistently won more than 62% over all played games. Since the difference between MoHex-CNN and MoHex 2.0 lies only in the prior probability initialization, the results suggest that the more accurate prior knowledge due to CNN can improve MoHex, given the same number of simulations.

Table 3.4: Results of MoHex-CNN and MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$ with same number of simulations against MoHex 2.0. As Black/White means MoHex 2.0 is as the Black/White.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>#Simulations</th>
<th>As White</th>
<th>As Black</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MoHex-CNN</td>
<td>$10^3$</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$10^4$</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$</td>
<td>$10^3$</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$10^4$</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next experiment compares MoHex-CNN and MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$ to MoHex 2.0 with equal time budget: 10 seconds per move. When the swap rule is used, the second player has the option to steal the opening move, so we run the tournament by iterating over all opening cells in the board. For 13×13 Hex, there are 85 distinct openings after removing symmetries. For each opening, we run 5 games for each color between MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$ or MoHex-CNN against MoHex 2.0.

Table 3.5 summarizes the result of those 850 games played by MoHex with CNNs and MoHex 2.0. Both MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$ and MoHex-CNN have better performance against MoHex 2.0 even with same computation time. Consistent with the results in Table 3.4, MoHex-CNN plays better than MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$.

Table 3.5: Results Against MoHex 2.0 of MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$ and MoHex-CNN with same time limit per move, 95% confidence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>MoHex 2.0 as White (%)</th>
<th>MoHex 2.0 as Black (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MoHex-CNN$_{puct}$</td>
<td>71.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>53.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoHex-CNN</td>
<td>78.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>61.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MoHex-CNN won the 2017 computer Hex Olympiad against Ezo-CNN [197], an updated version of Ezo [196] using neural networks as its move ordering function.
Figure 3.6: MoHex-CNN against Ezo-CNN: a sample game from 2017 computer Olympiad. MoHex-CNN won as Black.

Figure 3.6 shows a game played in the Olympiad tournament where MoHex-CNN won as Black.

3.1.7 Discussion

We achieved a prediction accuracy near 55% in predicting MoHex 2.0 moves, and used the high prediction accuracy to produce a stronger Hex player. Even without search, the neural network model plays Hex reasonably well; using a neural net model as a learned prior in MCTS, our player MoHex-CNN surpasses MoHex 2.0 — the reigning champion player until 2016. Meanwhile, a number of new general techniques have been explored by other researchers. Most of them were carried out or became popular after our work on Hex. These techniques could be used to further strengthen our Hex player:

- Instead of using a stack of convolutional layers, better neural nets have been explored in computer vision. These architectures include Residual neural nets [84, 85, 219]. A number of regularization techniques have been shown useful in image recognition, such as dropout [189, 202], batch normalization [97], stochastic depth [95], swapout [185].

- Instead of maximizing the likelihood of a single next move, studies in computer vision and natural language processing showed that predicting a more smoothed distribution can help to reduce over-fitting [154, 194]. Since the Hex data we used to train our neural net is inherently imperfect, incorporating similar techniques may also be beneficial.
• The advancement of AI accelerators such as TPU [100] have greatly improved the computational efficiency of deep neural networks. Appropriately using them may improve the playing strength of Hex as well.

3.2 Policy Gradient Reinforcement Learning

We have seen that supervised learning can produce a moderately strong policy network for playing Hex. Policy gradient reinforcement learning (PGRL) aims to improve a policy function by trial-and-error. In this section, we investigate the possibility of using PGRL for producing stronger policy network model in the game of Hex.

There is a large body of research in RL algorithms, so we begin with a brief review of these algorithms and then discuss their applicability to Hex. We propose a new policy gradient variant specifically for two-player games and empirically show its advantageous performance for Hex.

3.2.1 Background

Model-free reinforcement learning methods have been successfully applied to many domains, including robotics [110], Atari games [132, 133, 173], and two-player board games [180, 198]. RL algorithms can be split into two categories: value-fitting and policy gradient. The value-fitting algorithms try to learn the optimal value function for every possible states in the state-space. The primary disadvantage of value-fitting methods such as Q-learning [132, 133, 207, 209] is that they are often unstable when interacting with function approximation [27, 193]. To gain stable behavior, extra heuristic techniques [121, 173] and extensive hyper-parameter tuning are often required. By contrast, policy gradient methods explicitly represent a policy as a function of parameters: they learn through iteratively adjusting the parameterized policy by following estimated gradients of policy function, thus converging to at least a local maximum [155]. Policy gradients are applicable to continuous control [176, 177, 183] or domains with large action space [180], where action-value learning methods often become infeasible [120, 208].

Both value and policy based reinforcement learning are well-defined in MDPs, where a single agent learns by exploring a stationary environment. As discussed in Chapter 2.2.2, two-player alternate-turn perfect-information zero-sum games are alternating Markov games, which are a generalization of MDPs by allowing exactly
two players pursuing opposing goals. Many popular two-player games — including
the game of Hex — are of such kind. The restriction of zero-sum in AMGs makes it
possible to define a shared reward function which one agent tries to maximize while
the other agent tries to minimize it. Due to such a property, using a selfplay policy,
RL methods in MDPs have been applied to AMGs [180, 198] by simply negating the
reward signal of the opponent. Tesauro [198] trained multi-layer neural networks to
play backgammon. Tesauro’s program learns the optimal value function by greedy
self-play, relying on the stochastic environment in the game of backgammon for
exploration; Tesauro [198] conjectured that the smoothness of the value function is
one major reason for the particular success of TD-Gammon. A recent study that
applies Deep Q-learning to Hex [218] failed to produce strong player.

As an alternative to value-fitting, a policy gradient method can be used to refine a
neural net policy model by learning from pure neural net selfplay. In the first version
of AlphaGo [180], policy gradient RL is used to improve the neural network model
obtained by supervised learning. The improved model was less useful for exploration
in search because of its strong bias towards a single move. However, due to its
better playing strength and fast speed, it was used as a standalone player to generate
training data for a value net [180], which was integrated into Monte Carlo tree search.
The policy gradient employed by AlphaGo is a variant of REINFORCE [211].

In the rest of this chapter, we examine the justifications of adapting standard
policy gradient RL to AMGs. Based on the difference between MDPs and AMGs,
we formulate an adversarial policy gradient objective. We then develop new policy
gradient methods for AMGs and apply our approach to the game of Hex. We show
that by modifying REINFORCE to estimate the minimum rather than the mean
return of a self-play policy, stronger pure neural net players can be obtained.

### 3.2.2 The Policy Gradient in MDPs

Let $\pi_\theta$ be a $\theta$ parameterized policy. Note that for notation convenience, in the
following text we sometimes omit $\theta$. Let $d^\pi(s)$ be the state distribution under $\pi$. In
MDPs, the strength of $\pi$ can be measured by

$$J(\pi) = \sum_{s \in \mathcal{S}} d^\pi(s) \sum_a \pi(a|s) q^\pi(s, a),$$

(3.2)
Consequently,
\[ \nabla J(\pi) = \sum_{s \in S} d^\pi(s) \sum_a \pi(a|s) \nabla \log \pi(a|s) q_\pi(s, a) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

The above equation is a direct result of the Policy Gradient Theorem for MDPs [193], which implies that the gradient of the strength of a policy can be estimated by sampling according to \( \pi \). The requirements are that \( \pi \) is differentiable and that \( q_\pi(s, a) \) can be estimated. A PGRL that follows this scheme can be interpreted as a kind of generalized policy iteration [192], where the gradient ascent corresponds to policy improvement [101], and \( q_\pi(s, a) \) is obtained by policy evaluation. Depending on how \( q_\pi(s, a) \) is estimated, policy gradient algorithms can be categorized into two families: Monte Carlo policy gradients that use Monte carlo to estimate \( q_\pi \), e.g., REINFORCE [211] and actor-critic methods [193, 208] that use another parameter to approximate the action-value under \( \pi \). The Monte Carlo policy gradient methods have the advantage that the value estimate is unbiased, though in practice, they could have higher variance than the action-critic ones.

### 3.2.3 An Adversarial Policy Gradient Method for AMGs

Unlike MDPs where the policy iteration [27, 192] is unique, with AMGs, four different variants exist:

Algo.1 Fix \( \pi_1^t \), compute the optimal counter policy \( \pi_2^{t+1} \), then fix \( \pi_2^t \), compute the optimal counter policy \( \pi_1^{t+1} \). Continue this procedure repeatedly until convergence.

Algo.2 Policy evaluation with \( \pi_1^t, \pi_2^t \), switch both \( \pi_1^t \) and \( \pi_2^t \) to greedy policies with respect to current state-value function. Continue this procedure repeatedly until convergence.

Algo.3 Policy evaluation with \( \pi_1^t, \pi_2^t \), switch \( \pi_1^t \) to greedy policy with respect to the current state-value function and then compute the optimal counter policy for \( \pi_2^t \). Continue this procedure repeatedly until convergence.

Algo.4 Policy evaluation with \( \pi_1^t, \pi_2^t \), switch \( \pi_2^t \) to greedy policy with respect to the current state-value function and then compute the optimal counter policy for \( \pi_1^t \). Continue this procedure repeatedly until convergence.
Denote the joint strength for a pair of parameterized policies $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ as:

$$J(\pi_1, \pi_2) = \sum_s d^{\pi_1, \pi_2}(s) \sum_a \pi_1(a|s)q_{\pi_1}(s,a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)$$

Here, $d^{\pi_1, \pi_2}(s)$ is the state-distribution (i.e., representing the frequency that $s$ is visited under policies $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$) given $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$. A natural question is what is the gradient of $J(\pi_1, \pi_2)$ with respect to $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ respectively? One tempting derivation is to calculate the gradient for both $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ simultaneously by treating the other policy as the “environment”. Similar to the mutual greedy improvement in Algo.2, such a method tries to adapt each policy by referring to the value function under current $\pi_1, \pi_2$, ignoring the fact that the other player is an adversary who will also adapt its strategy as well. Another possible algorithm is to fix $\pi_1$ and do a fixed number of iterations to optimize $\pi_2$ by normal policy gradient as in MDP, then fix $\pi_2$ for optimizing $\pi_1$, repeating this alternatively. However, this algorithm is analogous to Algo.1, which was shown to not converge in certain cases [45].

Following Algo.3 and Algo.4, given the action-value function under $\pi_1, \pi_2$, a more reasonable approach for policy improvement is to switch $\pi_2$ to greedy and optimize $\pi_1$ by policy gradient. Therefore, assuming $\pi_1$ is the max player, we advocate the following objectives

$$\begin{align*}
J^{\pi_1}(\pi_1, \pi_2) &= \sum_s d^{\pi_1, \pi_2}(s) \sum_a \pi_1(a|s) \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s,a) \left[ r(s,a,s') + \gamma \min_{a'} q_{\pi_2}(s', a') \right] \\
J^{\pi_2}(\pi_1, \pi_2) &= \sum_s d^{\pi_1, \pi_2}(s) \sum_a \pi_2(a|s) \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s,a) \left[ r(s,a,s') + \gamma \max_{a'} q_{\pi_1}(s', a') \right].
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)$$

Therefore, the gradients can be expressed by

$$\begin{align*}
\nabla J^{\pi_1}(\pi_1, \pi_2) &= \mathbb{E}_{\pi_1, \pi_2} \left[ \nabla \log \pi_1(a|s) \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s,a) \left( r(s,a,s') + \gamma \min_{a'} q_{\pi_2}(s', a') \right) \right] \\
\nabla J^{\pi_2}(\pi_1, \pi_2) &= \mathbb{E}_{\pi_1, \pi_2} \left[ \nabla \log \pi_2(a|s) \sum_{s'} \Pr(s'|s,a) \left( r(s,a,s') + \gamma \max_{a'} q_{\pi_1}(s', a') \right) \right].
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)$$

The above formulation implies that, when computing the gradient for one policy, the other policy is simultaneously switched to greedy. This joint change forces the current player to adjust its action preferences according to the current worst-case response of the opponent, which is desirable due to the adversarial nature of the game.

A straightforward implementation of Equation (3.5) is to obtain separate Monte Carlo estimates for each next action, and then apply the min or max operator. However, this may not be practically feasible when the action space is large. We
introduce a parameter \( k \), approximating the true min/max by only considering a subset of actions.

As a minimal modification on self-play REINFORCE, this algorithm works as follows: (i) generate a batch of \( n \) games by a self-play policy; (ii) for each game, sample a single state-action pair \((s, a)\) uniformly as a training example for this game; (ii) instead of directly using the observed return \( z \) in the game as the estimated action-value for \((s, a)\), perform extra Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the minimum return for \((s, a)\). We consider two Adversarial Monte Carlo Policy Gradient (AMCPG) methods:

**AMCPG-A**: Run \( k \) self-play games from \((s, a)\) using self-play policy \( \pi \), then take the minimum of these \( k \) returns and \( z \).

**AMCGP-B**: Sample a state \( s' \) from \((s, a)\) according to the state-action transition \( p(\cdot|s, a) \), and select the top \( k \) actions suggested by \( \pi \) for \( s' \). For each selected action, obtain a Monte Carlo estimate using self-play policy \( \pi \), then take the minimum of these \( k \) returns and \( z \).

### Algorithm 2: Adversarial Monte-Carlo Policy Gradient (AMCPG-A and AMCPG-B)

**Input**: A policy network \( \pi_\theta \)

**Result**: Improved policy \( \hat{\pi}_\theta \)

1. \( \text{ite} \leftarrow 0 \)
2. while \( \text{ite} < \text{maxIterations} \) do
3.   Self-play a mini-batch of \( n \) games \( E \) using \( \pi \) ;
4.   \( N \leftarrow \emptyset \);
5.   for \( e_i \in E \) do
6.     Select a state-action pair \((s_j, a_j)\) uniformly randomly;
7.     Let \( z(s_j, a_j) \) be the outcome with respect to action \( a_j \) at \( s_j \) in \( e_i \);
8.     Let \( s_j' \) be the next state after taking \( a_j \) at \( s_j \); let
9.     \[ z'(s_j, a_j) = \begin{cases} 
A : \text{Self-play } k \text{ games using } \pi, \text{ record the minimum outcome with respect to } s_j; \\
B : \text{Select top } k \text{ moves of } \pi, \text{ from each move self-play a game using } \pi, \\
\text{record the minimum outcome w.r.t } s_j; 
\end{cases} \]
10.   \( R^i \leftarrow \min\{z(s_j, a_j), z'(s_j, a_j)\} \);
11.   Append \((s_j, a_j, R^i)\) to the mini-batch \( N \);
12. end
13. \( \theta \leftarrow \theta + \frac{\alpha}{|N|} \sum_{i=1}^{|N|} \nabla \log \pi(s^i_j, a^i_j; \theta) R^i; \)
14. \( \text{ite} \leftarrow \text{ite} + 1; \)
15. end
16. return \( \pi_\theta \);

Here, only minimum is used, because we assume the state-value are always given with respect to the player to play at that state. It is easy to see that in AMCPG-A, if mean operator is used rather than minimum, a variant of REINFORCE is
recovered. When $k = |A(s')|$, AMCPG-B becomes a genuine implementation of Equation (3.5), but in this situation, even though each action-value’s estimation is unbiased, bias could still be incurred when applying the min or max; this is known as the winner’s curse problem in economics [41, 187].

### 3.2.4 Experiment Results in Hex

We apply policy gradient reinforcement learning to improve a policy net which was trained by supervised learning. As a neural net model obtained by deep Q-learning [218], although the policy gradient refined neural net model can be stronger at playing, it is not helpful in guiding best-first search [180]. Therefore, in this experiment we focus on studying the behavior of policy gradient reinforcement learning.

### 3.2.5 Setup

Since this experiment is intended to verify a new method rather than produce a competitive player, we choose 9×9 Hex for the study due to its fast speed of training, while using fully-convolutional neural network architecture that can output policies for multiple board sizes. Figure 3.7 shows the detailed architecture design. For $W \times W$ input, after applying $F \times F$ convolution with stride $S$ and padding $P$, the output is $\frac{W+2P-F}{S} + 1$, which means that given fixed $F$, $S$ and $P$, the output size is solely decided by input width $W$; therefore, for a given set of convolution filters, fixed stride and padding, by feeding $W \times W$ input feature planes, a vector of move probabilities of size $W^2$ can be obtained. See Figure 2.13 for an example of 2D convolution. We implement the network graph using Tensorflow [128].

### 3.2.6 Data and Supervised Learning for Initialization

The input has 12 binary planes, shown in Table 3.6. To initialize the neural net weights, we first generate a dataset containing $10^6$ state-action pairs by MoHex.
Figure 3.7: Neural network architecture: It accepts different board size inputs, padded with an extra border using black or white stones; the reason for this transferability is that the network is fully convolutional.

2.0 selfplay on 9×9 board. We train the policy neural net to maximize the log-likelihood on this dataset. The training took 100,000 steps, where each step is with a mini-batch size of 64 and optimized using Adam [104] with learning rate 0.001.

After supervised learning, the obtained neural net model can be used for playing in multiple board sizes. Its win-percentages against 1-play Wolve on 9×9 and 11×11 are respectively 13.2% and 4.6%; each test is done by iterating all opening moves and with 10 games for each opening with Wolve as Black and White.

3.2.7 Results of Various Policy Gradient Algorithms

For comparison purposes, we implement three REINFORCE variants:

- **REINFORCE-V**: Vanilla REINFORCE using a parameterized self-play policy.
  After a batch of $n$ self-played games, each game is replayed to determine the batch policy gradient update $\frac{\alpha}{n} \sum_i^n \sum_t^{T_i} \nabla \log \pi(s^*_i, a^*_i; \theta) z^*_i$, where $z^*_i$ is either +1 or -1.

- **REINFORCE-A**: An “AlphaGo-like” REINFORCE. It differs from REINFORCE-V by randomly selecting an opponent from former iterations for self-play.

- **REINFORCE-B**: For each self-played game, only one state-action pair is uniformly selected for policy gradient update. This algorithm differs from AMCPG-
A by using the mean of all \( k + 1 \) observed returns.

All methods are implemented using Tensorflow, sharing the same code base. They only differ in a few lines of code. A self-play policy is employed for all algorithms, which is equivalent to forcing \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) to share the same set of parameters. The game batch size \( n \) is set to 128. For each self-play game, the opening move is selected uniformly random. The learning rate is set to 0.001; vanilla stochastic gradient ascent is used as the optimizer. The reward signal \( z \in \{+1, -1\} \) is observed only after a complete self-play game. For all algorithms, the same neural net architecture is used. As mentioned, the initial parameter weights were obtained from supervised learning. Because the architecture is fully convolutional, the parameter weights can be used on multiple board sizes.

We run policy gradient reinforcement learning for 400 iterations for each method, on two different board sizes, \( 9 \times 9 \) and \( 11 \times 11 \), varying \( k \in \{1, 3, 6, 9\} \). We use Wolve [87, 151] as a benchmark to measure the relative performance of our learned models. After every 10 iterations, model weights are saved and then evaluated by playing against 1-ply Wolve. The tournaments with Wolve are played by iterating all opening moves, each is repeated 5 times with Wolve as Black or White.

Figure 3.8 compares the strengths of these five algorithms. REINFORCE-B is able to achieve similar learning speed with REINFORCE-V as a function of iteration number, though in one game, REINFORCE-B only extracted one example to train the neural network. This is perhaps because the reward signal in the same game is too much correlated. Consistent with the finding in Go [180], REINFORCE-A performed better on \( 9 \times 9 \) and \( 11 \times 11 \) Hex. However, the newly developed algorithms AMCPG-A and AMCPG-B achieved better results even when \( k = 1 \).

While error bands in Figure 3.8 were not plotted for clear visualization of the average performance, to further see the relative strength, we then show the comparison of REINFORCE-V and AMCPG-B with error bands plotted in Figure 3.9. It clearly shows that AMCPG-B performed significantly better than REINFORCE-V.

### 3.2.8 Discussion

We have presented a new policy gradient objective for AMGs. Experiment results on the game of Hex show that optimizing towards the new objective led to a better neural net player. However, as a model-free method, the merit of a policy gradient
Figure 3.8: Comparison of playing strength against Wolve on 9×9 and 11×11 Hex with different k. The curves represent the average win percentage among 10 trials with Wolve as black and white.
Figure 3.9: On 11×11 Hex, comparisons between AMCPG-B and REINFORCE-V with error bands, 68% confidence. Each match iterates all opening moves; each opening was tried 10 times with each player as Black or White.

refined neural net is rather limited. In the first version of AlphaGo [180], a policy gradient refined network was used to produce data for training a value net. However, later studies [184] show that training value net directly on human professional data or search generated data with a novel architecture produce significantly better results for search-based player. We report the use of value estimation network for stronger Hex player in the next chapter.
Chapter 4

Three-Head Neural Network Architecture for MCTS and Its Application to Hex

This chapter contains content from the papers “Three-Head Neural Network Architecture for Monte Carlo Tree Search” [66], “A transferable neural network for Hex” [69], and a discussion with content from “Hex 2018: MoHex3HNN over DeepEzo” [67]. We review the grand success of AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero, discuss some of their shortcomings, describe our three-head neural network and show empirical results in Hex.

4.1 Background: AlphaGo and Its Successors

By defeating European champion Fan Hui, AlphaGo [180] became the first computer Go program to reach professional level. AlphaGo was created as follows [180]:

1. Training a policy network $p_\sigma$ on human expert games from the KGS Go server. These 160,000 games contain roughly 30 million state-action pairs.

2. Refining the policy network by policy gradient reinforcement learning, resulting in a stronger neural net player $p_\rho$.

3. Training a value network $v_\theta$ on a dataset consisting of roughly 30 million state-value pairs generated by $p_\rho$ selfplay.

4. Training a fast rollout policy $p_\pi$ on 8 million Go positions from the Tygem server.

5. Integrating $p_\sigma$, $p_\pi$ and $v_\theta$ into a policy value MCTS (PV-MCTS) algorithm.
Table 4.1: \( p_\sigma, p_\pi, p_\rho, p_\sigma \) and \( v_\theta \) architectures and their computation consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Computation Hardware and Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p_\sigma )</td>
<td>13 layers, 192 filters per layer</td>
<td>50 GPUs for three weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_\rho )</td>
<td>13 layers, 192 filters per layer</td>
<td>50 GPUs for one day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_\theta )</td>
<td>13 layers, 192 filters per layer</td>
<td>50 GPUs for one week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_\pi )</td>
<td>linear combination of features</td>
<td>not provided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The architecture and computation for each neural network are listed in Table 4.1. These trained linear or non-linear functions do not give superhuman playing strength. They were used along with MCTS, where each search node \( s \) represents a game state. The stored statistics for each action \( a \) of \( s \) are

\[
\{P(s,a), N_v(s,a), N_r(s,a), W_v(s,a), W_r(s,a), Q(s,a)\}
\]

\( P(s,a) \) is the prior probability obtained by calling \( p_\sigma(s) \), \( W_v(s,a) \) and \( W_r(s,a) \) are accumulated total action value over \( N_v(s,a) \) and \( N_r(s,a) \) leaf evaluations by \( v_\theta \) and rollout results by \( p_\pi \), respectively, and \( Q(s,a) \) is the mean action value. PV-MCTS repeatedly performs the following steps until a predefined search time is reached:

- **Select**: Starting from the root, at each node, select an action leading to the child node that maximizes a PUCT [165] score:

\[
Q(s,a) + cpuctP(s,a) \frac{\sqrt{\sum b N_r(s,b)}}{1 + N_r(s,a)}
\]

This process is repeated until a leaf node \( s \) is reached.

- **Evaluate**: The leaf node \( s \) is evaluated by \( v_\theta \) and \( p_\pi \).

- **Expand**: When a leaf’s visit count exceeds a threshold, i.e., \( N(s) > n_{th} \), the node is expanded, and statistics over its actions are initialized to \( \{N(s,a) = 0, W(s,a) = 0, Q(s,a) = 0, P(s,a) = p\} \), where \( p \) is the move probability of action \( a \) from the output of policy network \( p_\sigma \).

- **Backup**: The evaluation results for each leaf node are backed up until the root is reached.

After search terminates, in the root node, if the move with largest visit count does not also have the best action-value, an extended search is conducted. Finally, the most visited move is selected. The program played in two configurations, both with parallel MCTS [43, 57]:
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1. Single machine with 40 search threads, 48 CPUs and 8 GPUs.

2. Distributed with 40 search threads. 1,202 CPUs, and 176 GPUs.

The number of CPUs used is larger than the number of search threads because the algorithm was implemented in asynchronous style, where many CPU workers are used to perform the rollout after a leaf node is selected. The distributed version is significantly stronger than the single-machine one, winning 77% games in head-to-head match against the single machine version; it defeated Fan Hui, becoming the first computer program achieving professional level strength [180]. A later version called AlphaGo Lee defeated human world champion player Lee Sedol by 4–1 in a five-game public match; the key improvements over AlphaGo Fan are briefly highlighted in [184]:

- Policy and value networks were enlarged to contain 256 filters per layer.

- Value network was trained on games played by AlphaGo selfplay. This process is iteratively repeated for a few times.

- More advanced hardware TPUs were used when playing against Lee Sedol.

Continual improvements were made, resulting in AlphaGo Master which defeats Ke Jie by 3–0. AlphaGo Master improves over AlphaGo Lee as follows [184]:

1. Plain CNNs were replaced with 20-block ResNet; each block (except the first one) consists of 2 convolution layers, where each layer is with 256 $3 \times 3$ filters, and instead of using two separate policy and value networks, a single two-head network with policy and value outputs was used.

2. The two-head network was first trained on human professional game records, then on data generated from AlphaGo selfplay. Again, the later phase was repeated for a few times.

Later, the idea behind step 2 was further explored [184]: without using any human data to initialize the neural network, the program called AlphaGo Zero [184] (with 40-block ResNet) achieved a strength stronger than AlphaGo Master. We recapitulate the AlphaGo Zero algorithm in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 is an iterative procedure alternating among three subroutines: (1) using player PV-MCTS($f_\theta$) for data generation; (2) using played games to retrain
**Algorithm 3: AlphaGo Zero Algorithm**

**Input:** Neural network hyperparameters, e.g., number of residual blocks; allocated training resource, e.g., total number of training games

**Result:** $f_\theta$ and PV-MCTS($f_\theta$)

```plaintext
1 Function Main():
2     Let $f_\theta$ be a $\theta$ parameterized two-head ResNet
3     Let PV-MCTS($f_\theta$) a PV-MCTS with network $f_\theta$
4     $D \leftarrow \emptyset$
5     while computation resource not exhausted do
6         1. Run $m$ parallel workers, each $g_i \leftarrow$ Search-Selfplay($f_\theta, 25000$), put $g_i$ to $D$
7         2. Sample the most recent 500,000 game data from $D$ and reoptimize the neural net parameter $\theta$, obtaining $\theta'$
8         3. Run a match between PV-MCTS($f_\theta, 1600$) and PV-MCTS($f_\theta', 1600$), if $\theta'$ won more than 55%, $\theta \leftarrow \theta'$
9     end
10 End Function

11 Function Search-Selfplay($f_\theta, n_{games}$):
12     Let $s$ be the initial state of Go
13     $g \leftarrow \emptyset$
14     while $s$ is not the end of a game do
15         $a, n(s) \leftarrow$ PV-MCTS($f_\theta, s, 1600$)
16         $s \leftarrow$ Play($s, a$)
17         Resign the game if estimated root value is below a threshold $v_{resign}$
18         Append $a$ and $n(s)$ to $g$
19     end
20     Add the game result to $g$
21     return $g$
22 End Function

23 Function PV-MCTS($f_\theta, s, n$):
24     $i \leftarrow 0$
25     while $i < n$ do
26         Starting from $s$, select using PUCT until a leaf $l$ is obtained
27         Evaluation by $v, p \leftarrow f_\theta(l)$ and Expand
28         Backup $v$ along the selection path back to $s$
29     end
30     Let $n(s)$ be a vector of visit counts for each move in $s$
31     Select an action $a$ of $s$ proportionally to its visit count
32     return $a, n(s)$
33 End Function
```
the neural net; and (3) using a gating subroutine to examine the strength of newly produce neural net model, ensuring that the best network parameter will always be used for data generation. The step (1) is embarrassingly parallel. The search procedure PV-MCTS is crucial to the whole algorithm because it controls how data are produced for improving the neural network weights; thus, some important details omitted in Algorithm 3 deserve to be noted:

- In the selection formula, a noise is added to \( P(s, a) \): \( P(s, a) = (1 - \epsilon)P(s, a) + \epsilon\eta(\alpha) \) where \( \eta(\alpha) \sim \text{Dir}(0.03) \) (Dir represents a Dirichlet distribution), \( \epsilon = 0.25 \).

- After PV-MCTS iteration finishes, select a move to play by sampling

  \[
  a \propto \frac{N(s,a)^{1/\tau}}{\sum_b N(s,b)^{1/\tau}}.
  \]

  Here, \( \tau \) is a temperature; \( \tau = 1 \) for the first 30 moves and \( \tau \leftarrow 0 \) in the remaining moves. For gating, \( \tau \leftarrow 0 \) for all the moves.

By removing the Go specific designs in Algorithm 3, an AlphaZero algorithm was first proposed in a preprint article [181], whose formal version was published in [182]. AlphaZero is described as a general algorithm and its effectiveness was verified in three games: chess, Shogi and Go. AlphaZero differs from AlphaGo Zero by the following modifications:

- For input feature planes to the neural network, the augmentation using symmetry is removed because this is only applicable to Go, not Shogi and chess.

- It uses a new PUCT selection formula:

  \[
  Q(s,a) + c(s)P'(s,a)\sqrt{\frac{\sum_b N(s,b)}{1+N(s,a)}},
  \]

  where \( P'(s,a) = (1 - \epsilon)P(s,a) + \epsilon\eta(\alpha) \) where \( \eta(\alpha) \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha) \), \( \epsilon = 0.25 \), \( \alpha \) is a Dirichlet noise parameter. That is, the coefficient is now game-state dependent

  \[
  c(s) = \log((1+N(s)+c_{\text{base}})/c_{\text{base}}) + c_{\text{init}},
  \]

  where \( c_{\text{init}} = 1.25 \) and \( c_{\text{base}} = 19625 \); however, this dynamic \( c(s) \) was not described in [181].

- Gating is removed.

- Number of MCTS simulations (i.e., iterations) per move is reduced to 800.

AlphaZero mastered Go, Shogi and chess after separate training on each.
4.2 Sample Efficiency of AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero

Although AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero are seemingly simple, an important drawback is that they are sample inefficient. As in Figure 4.1, the computational cost of training 40-block AlphaGo Zero is far larger than for other prominent AI achievements [157]. To see the strong correlation between computation and playing strength in Go, in Table 4.2 we summarize the Elo strength and the computation hardware for each AlphaGo variant. Except for AlphaGo Fan, all other programs used an iterative scheme illustrated in Figure 4.2. Training AlphaGo Zero 20-block, AlphaGo Zero 40-block and AlphaZero used 4.9 and 29 and 140 million games, respectively. The number of parallel workers used in training AlphaGo Zero was not given, but can be estimated from provided data — on current commodity hardware the training process could 1700 machine years [147].

To see the data inefficiency of these iterative algorithms, consider AlphaZero 20-block: 140 million games were produced while the total number of neural net parameter updates is 700,000, each with mini-batch 4096; multiplying these numbers shows a total of 286 million forward-backward passes. Considering that 140 million games were generated, this implies that on average two game positions were selected from each game for training the neural net only once. In Go, a typical game usually consists of several hundred game states, where each single game state was
Table 4.2: Computation used for producing each player. For all Zero variants, computation used to optimize the neural network was ignored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Computation</th>
<th>Elo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AlphaGo Fan</td>
<td>50 GPUs for a few weeks</td>
<td>3144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaGo Lee</td>
<td>not given</td>
<td>3739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaGo Master 20-block</td>
<td>not given</td>
<td>4858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaGo Zero 20-block</td>
<td>a few thousand GPUs for 3 days ≈ 4500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaGo Zero 40-block</td>
<td>a few thousand GPUs for 40 days 5185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaZero (Science)</td>
<td>5000 TPUs for 13 days ≈ 4500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2: A closed scheme for iterative learning. Gating was removed in AlphaZero, but some implementation found gating is important for stable progress [148].

processed by 800 iteration MCTS — calling the neural net 800 times while building the search tree. This is in sharp contrast to other deep learning applications [75] where no examples are discarded, and moreover, every example will be learned by the neural network many times. This learning is also inefficient when compared to how human professional players master the game of Go — apparently, they do not play many millions of games to master the game.

The enormous demand on computation makes reproducing AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero, or applying them to other games difficult. But reproducing these results is relevant, because how and why AlphaGo/Alpha Zero converge and what is their most crucial component is largely unknown. Research projects studying such questions include Leela Zero [148] and ELF OpenGo [201]. These approaches either use crowd-sourcing for computation or have access to thousands of GPUs for parallel selfplay game generation. Here are some discoveries reported in [201]:
• Performance is almost always bounded by the neural network capacity, that is, improvement can always be achieved by increasing neural network size as more selfplay games are produced.

• The PUCT parameter in PV-MCTS is important.

• Learning (as measured by strength of the program) has high variance even in the later stage.

• Elo measurement by selfplay has inflation; the monotonic increase of Elo score did not capture the fluctuation in strength against a variety of opponents.

• The ladder tactic in Go was never fully mastered even with increased MCTS simulations.

4.3 Three-Head Neural Network Architecture for More Efficient MCTS

In terms of reinforcement learning, the algorithmic framework of AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero has been summarized as approximate policy iteration [26], where the policy improvement is due to running PV-MCTS at each state, and policy evaluation is achieved by regression with respect to the search-based selfplay game result [184]. However, such a high-level interpretation does not provide a detailed explanation on convergence properties of the algorithm, nor does it give useful practical guidance on how to select the hyperparameters for the search, the neural network or the training. Another interpretation views the whole framework as an expert iteration algorithm [8] by drawing connections to the Systems I and II psychological theory of the human mind (fast intuition is represented by deep neural network and the slow thinking is implemented by tree search) [59]. They applied the idea to 9×9 Hex and showed that they can produce a player stronger than MoHex 2011 but did not surpass MoHex 2.0; see [64].

Due to our limited computational resources, instead of showing results of applying AlphaGo Zero, AlphaZero algorithms to the game of Hex, we developed a three-head neural network architecture to improve the efficiency of PV-MCTS. In rest of this chapter, we show the merits of this architecture in supervised learning, transfer learning, and search-based Zero-style iterative learning.
4.3.1 PV-MCTS with Delayed Node Expansion

In AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero, the policy value Monte Carlo tree search (PV-MCTS) merges the *expansion* and *evaluation* phases. In the implementation, whenever expanding and evaluating a non-terminal leaf node, after new child nodes are created, the move probabilities are saved to these child nodes; the state-value estimate is backed up.

However, a common practice in MCTS is expanding a leaf node only when it has been visited for a certain number of times. This scheme is used in the first version of AlphaGo [180]. The rationale is that, since the neural net has two heads, when evaluating the leaf node $s$, two outputs are given: the value estimate can be backed up immediately, but if the node is not expanded, the policy output would be wasted. See Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.3: A problem with two-head architecture in PV-MCTS. The leaf node is expanded (a) with threshold 0, otherwise (b) if $N(s)$ is below the threshold, no expansion and evaluation indicates that no value to back up. $\hat{f}_\theta$ is the two-head neural net that each evaluation of state $s$ yields a vector of move probabilities $p$ and state-value $v$. $N(s)$ is the visit count of $s$.](image)

To allow PV-MCTS to have delayed node expansion, we propose a three-head neural net that outputs also a vector of action-values, illustrated in Figure 4.4. Each evaluation of a leaf node $s$ yields three outputs: a policy $p$, a vector of next action-values $q$, and a state-value $v$. The policy and action-value information can be stored by newly created child nodes. Therefore, in future MCTS iterations, when the visit count of a leaf is below the expansion threshold, the stored action-value can be...
backed up immediately. See Figure 4.4. On the other hand, if we tailor 2HNN to
delayed node expansion by forcing a leaf to back up its parent’s evaluation, a 3HNN
would be advantageous by enabling a deeper MCTS.

Let PV-MCTS-2HNN be the PV-MCTS with two-head network, and PV-MCTS-
3HNN be the one with three-head net. If an expansion threshold parameter must be
used, PV-MCTS-2HNN can either 1) force the expansion threshold to be 0, or 2) use
fast rollout as leaf evaluation when the leaf node is below the expansion threshold $\zeta \geq 1$.

For case 1), suppose PV-MCTS-2HNN and PV-MCTS-3HNN are allocated with
the same amount of computation time $\tilde{T}$ on the same hardware. Let $t$ and $t'$ re-
respectively be time cost per simulation for PV-MCTS-2HNN and PV-MCTS-3HNN.
Assuming the time overhead for the extra action-head in 3HNN is negligible, then
$t' \leq t$ since PV-MCTS-2HNN calls the neural net every simulation while PV-MCTS-
3HNN does not. Thus, the number of neural value leaf estimates received by PV-
MCTS-3HNN is $\frac{\tilde{T}}{t'} - \frac{\tilde{T}}{t}$ more than that of PV-MCTS-2HNN.

For case 2), a reasonable assumption is that PV-MCTS-3HNN and PV-MCTS-
2HNN will use equal computation time for the same number of simulations, we then
have the following observation:
Observation 1. Suppose that the total number of simulations for MCTS is $T$, and the expansion threshold is $\zeta \geq 1$. Then, after the search terminates, PV-MCTS-3HNN has received at least $T - \frac{T}{\zeta}$ more neural leaf value estimates than PV-MCTS-2HNN.

Proof. The number of neural leaf estimates received by PV-MCTS-3HNN is $T$, since every simulation will back up a leaf estimate of either state-value or action value. For PV-MCTS-2HNN, let $\hat{n}$ be the number of internal nodes after $T$ simulations, and $L$ be the set of leaf nodes. The number of neural leaf estimates used by PV-MCTS-2HNN is thus $\hat{n}$, since the neural net is called whenever a leaf is expanded. Another observation is that $\hat{n}\zeta \leq T$, because $T = \hat{n}\zeta + \sum_{s \in L} N(s)$, so $\hat{n} \leq \frac{T}{\zeta}$. Therefore, PV-MCTS-3HNN uses at least $T - \frac{T}{\zeta}$ more neural leaf estimates than PV-MCTS-2HNN. $\square$

4.3.2 Training 3HNN

Given a fixed set of games $D$ generated by strong players, the loss function described in [184] is this:

$$\hat{L}(\hat{f}_\theta; D) = \sum_{(s,a,z_s) \in D} \left( w(z_s - v(s))^2 - \log p(a|s) + c||\theta||^2 \right)$$

(4.1)

Here, $0 < w \leq 1$ is a weighting factor that is used to control the relative weight of the value loss. $c$ is a constant for the level of $L_2$ regularization. $(s, a)$ is a state-action pair from dataset $D$, and $z_s$ is the game result with respect to the player to play at $s$. $v(s)$ is the state-value head output, and $p(a|s)$ is the policy head output. The loss function simply combines policy, value losses and $L_2$ regularization. Assuming infinite expressiveness of the neural network, training by such a loss function forces the neural network to predict the move probabilities and state-value of the players that have been used for producing the dataset.

At first glance, it seems more data intensive to train a three-head neural net, since all action-values must be available. Instead of just using the actions appeared in $D$, we show that by using the optimal consistency between parent and child node values, we can augment extra action-values to train 3HNN on the same raw training data as for 2HNN. Assume a game state has binary outcomes, either win or lose with respect to the player at $s$. Then, for any given game state $s$, the following relations hold:
• OR constraint: if $s$ is winning, then at least one action leads to a losing state for the opponent.

• AND constraint: if $s$ is losing, then all actions lead to a winning state for the opponent.

If the games in $\mathcal{D}$ were played by perfect players, for each game $g \in \mathcal{D}$, $g$ implies a tree rather than a single trajectory. See Figure 4.5.

![Figure 4.5: A game implies a tree, rather than a single path. For each state, the value (+1 or -1) is given with respect to the player to play there.](image)

Therefore, we introduce the following loss term:

$$L_Q(f_\theta; \mathcal{D}) = \sum_{(s,a,-1) \in \mathcal{D}} \frac{1}{|A(s)|} \sum_{a' \in A(s)} (q(s,a') - 1)^2$$

(4.2)

where $A(s)$ is the action set at $s$ (i.e., to average up the augmented error).

The other observation is that for an input state $s$, we now have both action- and state-value predictions. In two-player alternate-turn zero-sum perfect-information games, suppose the value function $v(s)$, $q(s,a)$ are with respect to the player to play at $s$ or ($s,a$). The optimal Bellman equation is as follows:

$$v^*(s) = -\min_a q^*(s,a), s \in \mathcal{S},$$

(4.3)

Here, $v^*$ and $q^*$ are the optimal state-value and action-value functions. To force the state and action values to satisfy the optimal consistency, we further augment the loss function by adding the optimal Bellman error as a penalty.

$$L_P(f_\theta; \mathcal{D}) = \sum_{(s,a,z_s) \in \mathcal{D}} (\min_{a'} q(s,a') + v(s))^2$$

(4.4)
Combining the usual state-, action-value and policy losses, we propose the following loss function:

\[
L(f_\theta;D) = \sum_{(s,a,z) \in D} \left( w \left( \frac{1}{2} (z_a - v(s))^2 + \frac{1}{2} (z_a + q(s,a))^2 \right) - \log p(a|s) + c||\theta||^2 \right) + wL_Q + wL_P
\]  

(4.5)

Here, \( q(s,a) \) is equivalent to \( v(s') \) if taking \( a \) at \( s \) leads to \( s' \). \( w \) and \( c \) are weighting parameters as in (4.1), \( v(s) \), \( q(s,a) \) and \( p(a|s) \) are predictions from a 3HNN \( f_\theta \). The coefficient \( \frac{1}{2} \) is used to equally combine the weight of action-value and state-value prediction errors. To ease parameter tuning, we also set the weight of \( L_Q \) and \( L_P \) the same.

### 4.4 Results on 13×13 Hex with a Fixed Dataset

We demonstrate the effectiveness of 3HNN on 13×13 Hex. We use the same search-generated dataset as for obtaining MoHex-CNN; see Chapter 3.1.

#### 4.4.1 ResNet for Hex

We adopt a residual neural net [84] with 10 blocks; each block has two convolutional layers; each layer has 32 \( 3 \times 3 \) filters. We use pre-activation [85] in each residual block, which applies batch normalization [97] and ReLU before convolution. The input features consists of 4 binary planes that contain only basic board state information: black stones, white stones, empty points, and to-play. In Hex, each player owns two of the board’s four sides: to indicate this, we pad each board’s side with a row of stones of the appropriate color. See Figure 4.6 for the detailed neural network design, where a batch normalization layer normalizes the signals for each batch signal (see [97] for details). Refer to Chapter 3 Section 3.1 for the usefulness of enriched input feature planes. Here, we follow the AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero trend, and rely on the advancement of residual network to automatically learn more meaningful features.

#### 4.4.2 Setup

The neural nets are implemented with Tensorflow 1.0, and trained with the Adam optimizer [104] using the default learning rate with a mini-batch size of 128 for 100
epochs, where one epoch is defined as a full sweep of the training data. As the previous in Go [184], we set the $L_2$ regularization constant $c$ to $10^{-5}$, and the value loss weight $w$ to 0.01.

### 4.4.3 Prediction Accuracy of 3HNN

As in Chapter 3.1, the dataset is partitioned into disjoint training and testing sets. To show the learning progress of the neural nets, at the end of each epoch, the model parameters are saved and evaluated on the test data. We then plot the move prediction accuracy and mean square errors (MSEs) in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The possible range of MSE is $[0, 4.0]$.

We also train a 2HNN with identical residual architecture as our 3HNN except that it has only policy and state-value heads. This can be emulated by ignoring the action-value head in Figure 4.6, and optimizing the neural network with the loss function (4.1).

Figures 4.7 (left) shows that the MSE from the newly introduced action-value head in 3HNN achieves similar accuracy with the state-value head of 2HNN. Although 3HNN did not produce significantly better predictions than 2HNN, it is
Figure 4.7: Mean Square Errors of two- and three-head residual nets.

Figure 4.8: MSE (left) and top one move prediction accuracies (right) of two- and three-head residual nets.
advantageous in the sense that it gives an additional vector of all action-values with
a single neural net forward pass.

Figure 4.8 compares the move prediction accuracy of 2HNN and 3HNN. The
networks have almost indistinguishable learning curves, because they are trained on
the same dataset with identical policy loss.

4.4.4 Evaluation in the Integration of PV-MCTS

We now present experimental comparisons between two and three heads nets in
the same search framework. As before, we build our programs upon the codebase of
MoHex 2.0 [58, 96, 151], and use MoHex-CNN from previous chapter as a benchmark
to measure the relative strength of the new programs. Denote MoHex-3HNN as
the implementation of PV-MCTS-3HNN, and MoHex2-2HNN for PV-MCTS-2HNN.
The key differences between MoHex-3HNN, MoHex-2HNN and MoHex-CNN are
reflected in their leaf evaluation:

- MoHex-3HNN uses the default expansion threshold 10 of MoHex 2.0.
- To simply experiment, we use either default expansion threshold or an expan-
sion threshold of 0. In the former case, when the leaf node’s visit count is
below the expansion threshold, MoHex-2HNN uses the pattern-based rollout
as MoHex 2.0.
- MoHex-CNN uses the default expansion threshold; it always use pattern-based
rollout from MoHex 2.0 as it does not use neural network for value estimation.

The same RAVE in-tree selection formula (as in Eq. (3.1.6)) is used for all
programs.

We evaluate neural net models at epochs 20, 30, ..., 100 with an interval of
10. Each neural net model is combined the same MCTS implementation and played
against MoHex-CNN. To facilitate evaluation, we set the same 1000 simulations
per move for these players, which generally consumes about 1 second per move for
each player. Following a practice in the literature [96], the matches are played by
iterating all openings with symmetric moves removed. Each round of match consists
of 170 games, where each player plays an opening twice (as Black and White). Due
to the fast speed of evaluation, we repeat 5 rounds for each match. No swap rule
was applied.
Figure 4.9: Results of MoHex-2HNN and MoHex-3HNN against MoHex-CNN. All programs use the same 1000 simulations per move. MoHex-2HNN uses playout result when there is no node expansion. After epochs 70 and 60, MoHex-3HNN and MoHex-2HH’s performance decreased, possibly due to over-fitting of the neural nets: Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that around epoch 70, the value heads of 3HNN generally achieve smaller value errors than epochs around 80 and 90. The error bar represents the standard deviation of each evaluation.

Figure 4.9 shows that PV-MCTS-3HNN is better than PV-MCTS-2HNN in this setting. Both PV-MCTS-3H and PV-MCTS-2H achieve winrates larger than 50% against MoHex-CNN, presumably because MoHex-CNN only uses neural net as prior knowledge during the in-tree phase. As in observation (1), given that more neural net estimates are more accurate than random rollouts, PV-MCTS-3HNN is better than PV-MCTS-2HNN because it always uses neural net value estimation while PV-MCTS-2HNN has to use playout result for each leaf below the expansion threshold.

We then compare PV-MCTS-2HNN to PV-MCTS-3HNN by letting the former have an expansion threshold of 0. To have a fair comparison, we give all programs the same search time of 10s per move. The results are summarized in Table 4.3. As a reference, we also include the result from PV-MCTS-2HNN with the default expansion threshold.

Consistent to Figure 4.9, the results in Table 4.3 show that MoHex-3HNN still achieves the best performance, significantly outplaying MoHex-CNN. With the default expansion threshold, MoHex-3HNN takes 0.3ms to execute one simulation on
Table 4.3: Winrates of MoHex-2HNN and MoHex-3HNN against Mohex-CNN with the same time per move. For best performance, MoHex-3HNN and MoHex-2HNN respectively use the neural net models at epochs 70 and 60.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>As Black</th>
<th>As White</th>
<th>Overall Win</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MoHex-3HNN</td>
<td>76.5%</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>73.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoHex-2HNN threshold 0</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoHex-2HNN default threshold</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
<td>62.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

average. MoHex-2HNN with expansion threshold 0 takes 1.8 ms per simulation, about 6 times slower, which explains MoHex-3HNN’s better performance given the same time per move.

In head-to-head match, under the same setting using 10s per move, MoHex-3HNN’s won 64.1% against MoHex-2HNN-0 and 70.6% against MoHex-2HNN-10, where MoHex-2HNN-x means MoHex-2HNN with an expansion threshold of x. MoHex-3HNN won 82.4% against MoHex 2.0 when both programs are giving the same 10s per move.

4.5 Transferring Knowledge Using 3HNN

As we can see in Figure 1.1, the similarities between Hex on different board sizes raise the following questions:

- To what extent can learned neural net knowledge be reused on a smaller board?
- To what extent can such knowledge be generalized to a larger board?

It is known that convolution filters are translation invariant. We have seen in Chapter 3.2 that this property can be harnessed by designing a policy network that contains only such filters, thereby creating a policy network that is transferable. Similar to action probabilities, the $q$ head in 3HNN could also be fully transferable if the final fully connected layer is removed. This architecture is shown in Figure 4.10. The major difference between Figures 4.6 and 4.10 is that the fully-connected layers are removed from the $q$-head: by doing so, we expect that the action-value vector can generalize to board sizes not used in training. This neural net can be trained as before with the loss function of Eq. (4.5).

To study the how transferable the architecture is, we use three datasets from different board size:
Figure 4.10: A given Hex state of board size \( 8 \leq N \leq 19 \) is padded with black or white stones along each border, then fed into a feedforward neural net with convolution filters. A fully-connected bottom layer compresses results to a single scalar \( v \).

- On \( 8 \times 8 \) Hex, 62853 games among MoHex 2011, MoHex 2.0 and Wolve.
- On \( 9 \times 9 \) Hex, as in Chapter 3.2.
- On \( 13 \times 13 \) Hex, as in Chapter 3.1.

4.5.1 Setup

We train the network with learning rate 0.001 and a mini-batch size of 128 for 100 epochs. Model parameters are saved after each epoch. \( L_2 \) regularization constant \( c \) is set to \( 10^{-5} \); value loss weight \( w = 0.01 \). We conduct two sets of experiments:

- Train the neural net on \( 13 \times 13 \) games and investigate transferability to smaller boards.
- Train the neural net on \( 9 \times 9 \) games and investigate transferability to larger boards.

In either board size, the dataset is split into 90% for training and the rest for test.

4.5.2 Prediction Accuracy In Different Board Sizes

We measure the prediction accuracy of the saved neural net models. Figure 4.11 shows the test prediction accuracy of \( p \) and \( q \) heads of the neural net models obtained from learning on \( 13 \times 13 \) games; for \( p \) head, the label is the move played in the game dataset; for \( q \) head, the label for \( q_a \) is the game result after playing the
corresponding action \( a \). As expected, neural net models optimized on \( 13 \times 13 \) games achieved high accuracy on smaller boards. Prediction accuracy on \( 8 \times 8 \) and \( 9 \times 9 \) are better than on \( 13 \times 13 \), reflecting that smaller board sizes are easier to master. Compared to Figures 4.8 and 4.7, this network’s \( q \) - and \( p \)-heads achieved slightly larger errors. The benefit is that the new architecture to generalize its action-value prediction to other board sizes.

It is more interesting to measure transferability from smaller boards to larger, as on smaller boards it is easier produce high quality games. Figure 4.12 shows prediction accuracy after training the net on \( 9 \times 9 \) games. Surprisingly, both \( q \) and \( p \) yield reasonable prediction accuracy even on \( 13 \times 13 \) Hex. However, on \( 13 \times 13 \) Hex, by comparison, prediction accuracy of Figure 4.12 is about 10% lower than in Figure 4.11.

4.5.3 Usefulness When Combined with Search

How useful are our neural nets when used in search? We answer this question by combining our nets with the MCTS of MoHex 2.0 as before. The \( v \)-head is board size.
dependent, so we use it only when the running board size is the same as that used in training; otherwise, only the \( q \)- and \( p \)-heads are used. In our implementation, move prior and action-value are both stored at each node creation. We call this new transferable neural net program MoHex3H.

We evaluate 10 neural net models at an epoch interval of 10. Each model is combined with MoHex3H and played against MoHex 2.0. Table 4.4 shows the results on boardsizes 9×9 to 13×13. We did not include 8×8 data, because positions on this board are easily solved [89, 151]. For all programs, we allow \( 10^4 \) simulations per move. Each tournament is played by iterating over all \( N \times N \) opening moves. As before, each opening is used twice, with each program playing as first-player and second-player; and no swap rule.

Table 4.4: MoHex3H using 13×13-trained nets: win rate (%) versus MoHex 2.0 and MoHex-CNN. Columns 2-11 show strength by epoch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9×9</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10×10</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11×11</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12×12</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13×13</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 shows results against MoHex 2.0 using net models learned from the 13×13 dataset. The high \( p \)- and \( q \)-head prediction accuracy shown in Figure 4.11 yields strong play on smaller board sizes. MoHex-CNN only plays on 13×13 Hex, so we include the result against MoHex-CNN in the last row: MoHex3H defeats MoHex-CNN with this transferable neural net, although the win rate is lower than that of a three-head net with fully connected bottom layer (MoHex-3HNN achieved win-rate over 70%; see Table 4.3).

Table 4.5 shows the results against MoHex 2.0 using the models learned from the 9×9 dataset. The resulting program defeats MoHex 2.0 even on boardsize 13×13.

Table 4.5: MoHex3H using 9×9-trained nets: win rate (%) versus MoHex 2.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9×9</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10×10</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11×11</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12×12</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13×13</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4.6: MoHex3H using 9×9-trained nets, with p-head only: win rate (%) versus MoHex 2.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Board</th>
<th>9×9</th>
<th>10×10</th>
<th>11×11</th>
<th>12×12</th>
<th>13×13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.13: 13×13 training errors, with and without warm initialization.

although its margin of victory there is less than on other boardsizes. MoHex 2.0’s playout policy was trained mostly on 13×13 games [96]. A possible explanation is that the low q-head prediction accuracy is insufficient to match the strength of MoHex 2.0 playouts. To verify this, we ran extra tournaments with the q-head in MoHex3H’s search disabled, forcing MoHex3H to use the same pattern-based playouts as MoHex 2.0. By comparing the results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, we can see that, at epochs 90 and 100, the winrate against MoHex 2.0 dropped on boardsizes 9×9 and 10×10 but rose on boardsizes 11×11 and larger, suggesting that the p-head consistently aided the search, while the q-head was insufficiently accurate to replace pattern-based playouts on larger boardsizes.

In summary, we conclude that (1) without fine-tuning, transferring neural knowledge to larger board sizes is harder than to smaller and (2) when transferring to larger board sizes, the learned p-head seems more robust than the q-head.

4.5.4 Effect of Fine-tuning

We further investigate fine-tuning 9×9-trained neural models on 13×13 data. Specifically, we use the neural net model at epoch 100 in Figure 4.12 to initialize training on the 13×13 dataset.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 compare the learning curves on the same 13×13 dataset.
with warm initialization and starting from random weights. Notice that learning benefits from warm initialization: the neural net learns faster and achieves better accuracy. This strength gain is amplified with search: when used with the MCTS of the previous section, the resulting player quickly passes 70% wins against MoHex 2.0: at epoch 10, the win-rate is already 72.4%. By comparison, Table 4.4 shows that with random weights initialization this took more than 40 epochs.

4.6 Closed Loop Training with 3HNN

We now present AlphaGo Master, AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero style closed loop training with 3HNN. These can be summarized as the flowcharts in Figure 4.15.

4.6.1 Training For 2018 Computer Olympiad

To prepare for the 2018 Hex tournament, we conducted a closed loop training on 13×13 and 11×11 Hex, following the scheme in Figure 4.15a.
Figure 4.16 shows the testing results of the saved neural net models tested on
games of Maciej Celuch, the best human player on the website little golem [124].
Due to limited computation power and our uncertainty about key parameter choices,
these results are noisy as the experiment was not conducted in a fully automatic
manner. Some intentional or accidental interruptions happened during the process
around one months of training. For example, we thought a 10 block ResNet with 32
3 × 3 filters per layer would be large enough for training on 13×13, but we did not
see obvious playing strength increases from iteration 2 to 3; we then increased the
network to 64 filters and observed some improvement. Then, two iterations later,
because of the slower speed, we changed back to 32 filters for another 2 iterations.
These unsatisfying results eventually pushed us to use 128 filters per layer, and
then we saw significant improvement in MoHex-3HNN. Finally, we used a 128 filters
per layer 10-block three-head ResNet for participating in the 2018 Computer Hex
tournament. The other parameters we were uncertain about and had switched
between a few choices include:

- Whether to use RAVE.
- PUCT constant $c_{pb}$.
- How many MCTS iterations to use for selfplay.
- How many epochs to train the neural network given recently generated selfplay
games.

AlphaGo Fan [180] used a PUCT constant of 5.0 and no RAVE. We initially
considered such a choice but did not observe better performance. We tried to tune
the PUCT constant, and eventually found that the default 2.47 with RAVE worked
best. This is consistent with later empirical analysis reported for ELF OpenGo [201].
We tried different numbers of MCTS iterations for selfplay game generation varying
from 1000 to 10000, and different epochs for training the neural networks on each set
of newly generated sample games (one epoch means a full sweep of the set of training
dataset). We had to trade-off between game quality and speed of learning because
the goal was to obtain strong player in time for the competition. On the 11×11
board, a similar approach was used on another contributed $^1$ GPU computer; the
starting neural network was the same as for 13×13. Therefore, in the first iteration,

$^1$Thanks Menghao Wang
Figure 4.16: On 13×13 Hex, around 10 training iterations was finished before participating 2018 Computer Olympiad Hex tournament, using 2 4-core GPU computers with GTX 1080 and GTX 1080Ti. 3HNN was initialized using MoHex generated data. The first three iteration used 32 filters per layer, 4–5 used 64 filters per layer, 6–7 used 32 filters per layer, 8–10 used 128 filters per layer. The curve shows MSE or accuracy on all games played by Maciej Celuch from little golem. Celuch is presumably the strongest human Hex player [124]; we dumped 620 games played by 2018 December. Noticeably, he did not lose any of these games.

random playout rather than a value net was used for evaluating leaf nodes. In total, for 13×13 Hex, a total number of 0.48 million selfplay games were produced before participating the Computer Olympiad.

Our competitor DeepEzo [195] used a variant of minimax that adopts a policy and value network, trained iteratively for 2.6 million of games [102, 195]. DeepEzo achieved over 80% win-rate against MoHex 2.0 on 13×13 Hex. In the competition, MoHex-3HNN defeated DeepEzo 7–0 on 13×13 and 5–0 on 11×11. See [67].

Finally, we present statistics in our selfplay games for the winning probability for each opening on 13×13 and 11×11 Hex.

4.6.2 Zero-style Learning

To further verify the performance of 3HNN in zero-style training, considering that automatically running the iterative procedure could be computationally intensive, we conducted the Hex experiment on relatively small board size 9×9. Following the flowchart of Figure 4.15b, we used these configurations:

- For MCTS, we turn off playout and knowledge computation. We leave the in-tree selection formula with RAVE unchanged. To be consistent with AlphaGo Zero and AlphaZero, we add Dirichlet noise to prior probability provided by neural net: \( p(s,a) = (1 - \epsilon)p(s,a) + \epsilon \text{Dirichlet}(\alpha) \) where \( \epsilon = 0.25, \alpha = 0.03 \).
Figure 4.17: Averaged win value for each opening cell on 13×13 and 11×11 Hex. The numbers are consistent to some common belief in Hex; for example, every cell more than two-row away from the border is likely to be a Black win.
The default expansion threshold of 10 is used.

- For each selfplay game, at each state, we conduct a $n_{mcts} = 800$ iteration MCTS. For the first $n_{dither}$ moves in a game, after search terminates, randomly sample move $a \propto \frac{N(s,a)^{1/\tau}}{\sum_b N(s,b)^{1/\tau}}$. We set $n_{dither}$ to 10 due to short move sequence in $9 \times 9$ Hex.

- For neural net, we use the 10-block three-head ResNet as in Figure 4.6.

- We use 60 selfplay workers; each produces 200 games per iteration.

- We use synchronous training. At each iteration, the training worker collects all games from all selfplay workers, and then re-optimizes the neural net with stochastic gradient descent with momentum 0.9. The initial learning rate is 0.005, decayed by factor 0.95 each iteration. Training is with a mini-batch size of 128, using the following loss function:

$$L(f_\theta; D) = \sum_{(s,a,z_s) \in D} \left( (z_s - v(s))^2 + (z_s + q(s,a))^2 \right) \frac{R_1}{R_1}$$
$$+ \max(-z_s,0) \sum_{a' \in A(s)} (z_s + q(s,a'))^2 \frac{R_2}{R_2}$$
$$+ \min_a q(s,a') + v(s))^2 \frac{R_3}{R_3} - \pi^T(s) \log p(s) + c||\theta||^2 \right)$$

Here, $D$ contains the set of 200 games generated at each iteration; for each $D$, we optimize the neural net for 5 epochs, i.e., sweeping $D$ for 5 times. $R_1$, $R_2$ and $R_3$ are the three newly added loss terms for the loss used in AlphaZero.

On $9 \times 9$ Hex for MoHex 2.0, around 10 seconds per move generates strong playing, but there is no guarantee that these data used for testing is error-free. To further see the result, we randomly produce a set of game states and using solver to perfectly label these positions; we obtained 8485 examples. See Figure 4.18 for the comparison in detail. From Figure 4.18 we see that AlphaZero-3HNN learned faster than AlphaZero-2HNN. The high fluctuations of the curve from AlphaZero-2HNN is due to its slow learning. We do not use selfplay Elo to measure learning progress primarily because of the inflation phenomenon [201].

The major reason for the slow learning of AlphaZero-2HNN in Figure 4.18 is that setting $n_{mcts} = 800$ makes the generation of a training game time-consuming.
We therefore conducted another experiment by reducing $n_{mcts} = 160$ and run AlphaZero-2HNN and AlphaZero-3HNN. To further encourage exploration, we changed the Dirichlet noise parameter $\alpha$ to 0.15, $n_{dither} = 30$, and in-tree formula to PUCT with $c_{puct} = 1.5$. Figure 4.19 contains the comparison: AlphaZero-3HNN did not achieve better prediction accuracy on the test data. To see if the learned 3HNN is really weaker than 2HNN, we conduct a head-to-head match between the networks generated at each iteration. Figure 4.20 contains the match results, which indicate that MCTS-3HNN is mostly stronger than MCTS-2HNN. Same as for training, in our test, we turn off the knowledge computation for MCTS-2HNN and MCTS-3HNN.

We suspect that one reason that 3HNN failed to achieve smaller state-value prediction error is due to the $R2$ term in the loss function. By injecting $R2$, we
Figure 4.19: AlphaZero-2HNN versus AlphaZero-3HNN. 2HNN uses expansion threshold 0, $n_{mcts} = 160$; 3HNN uses expansion threshold 10, $n_{mcts} = 800$; all other parameters are the same.

Assume the action made by MCTS player is the best action. However, this is not true because of the dithered action selection mechanism (i.e., $n_{dither} = 30$). To see the effect of $R2$, we run another AlphaZero-3HNN by removing $R2$. Figure 4.21 shows the result along with comparison to AlphaZero-2HNN: without $R2$, AlphaZero-3HNN obtained neural network models with smaller state-value prediction errors on both test sets.

Figure 4.22 shows the head-to-head match results between MCTS-3HNN and MCTS-2HNN, where the 3HNN models were obtained without using $R2$ in training. MCTS-3HNN defeated MCTS-2HNN as learning goes on. This is consistent to the learning curves in Figure 4.21.

In addition, we test our final iteration models of 3HNN and 2HNN by playing against MoHex 2.0. The same as in [9], we let MCTS-2HNN and MCTS-3NN use $n_{mcts} = 800$, and MoHex 2.0 use $n_{mcts} = 10000$. MCTS-3HNN and MCTS-2HNN respectively achieved mean win-rates $91.57 \pm 1.8$ and $89.7 \pm 3.317$ (both with 95%
Figure 4.20: MCTS-3HNN against MCTS-2HNN. Each match consists of 162 games by letting each player starting from each opening cell once as Black and White. MCTS-3HNN-160 means it uses 3HNN for 160 iteration MCTS with expansion threshold of 0. MCTS-2HNN-160 means it uses 2HNN for 160 iteration MCTS and expansion threshold of 0. MCTS-3HNN-1s-e10 means the player uses 1s per move with expansion threshold of 0. MCTS-2HNN-1s-e0 means it uses 1s per move with expansion threshold of 0.

Table 4.7: Detailed match results against MoHex 2.0. Each set of games were played by iterating all opening moves; each opening is tried twice with the competitor starts first and second, therefore each match consists of 162 games. We use the final iteration-80 models for 2HNN and 3HNN from Figure 4.21. The overall results are calculated with 95% confidence. MCTS-2HNN and MCTS-3HNN used 800 simulations per move with expand threshold of 0. MoHex 2.0 used default setting with 10,000 simulations per move.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCTS-2HNN-800</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td>89.7% ± 3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCTS-3HNN-800</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.57 ± 1.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in this section were obtained on a server with 56 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs (E5-2690 v4 2.60GHz), 500GB RAM, with 6 Tesla P100 GPU each with 16 GB RAM.  

2 Thanks Huawei Canada for providing the computation resource.
4.7 Discussion

In this chapter, we provided a thorough review of recent advances in the game of Go. We developed a new three-head network and applied it to the game of Hex, and obtained significant playing strength improvement over the previous state-of-the-art. In the 2018 Computer Hex tournament, our player convincingly defeated a strong competitor which uses a two-head deep neural networks for move selection and game state evaluation. We further investigated the merit of the three-head network in zero-style learning, and showed that it can lead to stronger 9×9 Hex player. There have been other research explorations on improving the efficiency of AlphaZero learning, e.g., using multiple small and large networks in the tree search [115]. Combining these improvements with three-head network might lead to further improvement.
Figure 4.22: MCTS-3HNN against MCTS-2HNN. Each match consists of 162 games by letting each player starting from each opening cell once as Black and White.
Chapter 5

Solving Hex with Deep Neural Networks

In this chapter we focus on solving Hex with the help of deep neural networks.

5.1 Focused Proof Number Search for Solving Hex

As discussed in Chapter 2.4.5, all 8×8 Hex openings were first solved by Henderson et al. [89] after extending the inferior cell analysis of Hex positions [82], adding a better implementation of H-search, and using DFS for exhaustive search. Focused Depth First Proof Number Search (FDFPN) [87] performed better than DFS with backtracking and straightforward DFPN. We can view FDFPN as a combination of best-first (BF) and backtracking (BT) search strategies (see BF-BT combinations in [153]). At each node, by setting a search window that is smaller than the branching factor, FDFPN behaves locally like normal BF, while globally it looks like DFS with BT. DFS with BT works well when there is an accurate move ordering, but fails disastrously if the move ranking is poor, while BF ranks the potential of each frontier node based all nodes explored so far, so the combination of BF and BT enables the search to harness the strength of a good move ordering function while preserving its basic best-first principle.

With proof number search (PNS), reducing the width to a small fixed value may not be helpful, because PNS exploits the non-uniform branching factor for selecting a most promising node to expand. When expanding a node, FDFPN uses the following formula to select a subset of child nodes to the search:

\[
\text{child limit} = \text{base} + \lceil \text{factor} \times |\text{live children}| \rceil
\]  

(5.1)

Here, \( \text{base} \geq 1 \), and the widening factor \( 0 < \text{factor} < 1 \); \( \text{live children} \) is a set that
Figure 5.1: Focused Best-first Search uses two external parameters: a function \( f_R \) for ranking moves, and a way for deciding window size. Here, assume \( f_R(D) > f_R(E) > f_R(F) > f_R(G) > f_R(C) > f_R(B) \), and the window size is simply set to a fixed number of 4. \( E \) is found to be winning, then \( E \) is removed, and the next best node is added to the search window.

contains all child nodes that have not been solved. Once a node \( x \) in live children is found to be winning (corresponding to a losing move from its parent), it is removed. Then, FDFPN either maintains the same child limit or introduces a new child to the search. If \( x \) is losing, it is clear that other child nodes can be ignored since its parent node becomes solved as a win. Figure 5.1 shows the scheme behind FDFPN.

The strength of Equation (5.1) comes from the observation that assuming node \( n \) has \( N \) child nodes, and \( k \) nodes are proved winning before a losing child is found, then at most \( \max(0, N - k - \text{base} - \lceil \text{factor} \times (N - k) \rceil) \) child nodes are ignored by the BF search. However, the potential drawback is that when the move ordering function is poor, i.e., when the losing child node \( x \) is given a rank \( k_x \) and \( k_x > l_{\text{max}} \), where \( l_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum index of the selected child nodes when expanding their parent, then at least \( \lceil \frac{k_x - b - \text{factor} \times N}{1 - \text{factor}} \rceil + 1 \) nodes must be solved as winning before including \( x \) to the search. To see why, assume that at least \( n \) nodes are solved before including \( x \) to search: then \( n + b + \text{factor} \times (N - n) \geq k_x \), thus \( n \) is at least \( \lceil \frac{k_x - b - \text{factor} \times N}{1 - \text{factor}} \rceil + 1 \).

So, the effectiveness of FDFPN depends on two features: (1) the computation of widening size and (2) the use of an external move ordering function for accurately
selecting promising moves. In [87], (1) was manually set to a fixed factor, and (2) was achieved with the resistance-based heuristic evaluation [87] function in Hex.

For (1), it is uninformative to adopt a static widening factor for all expanding nodes regardless their likelihood of being a win or a loss; for (2), the resistance-based evaluation function, even with ICA and H-search [151], is often inaccurate, as noted in [87].

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [114, 119] have been successfully used in a variety of domains for providing reliable heuristic knowledge. Motivated by their success in game-playing [180, 184], as we have seen in Chapter 4, we show how to improve FDFPN using policy and value neural networks.

### 5.2 Focused Proof Number Search with Deep Neural Networks

The move ordering function in FDFPN is only used to select a set of promising moves in the search tree: The strict order of the selected moves does not matter much since proof number search uses proof or disproof numbers to choose a most proving node (MPN). Trained policy networks can provide reliable move selection by mimicking expert play [125]; therefore, our first modification of FDFPN uses such a policy network to replace resistance as the move ordering function.

The next question is how many promising moves should be selected. A widening factor that is too large leads to decreased performance, while a factor that is too small increases the likelihood of initially missing an existing winning move. Ideally, the widening size should also be a function of value of the expanding state, which can be estimated by a value network. Hence our second modification is this: whenever expanding a state $s$, pick the widening size of $s$ by the information provided by a value net $v_\theta(s)$. Specifically, for state $s$, suppose $v_\theta(s) = -1$ indicates a loss and $+1$ a win, the revised formula is as follows:

$$ l(s) = \text{base} + \lceil f(s) \times |\text{live children}| \rceil $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

where $f(s)$ is defined as

$$ f(s) = \begin{cases} \min\{\text{factor}, 1 + v_\theta(s)\} & \text{if } v_\theta(s) < 0 \\ \text{factor} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

As in Eq. (5.1), $\text{factor}$ is a parameter. This minor revision causes only one difference: when $v_\theta(s)$ is close to $-1$, the smaller noisy estimation value will be
used as the widening factor. So the smaller the estimation, the fewer child nodes are selected. This may seem counter-intuitive, since if a state $s$ has an optimal value of $-1$, then eventually all its children must be solved to prove that $s$ is losing. However, a losing node corresponds to a winning move for its parent state. Proof number search prefers nodes with small branching factor, therefore giving a losing node a small widening size makes its parent favor this node, which is desirable. On the other side, if a state is losing, all child nodes must be solved, and it is better to solve them consecutively rather than letting the search jump around.

The algorithm for FDFPN with CNNs is sketched in Algorithm 4. In practice, the $TTStore$ function may have collision (resulting in failure for future $TTLookup$), a collision resolution as in [149] is adopted. The revision lies on line 12 where policy and value networks are called. Results are then used to set search window size and select promising moves.

### 5.3 Results on $8\times8$ Hex

#### 5.3.1 Preparation of Data

This $8\times8$ board size dataset was used in Chapter 4.5. Here, we describe how it is produced. We generated the expert games by playing tournaments between Olympiad computer players in the Benzene project: Mohex 2.0 [96], MoHex 2011 [11] and Wolve [13]. To enrich this data, (1) we conducted tournaments with randomly selected time settings each move (5s to 10s); (2) we iterated all one or two stone openings; and (3) neither player used solver during play. We collected 62853 games in total. Each game includes win/loss game result. No swap rule and no resign are used. Extracting these games gives $6.5 \times 10^5$ distinct state-action $(s, a)$ and state-value $(s, z)$ pairs. A position $s$ can appear in two or more games but be associated with different win/loss results: we thus use the average to label these states. Let $A$ be the set of games that $s$ have been played, and $r(s, g)$ is the playing result (either $+1$ or $-1$) for game $g$: we label $s$ by $z = \frac{\sum_{g \in A} r(s, g)}{|A|}$. The dataset is split into 90%, 10% training and test sets.

#### 5.3.2 Policy and Value Neural Networks

We use separate policy and value networks in our experimentation. We use a policy network with 5 hidden layers. After padding borders, the input has a size of $10 \times 10 \times 5$. The first layer uses 48 $3 \times 3$ filters with stride of 1, and then applies ReLU.
Algorithm 4: Focused depth-first proof number search with external policy function \( p_\sigma \) and value function \( v_\theta \).

**Input:** A board position  
**Result:** +1 or -1

1. Procedure FDFPN-CNN(root)
   1. \( \text{root.} \phi, \text{root.} \delta \leftarrow \infty, \infty \)
   2. MID(root)
   3. if root.\( \phi \) = 0 then return +1
   4. else return -1

2. Function MID(s)
   1. TTLookup(s)
   2. if node is terminal then
      1. Evaluate(s)
      2. TTStore(s)
   3. return
   4. Compute child limit \( l(s) \) by \( v_\theta, p_\sigma \)
   5. while \( s.\varphi > \delta \text{Min}(s, l) \) and \( s.\delta > \phi \text{Sum}(s, l) \) do
      1. child.\( \delta \leftarrow \text{SelectChild}(s, l) \)
      2. child.\( \varphi \leftarrow s.\delta - \phi \text{Sum}(s, l) + \text{child.} \varphi \)
      3. child.\( \delta \leftarrow \min\{s.\varphi, \delta_2 + 1\} \)
      4. MID(child)
      5. if child.\( \varphi \) = 0 then
         1. Prune child
         2. Select a new child if necessary
      6. end
   6. end
   7. s.\( \varphi \leftarrow \delta \text{Min}(s, l) \)
   8. s.\( \delta \leftarrow \phi \text{Sum}(s, l) \)
   9. TTStore(s)

3. Function SelectChild(s, l)
   1. \( \delta_{\text{best}} \leftarrow \delta_2 \leftarrow \infty \)
   2. \( c_{\text{best}} \leftarrow \text{nil} \)
   3. foreach \( c \in l(s) \) do
      1. TTLookup(c)
      2. if \( c.\delta < \delta_{\text{best}} \) then
         1. \( c_{\text{best}} \leftarrow c \)
         2. \( \delta_2 \leftarrow \delta_{\text{best}} \)
         3. \( \delta_{\text{best}} \leftarrow c.\delta \)
      4. end
      5. else if \( c.\delta < \delta_2 \) then
         1. \( \delta_2 \leftarrow c.\delta \)
      6. end
   7. return \( c_{\text{best}}, \delta_2 \)

4. Function \( \delta \text{Min}(s, l) \)
   1. \( \min\delta \leftarrow \infty \)
   2. foreach \( c \in l(s) \) do
      1. TTLookup(c)
      2. \( \min\delta = \min\{\min\delta, c.\delta\} \)
   3. end
   4. return \( \min\delta \)

5. Function \( \phi \text{Sum}(s, l) \)
   1. \( \text{sum}_\phi \leftarrow 0 \)
   2. foreach \( c \in l(s) \) do
      1. TTLookup(c)
      2. \( \text{sum}_\phi = \text{sum}_\phi + c.\phi \)
   3. end
   4. return \( \text{sum}_\phi \)
The second layer zero pads an image into 10 \times 10 and convolves using 3 \times 3 filters with stride of 1, and then applies ReLU. Hidden layers 3 and 4 repeat the process of layer 2. Hidden layer 5 convolves with 1 \times 1 kernel size filters with 64 biases for each cell. The final layer is a softmax function.

We train the policy network to maximize the log-likelihood of move \( a \) at state \( s \) with \( \Delta \sigma \propto \frac{\partial \log p_{\theta}(a|s)}{\partial \sigma} \). Using Adam optimizer [104] with a mini-batch of size 64, we train the network for \( 2 \times 10^5 \) steps. The top one prediction accuracy on the test and training data are respectively 60.86\% and 67\%. Figure 5.2 contains the top-\( k \) prediction results. It shows that the top-10 accuracy exceeds 95\%.

The first 6 layers of our value network are exactly the same as the policy network. After layer 6, we use one kernel size 1 \times 1 filters with stride 1. We then use a layer with 48 fully-connected units. The final layer uses a \( \tanh \) function to compress the output to \([-1, +1]\).

We train the value network to minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the predicted value \( v_{\theta}(s) \) and label value \( z \), i.e., \( \Delta \theta \propto \frac{\partial v_{\theta}(s)}{\partial \theta} (z - v_{\theta}(s)) \). Using Adam optimizer [104], with a mini-batch of 64, we train the value network for \( 1.6 \times 10^5 \) steps. The obtained model achieves a MSE of 0.067 on the training set, and 0.083 on the test set.

5.3.3 Empirical Comparison of DFPN, FDFPN and FDFPN-CNN

As before, we built FDFPN-CNN upon the FDFPN [151] solver inside of Benzene. We use the serial version, accessible from https://github.com/jakubpawlewicz/benzene/tree/jvc2. After training, the network models are exported as static graph models for solely forward-inference in C++. Two parallel calls were used for
neural network inference while doing knowledge computation.

As suggested in [87], base is set to 1 and widening factor is set to 0.2 for FDFPN. We also prepared a DFPN that includes all child nodes to search at each node expansion. The DFPN is implemented on the same codebase by removing the focused behavior of FDFPN in Benzene. To see the effect of adding the neural network models in search, we use the same factor = 0.2, base = 1 for FDFPN-CNN.

We now compare the performance of DFPN, FDFPN and FDFPN-CNN on solving 8×8 Hex openings.

Table 5.1: DFPN, FDFPN and FDFPN-CNN results for 8×8 Hex. The best results are marked by boldface. Results were obtained on the same machine. Computation time was rounded to seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opening</th>
<th>DFPN</th>
<th>FDFPN</th>
<th>FDFPN-CNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#node</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>#node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a1</td>
<td>47383</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>30462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>264718</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>104581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>370973</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>212140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a4</td>
<td>1418942</td>
<td>4482</td>
<td>570207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a5</td>
<td>3929824</td>
<td>11128</td>
<td>1797393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a6</td>
<td>525308</td>
<td>1177</td>
<td>272614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a7</td>
<td>3230008</td>
<td>10067</td>
<td>2874465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a8</td>
<td>1408664</td>
<td>4024</td>
<td>844403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b1</td>
<td>49607</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>30317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b2</td>
<td>204342</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>123728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b3</td>
<td>89920</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>39683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b4</td>
<td>541376</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>270571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b5</td>
<td>463360</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>193799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b6</td>
<td>563084</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>497961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b7</td>
<td>19182</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b8</td>
<td>54590</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>15106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1</td>
<td>46926</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>28775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2</td>
<td>128112</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>43899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3</td>
<td>125365</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>56597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4</td>
<td>56951</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>18687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c5</td>
<td>54388</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>28816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c6</td>
<td>41018</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>30637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c7</td>
<td>93673</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>60134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c8</td>
<td>40562</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>14157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d1</td>
<td>44295</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>14858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d2</td>
<td>51451</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>89900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d3</td>
<td>62776</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>24926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d4</td>
<td>20368</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>13265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d5</td>
<td>13821</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>6914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d6</td>
<td>63014</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>93313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d7</td>
<td>63574</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>79214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d8</td>
<td>44634</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>15472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>1413229</td>
<td>43861</td>
<td>8509140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.1 shows the results of DFPN, FDFPN and FDFPN-CNN for solving all 32 8×8 Hex openings. Both FDFPN and FDFPN-CNN solved every opening faster than DFPN — the cumulative time of DFPN is respectively 2.6 and 4.1 times larger than those of FDFPN and FDFPN-CNN. This indicates the focused search has been beneficial.

FDFPN-CNN solved most opening positions faster than FDFPN. The largest improvement was on opening a7 where FDFPN-CNN used computation time 2614s, instead of 5496s for FDFPN. FDFPN-CNN solved all 32 openings with cumulative time 64% that of DFPN. The total number of node expansions of DFPN, FDFPN and FDFPN-CNN are respectively 14132209, 8509140 and 4534084. Therefore, FDFPN-CNN expanded 53% nodes of DFPN for all 32 openings. FDFPN-CNN did not perform better than FDFPN on every case: on openings a6, c2, c8, FDFPN-CNN’s results are worse than those of FDFPN.

**Effectiveness of the policy neural network**

To further show the advantage of the policy net over the resistance evaluation, we conducted an ablation comparison between FDFPN and FDFPN-$p_\sigma$, a program that replaces the move ordering function with the policy net model $p_\sigma$. Using base = 1, we varied the widening factors 0.1 to 1.0 at an interval of 0.1.

Figure 5.3 shows the results with varying factor values, where FDFPN-resistance is the original FDFPN, FDFPN-$p_\sigma$ uses the policy net. Both programs achieved best performance with widening factor of 0.2; however, FDFPN-$p_\sigma$ used less time than FDFPN. This is true for all widening factors below 0.5. FDFPN-$p_\sigma$ becomes slight worse than FDFPN when the widening factor is larger than 0.7. Perhaps that the policy net was not trained to rank all moves but to predict the strong moves played by expert players. Overall, FDFPN-$p_\sigma$ is 17.3% faster than FDFPN with the best factor of 0.2. In terms of node expansion, it is 14.3% less than FDFPN.

The results in Figure 5.3 confirm that with small widening factors, which are desirable for focused search, the policy net is more reliable at selecting promising moves than the resistance evaluation function. Although FDFPN-CNN enabled faster solving, an exponential reduction in search space was not observed. This is because the neural network knowledge, unlike those from inferior cells, are essentially heuristic. That is, they can provide more accurate guidance to the search, but do not lead any exponential pruning in the state-space.
Figure 5.3: A comparison between the performance of FDPFN using resistance and policy network $p_\sigma$ with varying factor.

5.3.4 Using Three-Head ResNet

Although the value network helped solving $8 \times 8$ Hex openings faster, research progress in Go [180, 184] showed that a single-head value net can exhibit overfitting while by forcing policy and value share one ResNet achieved better results. We conjecture that similar overfitting could happen in Hex when using a single-head value network, and using a three-head architecture may alleviate the problem. To verify this, we prepared a set of randomly generated $8 \times 8$ positions, and then use our solver to label the true value of these examples. We generated 58590 such positions in total. See Figure 5.4 for the training results. With the single-head value network, the training value error was quickly reduced to almost 0, so did the test error on examples split from the same game dataset for training, but test result on the randomly generated perfect examples implies that such value net has poor generalization. With three-head network of the same size, the generalization error was reduced. In the latter case, to improve generalization, a simple and effective approach is enlarging the network size — as shown in Figure 5.4 (right) after doubling the layers in three-head net, test error on randomly generated examples decreased.

So far there are no satisfying theoretical results on how deep neural networks generalize. It has been shown that deep network can fit randomly generated data just as well as natural images [220]. These deep models also have great memorization capacity [14]. Empirical evidence [98] suggests that using one deep network with auxiliary learning tasks often achieve good results. The three-head ResNet adds two auxiliary tasks (policy and action-value) for the state-value learning. Figures 5.4 shows that the auxiliary tasks indeed helped the neural net to achieve better generalization.
5.4 Solving by Strategy Decomposition

We saw in Chapter 2.1 that a fundamental difficulty in solving Hex is that strategy representation in a state-space graph can be overwhelmingly large, while decomposition-based representation can reduce the solution size. To further see this in Hex, consider the following example in Figure 5.5. Assume that we do not use H-search, and our goal is to find the solution for this Hex position. Further assume that we can access an oracle, who always provides a winning move for Black player if there is one. To solve this position by state-space search, we can expand the tree as follows:

- 1-ply: Enumerate all White moves.
- 2-ply: For each White move, use the oracle to obtain a Black winning move.
- 3-ply: For each frontier, enumerate all White moves.
- 4-ply: For each frontier node, use the oracle to obtain a Black winning move.
- 5-ply: For each frontier node, enumerate all White moves.
- 6-ply: For each frontier node, use the oracle to obtain a Black winning move.
- 7-ply: For each frontier node, enumerate all White moves.
- 8-ply: For each frontier node, use the oracle to find a Black winning chain.

Figure 5.4: Results of value training from single versus three-head architectures. At each epoch, neural net model is saved and evaluated on each dataset. In the right figure, the cyan line is produced by doubling the neural network size to 12 layers. One epoch is a full sweep of the training data.
Figure 5.5: A Hex position; White is to play. The optimal value of this position is a Black win. Given an oracle machine, which can always predict the winning move for Black, searching for the solution represented by a solution-tree in the state-space graph requires to examine $44 \cdot 1 \cdot 42 \cdot 1 \cdot 40 \cdot 1 \cdot 38 \cdot 1 \approx 2.8$ million nodes.

Since Black can surely make a winning-chain using 4 Black stones, the above process takes about 2.8 million steps ($44 \cdot 1 \cdot 42 \cdot 1 \cdot 40 \cdot 1 \cdot 38 \cdot 1$). So, in this way, even we have an error-free guessing, solving Hex positions as in Figure 5.5 quickly becomes intractable as the number of empty cells increases.

We saw in Chapter 4 that with algorithms similar to AlphaZero, formidable playing strength can be obtained. However, these players remain heuristic: there is no theoretical guarantee that their move prediction will converge to provably optimal play. By contrast, if we believe that an AlphaZero player has converged to optimal play, verifying in the state-space that it can indeed lead to a solution-graph could still take unbearably long time. This observation calls for state compression techniques.

Instead of representing the solution-object in state-space graph, Figure 5.6 shows how to decompose the solution to Figure 5.5 into a conjunction of 9 subproblems. The idea is to aggregate White moves and Black responses into 9 different categories. This means now what we are interested in is not a move predictor but a family of set function predictors. The argument for each function $f_i$ is a set of White moves $S_i$. The output of $f_i$ is a single Black move. The requirement is that all the arguments of these mappings in union shall be the set of all legal White moves. Denote any family of mappings satisfying this property a decomposition. A decomposition prediction
Figure 5.6: Decomposition-based solution to the Hex position in Figure 5.5. Solution to the original problem can be represented by a conjunction of 9 subproblems; each of them can be decomposed further using a similar scheme. Since it is known that Black can win using 4 black stones, the solution-graph found by such decomposition contains at most $9^4 = 6561$ nodes.

can be emulated by a move predictor. This idea is described in Algorithm 5, where $\alpha$ is a given move predictor — for example, suppose it has been obtained by running AlphaZero on the game of Hex. Its utility in Algorithm 5 is that, for any given position $s$ and player to-play $P$, it returns a best move for $P$ (or it gives a vector of scores for each move thus the best move can be selected). The idea is that for each $P$ move, we use $\alpha$ to obtain the best $\bar{P}$ response. Then, we aggregate those $P$ moves that share the same $\bar{P}$ response into a single group whose key is the corresponding $\bar{P}$ move. Now the problem boils down to finding a set of $\bar{P}$ keys whose groups in union shall cover all $P$ moves in $s$.

We now describe a solving algorithm for searching a feasible decomposition-based solution-graph. The procedure is depicted in Algorithm 6. After predicting a decomposition, the do function is used to carry out the decomposition. That is, it tries to play a set of $P$ moves $T$ and response $\bar{P}$ move $k$; the requirement is that playing a set $T$ of $P$ moves must not overturn the game to a $P$ win — again, this can be checked by referring to move predictor $\alpha$. In the worst case, each $T$ would contain a single $P$ move, such that the solution-graph found by decomposition would
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Algorithm 5: Decomposition prediction by move predictor $\alpha$

1. **Function Predict-Decomposition($s, P, \alpha$):

   - // $s$: game position; $P$: player to play; $\alpha$: move predictor
   - /* For each move, record the best response. */

   2. Let $A$ be the set of moves available at $s$ for $P$

   3. $d \leftarrow \{}$ /* a dictionary */

   4. for $a \in A$ do

      5. $s' \leftarrow \text{play}(s, a, P)$ /* play $a$ at $s$ */

      6. $x \leftarrow \alpha(s', \bar{P})$ /* $\bar{P}$ means opponent of $P$ */

      7. $d[x] \leftarrow d[x] \cup \{a\}$

   end /* Each value in $d$ is a subset of $P$ moves. */

   9. $U \leftarrow A$

   10. $F \leftarrow \{}$ /* a dictionary */

   11. $A' \leftarrow \text{sorted}(d\text{.keys()})$

   12. for $a \in A'$ do

      13. $U \leftarrow U \setminus d[a]$

      14. $F[a] \leftarrow d[a]$

      15. if $U = \emptyset$ then break

   end

   17. return $F$

End of Function

be exactly the same size as conventional state-space search. However, as Figure 5.6 indicates, in Hex, the size of space reduction can be huge as in many cases letting the losing player to play multiple moves simultaneously does not alter the game result. Formally, suppose in state-space, there is a solution-graph with size $\Omega(b^{d/2})$, using decomposition-based representation, it is guaranteed that a solution-graph of size $\Omega(c^{d/2})$ ($c \leq b$) exits. In Hex, $c$ can be much smaller than $b$, as in Figure 5.6. In the literature, there have been similar work trying to establish proof for different games using strategy space search, e.g., [199, 213, 216]. The distinctive feature of our algorithm outlined here is that it does not rely on human expert knowledge, but uses a move predictor as a guide.

The unspecified utility functions in Algorithm 6 are explained as follows: $\text{winner}(s, \text{player})$ checks if $s$ is a terminal position and returns its winner given $\text{player}$ to play; $\text{play}(s, x, \text{player})$ plays cell $x$ (or set of cells if $x$ is a set) with color of $\text{player}$ at position $s$; $\text{value}(s'', P, \alpha)$ uses $\alpha$ to query the estimated position value $s''$ with $P$ to play. We do not empirically evaluate the merit of Algorithm 6 but give a proof on its correctness. We assume the Hex position to solve is noted as $s$; the
Algorithm 6: Automatic search for a decomposition-based solution

Input: $s$: Hex position to solve; $P$: player to play for $s$; $\alpha$ a move predictor

Result: If true, $s$ is a $P$ win, otherwise unknown

Function $\text{SolveByDecompose}(s, P, \alpha)$:

1. if $\text{winner}(s, P) \neq \text{Unknown}$ then
   
   // For successful decomposition, winner must be $P$

2. return $\text{winner}(s, P) = P$

3. $F \leftarrow \text{Predict-Decomposition}(s, P, \alpha)$

4. $r \leftarrow true$

5. for $f \in F$ do

6. $k, V \leftarrow \text{key}(f), \text{values}(f)$

7. $T \leftarrow \text{do}(s, k, \bar{P}, V, P)$ /* carryout one-step decomposition */

8. for $s' \in T$ do

9. $r \leftarrow r \land \text{SolveByDecompose}(s', P, \alpha)$

10. end

11. if $r = false$ then return false

12. end

13. return true

End of Function

Function $\text{do}(s, k, \bar{P}, V, P, \alpha)$:

14. $T \leftarrow \emptyset$

15. $s' \leftarrow \text{play}(s, k, P)$

16. $X \leftarrow \emptyset$

17. for $v \in V$ do

18. $s'' \leftarrow \text{play}(s', v, P)$

19. if $\text{value}(s'', P, \alpha) = \bar{P}$ then

20. $X \leftarrow X \cup \{v\}$

21. else

22. $t \leftarrow \text{play}(s', X, P)$

23. $T \leftarrow T \cup \{t\}$

24. $X \leftarrow \emptyset$

25. end

26. end

27. $t \leftarrow \text{play}(s', X, P)$

28. $T \leftarrow T \cup \{t\}$

29. return $T$

End of Function
player to play is $P$, and there is a winning strategy for $\bar{P}$: the opponent of $P$.

**Definition 1.** Given a Hex position $s$, suppose the set of empty cells is noted as $M(s)$, a decomposition branch $f$ is defined as a set function: $2^{M(s)} \to M(s)$.

**Definition 2.** For $s$, a decomposition is thus a collection mappings $f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n$, where $\bigcup_i \text{argument}(f_i) = M(s)$. That is, a decomposition is a feasible solution to a set-covering problem where the union set is $M(s)$, and the argument of each $f_i$ represents a subset. A decomposition splits the second-player winning strategy into a set of Hex positions where each position is reached by referring to $f$: fill the cells of $\text{argument}(f_i)$ with $P$ stones and output($f_i$) using $\bar{P}$ stones.

**Observation 2.** If SolveByDecompose in Algorithm 6 returns true, the solution-graph that it identifies sufficiently represents a second playing winning strategy for Hex position $s$.

**Proof.** The only condition that SolveByDecompose in Algorithm 6 can return true is that every node by a decomposition branch is true, i.e., the solution-graph is a pure AND graph. Since we assume the terminal checking function winner(s, player) is correct, it follows that all nodes in the solution graph should be correctly true, and thus the root node is correctly true. Since we have guaranteed in Algorithm 5 that a decomposition has covered all $P$ moves in the given Hex position, the identified solution-graph must be a feasible solution to the root node. $\Box$

Algorithm 5 is critical to the success for Algorithm 6. While for Algorithm 5, $\alpha$ is critical. If $\alpha$ is an oracle, Algorithm 5 always identifies a correct decomposition. In practice, $\alpha$ can be approximated by training a player before solving by decomposition, for example, by AlphaZero. It is worth noting that the for loop in line 4 of Algorithm 5 is parallel. In practice, this property can be used for faster computation of a decomposition. As the developments of super strong players with deep neural networks scale well with board sizes (given sufficient computation resource), searching for a decomposition represented solution using strong player as guidance might be a promising direction for solving large board size Hex positions.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis gives a number of contributions to the computational and algorithmic approaches to Hex. New search and learning algorithms which uses the advancement in deep neural networks have been developed and applied to the game. State-of-the-art solving and playing programs have been created due to these algorithmic innovations.

Many challenges remain. This research sheds light on some important future working directions on the game of Hex. The transformation brought by AlphaGo and its successors has led some AI researchers to opine that future research in two-player alternate-turn zero-sum perfect-information games is inconsequential [39]. However, AlphaGo [180], AlphaGo Zero [184] and AlphaZero [182] are essentially heuristic algorithms without theoretical guarantee on success. They contain a number of important hyperparameters and how they affect the overall performance is only meagerly understood. Public re-implementations such as Leela Zero [148] and OpenELF Go [201] are towards the investigation of this phenomenon.

One fundamental difference that distinguishes Hex from other classic board games is its conspicuous mathematical structure [80], which has enabled much research on Hex to be presented in an exact rather than heuristic manner. Some examples are the proof that there is no draw [137], the identification of dead, dominated and inferior cells [81, 87], and the computation of connection strategies [7]. The accumulation of these mathematical knowledge, combined with sophisticated search, has allowed computer programs to solve Hex openings on board sizes up to $10 \times 10$, whose state spaces are already far beyond the limit of any simple brutal-force search. For example, the number of states for $9 \times 9$ and $10 \times 10$ Hex are respectively $10^{37}$ and $10^{46}$. See Table 2.1.
Table 6.1: Status of solved Hex board sizes. For 10×10, only 2 openings are solved. For other smaller board sizes, all openings have been solved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board size</th>
<th>status</th>
<th>year</th>
<th>method</th>
<th>computation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6×6</td>
<td>solved, all</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>DFS [204]</td>
<td>seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7×7</td>
<td>solved, all</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>DFS [82]</td>
<td>minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8×8</td>
<td>solved, all</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>DFS [89]</td>
<td>hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9×9</td>
<td>solved, all</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>parallel FDFPN [149]</td>
<td>months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10×10</td>
<td>solved, 2</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>parallel FDFPN [149]</td>
<td>months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, mathematical knowledge accumulation becomes more difficult as it requires to invoke more complicated reasoning. On the other side, algorithms that learn with deep neural networks have shown great capacity of acquiring heuristic knowledge from data. These two kinds of knowledge are different and arguably complementary: given the seemingly intractable problem, the mathematical knowledge states what we can at least identify, while the later represents what we can be guessed at most after seeing a number of noised observations. Both have their merit and limitation. For example, the continual identification of inferior cells [28, 82, 87, 89] and the development of H-search [7, 88, 151] since the 2000s have led to feasible computer solutions for board sizes from 6×6 to 10×10. See Table 6.1 for a summarization. However, it is unlikely that 11×11 Hex can be solved if no overwhelmingly larger amount of pruning due to inferior cells analysis or H-search is introduced, i.e., although the pruning they brought is often exponential, the state-space complexity grows at a faster rate. Although can be quite accurate in practice, the predictions from well-trained deep neural networks do not enable any instant pruning except for leading to a preferential search. Yet, guessing guided look-ahead search in a state-space graph faces another challenge: the solution graph itself could be intractably large which implies that even an error-free guessing technique is employed, verification could still be infeasible. This observation highlights the use of state-abstraction method in informed guess-based forward search. In Hex, strategy decomposition is such a method. Given that advancement in machine learning has enabled more accurate heuristic guidance, together with existing exact knowledge computation techniques, we conjecture that a promising future direction for solving Hex is to search decomposition-based solutions. This is arguably how humans solve

\[ \text{For a state-space of } b^d, \text{ the effect of these pruning is a constant reduction of } b \text{ and } d, \text{ but as board size increases, both } b \text{ and } d \text{ increase} \]
Hex positions [214].

In summary, Hex is a game that has interested mathematicians and computer scientists since its invention; its graph-theoretical, combinatorial, game theoretic, and artificial intelligence aspects are perpetual incentives to attract future research. Despite grand successes, deep learning techniques have been questioned by the lack of reasoning [50]; as a domain where reasoning is ubiquitous and of utmost importance, Hex could be a valuable domain for pushing machine learning research to incorporate reasoning techniques.
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Appendix A

Additional Documentation

Extending benzene to contain neural networks results neurobenze, we document the key changes and how to use them in below. We have also developed software tool for visualizing the decomposition-based solution for solving e5 opening on 9×9 Hex. The pattern files are provided by Jing Yang.

A.1 Neurobenzene

Newly added commands:

- **nn_ls**: it lists all available neural net models in share/nn/.
- **nn_load**: it follows by a nn name to load.
- **param_nn**: it displays parameter setting for neural net.
- **param_mohex use_playout_constant**, default 0, indicating no playout is used (otherwise, setting it to 1.0 will use sole playout result for leaf evaluation).
- **param_mohex moveselect_ditherthreshold**, default 0, indicating the threshold for soft-selection if the number of stones on the board is less than the threshold.
- **mohex-self-play**, it follows by two arguments n (number of games) and filetosave (location to save played games).
- **param_mohex root_dirichlet_prior**, it follows by a float number \( \alpha \), indicating the parameter for Dirichlet(\( \alpha \)).
- **param_dfpn use_nn**, it follows by 0 or 1 indicating whether to use neural net in DFPN solver.
Figure A.1: An example shows the evaluation of actions provided by neural net model. For each cell, the upper number is the prior probability provided by policy head, the lower number is the value provided by action-value head. Note that here the value is with respect to the player to play after taking that action, thus a smaller value indicating higher preference for the current board state. Here, both policy and action-value are in favor of $f6$.

Newly added module:

- **simplefeature3/**: this directory contains a sub-project of using Python to train neural networks.

- **src/neuralnet/**: this directory contains Tensorflow inference written in Tensorflow C API.

- **closedloop/**: this directory contains all scripts for doing closed loop training inside of neurobenzene.

### A.2 Visualization for a Human Identified 9×9 Solution

Starting from initial state, Jing Yang’s handcrafted solution expresses how a board state should be decomposed after every opponent move. For 9×9 Hex, the solution provided by him contains around 700 patterns. We implemented an visualization tool for expressing the perfect solution, allowing user to play any moves and see the response move, how a larger pattern is decomposed into smaller ones.
Figure A.2: An example play by White. If it plays at \( D_6 \), Black will respond at \( E_6 \) resulting to pattern 370. If White then plays at \( D_8 \), then Black will respond at \( B_8 \), splitting pattern 370 into patterns 285 and 86. In each cell, the lower number is pattern id, upper number is local move name inside of that pattern.

A.3 Published Dataset

Datasets for 8×8, 9×9 and 13×13 are available in https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0-folders/18MdnvMItU7O2sEJD1bmk_ZzUhZG7yDK9. These data were produced by players MoHex 2.0 and Wolve in moderately strong setting.
A.4 From GBFS to AO* and PNS

At each iteration, a clever search selects the seemingly best node for expansion. Such a feature is called best-first. Assuming that the problem to be solved is represented by a single start node \( s \) and the task is to find a solution graph with minimum cost defined by scheme \( \Psi \), a General Best-first Search (GBFS) procedure for loop-free AND/OR graphs is depicted in Algorithm 7. The expansion is driven by the small-is-quick and face-value principles, i.e., it always selects the best (smallest) solution-base to explore based on estimated values of candidate nodes (so called face-value). Given that the heuristic estimation \( h \) is always optimistic, upon termination the returned solution graph must be optimal [153] even though in some cases we are merely interested in finding any solution rather than the optimum.

**Algorithm 7**: General Best-First Search for AND/OR graphs

**Input:** Start node \( s \), selection function \( f_1, f_2 \), rules for generating successor nodes, evaluation function \( h \), cost scheme \( \Psi \)

**Output:** Solution graph \( G^* \)

1. **Function GBFS**(\( s, f_1, f_2 \)):
   2. Let the explicit graph be \( G' = \{s\} \)
   3. while true do
   4. \( G_0 \leftarrow f_1(G') \) // \( G_0 \) is solution-base
   5. if \( G_0 \) is solution graph then
   6. \( G^*_0 \leftarrow G_0 \), then exit;
   7. end
   8. \( t \leftarrow f_2(G_0) \) // \( t \) is selected frontier node
   9. Generate all successors of \( t \), append to \( G' \)
   10. for \( t' \in \text{successor}(t) \) do
   11. \( \text{Evaluate} \ t' \ \text{by} \ h \)
   12. \( \text{UpdateAncestors}(t', \Psi, G') \)
   13. end
   14. end
   15. return \( G^*_0 \)

16. **Function UpdateAncestors**\( (t', \Psi, G') \):
   17. Update ancestor nodes of \( t' \) in \( G' \) according to the definition of \( \Psi \)

Algorithm 7 contains abstract functions \( f_1, f_2 \) and \( h \), which are respectively used for selecting the solution-base \( G_0 \) in \( G' \), a frontier node \( n \) and evaluating \( n \). A solution-base is a subgraph of \( G' \) that may eventually be developed to a solution for the implicit graph \( G \). \( f_1 \) selects the best solution-base from \( G' \). The price made for generality is that Algorithm 7 leaves three important functions, \( f_1, f_2 \) and \( h \), unspecified. While the content of \( h \) relies on domain-knowledge, implementations
Figure A.3: Leftmost is the full graph $G$; all the tip nodes are solvable terminal with value 0; each edge has a positive cost. Four different solution graphs exist for $G$, among which $G_3^0$ is with the minimum total cost of 5. However, if the cost scheme $\Psi$ is defined as a recursive sum-cost, both $G_2^0$ and $G_3^0$ are with minimum cost of 6.

of $f_1$ and $f_2$ depend on definition of the cost scheme $\Psi$. See Appendix A.4 for a full account on the impact of cost scheme for various instances of GBFS.

To see the impact of cost scheme in GBFS (as in Algorithm 7), consider a simple toy AND/OR graph shown in Figure A.3 where all tip nodes are solvable terminal assigned with value 0. In this problem, there are four solution graphs, noted as $G_1^0$, $G_2^0$, $G_3^0$ and $G_4^0$. Each edge has a cost either 1, 2 or 3. If the objective is to find a solution graph with the minimum summed edge cost, $G_3^0$ will be is the optimal.

We then consider how the cost for each candidate solution is computed. In this example, the cost for each solution graph is calculated by summing all edges within the graph. A naive algorithm for finding the best solution subgraph is enumerating all possible candidates and select the smallest one. If the AND/OR graph has $d$ OR nodes, and on average the branching degree for these OR nodes is $b$, then the total number of candidate subgraphs will be $O(b^d)$, suggesting that such a $f_1$ could be computationally prohibitive. It has been shown that computing the graph with minimum summed edge cost is NP-hard [167].

In essence, the computational difficulty comes from the fact that each candidate subgraph needs to be evaluated separately, which is unavoidable in general since each tip node could have multiple parents and whether they are going to or how they will meet somewhere upward in the graph is unpredictable. In other words, for arbitrary node, the cost rooted at this node depends not only upon its immediate successors but also on the structure of all its descendants — neglecting which could cause one edge cost being counted multiple times. However, the computation could be largely simplified if we define the solution cost for arbitrary node $n$ from only on
its immediate successors. A cost scheme $\Psi$ is recursive if it satisfies the following property:

$$h^*(n) = \begin{cases} 
\Psi_{n'}(c(n, n') + h^*(n')) & \text{if } n \text{ is non-terminal AND node} \\
\min_{n'}(c(n, n') + h^*(n')) & \text{if } n \text{ is non-terminal OR node} \\
0 & \text{if } n \text{ is solvable terminal} \\
\infty & \text{if } n \text{ is unsolvable terminal}
\end{cases}$$

(A.1)

where $c(n, n') \geq 0$ is the edge cost between $n$ and its successor $n'$, $cost(n)$ represents the cost rooted at $n$. By such, the implementation of $f_1$ becomes easy: starting from $s$, at each OR node, it only needs to select the minimum child node; at each AND node, all successors will be selected. There are, of course, many potential choices for which specific function to use in this formula. One natural choice is the recursive sum-cost shown in below:

$$h^*(n) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{n'}(c(n, n') + h^*(n')) & \text{if } n \text{ is non-tip AND node} \\
\min_{n'}(c(n, n') + h^*(n')) & \text{if } n \text{ is non-tip OR node} \\
0 & \text{if } n \text{ is solvable terminal} \\
\infty & \text{if } n \text{ is unsolvable terminal}
\end{cases}$$

(A.2)

However, even the optimal cost at each node is defined recursively, these values are unknown to the problem-solver simply because the explicit graph $G$ is hidden and fully expanding it is unachievable. Following the face-value principle, GBFS* always selects upon $G'$ for a best solution-graph defined by the same recursive cost scheme as depicted above, except that for each non-terminal tip node, an estimation for the cost rooted is given by heuristic function $h$. Formally, denote $f(n)$ as the cost rooted at $n$ for arbitrary $n$ in $G'$:

$$f(n) = \begin{cases} 
\Psi_{n'}(c(n, n') + f(n')) & n \text{ is non-tip AND node} \\
\min_{n'}(c(n, n') + f(n')) & n \text{ is non-tip OR node} \\
0 & \text{if } n \text{ is solvable terminal} \\
\infty & \text{if } n \text{ is unsolvable terminal} \\
h(n) & n \text{ non-terminal tip node}
\end{cases}$$

(A.3)

To see how $f_1$ selects the most promising subgraph $G_0$ when the recursive sum-cost is adopted, consider the example shown in Figure A.4. Each tip node was given an estimated cost; every non-leaf node was computed from its successor values. Starting from $s$, a solution-base graph is identified by simply choosing a minimum successor at each OR nodes. We recognize that the recursive sum-cost is not the only cost scheme that will facilitate the computation of $f_1$. Other recursive cost
schemes include $\text{max}$, $\text{expected-sum}$ and so on. In particular, the $\text{max-cost}$ does not suffer from the over counting problem because it does not try to accumulate the cost from its descendants. The sum-cost, however, is free from over-counting only when the underlying graph is a tree. The recursively defined cost scheme also makes the $\text{UpdateAncestors}$ procedure in Algorithm 7 straightforward — all influenced ancestors just need to be updated in bottom-up manner by Equation (A.1).

The next question to answer is how $f_2$ selects frontier nodes for expansion (except in some special cases only one frontier exists in the solution base, e.g., in pure OR graphs). As the pursuit is essentially a graph-represented solution, it seems that the selection of frontier nodes is inconsequential, i.e., arbitrary non-terminal tip node can be selected; or alternatively, all expandable tip nodes shall be expanded simultaneously.

Indeed, the specific choice of $f_1$, $f_2$ and how to update ancestor nodes signify the key differences between various realizations of GBFS*. Nilsson [142] studied the use of sum- and max-cost when the underlying graph is an AND/OR tree. Chang and Slagle [42] discussed the use of AND/OR graphs to represent the process of problem-solving by reduction; the graph is directed and acyclic as cyclic reasoning is apparently meaningless; they drew connections between Boolean functions and
AND/OR graphs and define the minimum cost solution as the summed edge cost in the solution graph, but the function (i.e., $f_1$ in GBFS*) to compute such a measurement was not specified. However, following a similar fashion to OR graph search A* [77], they showed that if the heuristic estimation is admissible and consistent, the algorithm will be optimal. It was proved that computing a solution graph with the minimum summed edge cost is NP-hard in AND/OR graphs [167]. Martelli and Montanari [126, 127] defined an additive AND/OR graph which is essentially AND/OR graphs equipped with the recursive sum-cost; they described detailed edge marking and revising procedures for selecting the solution-base and at each expansion, how to modify this solution-base when updating ancestors. The algorithm was named as HS. Nilsson [143] defined AO* in a similar fashion and discussed the differences between recursive sum- and max-cost schemes. HS can be viewed as AO* with a minor optimization — it updates a node’s value only when the new value is lower while AO* updates whenever there is a change. Given $h$ is both admissible and consistent, or the graph is a tree, HS behaves exactly the same as AO*, though they may differ in other scenarios. Bagchi and Mahanti [16] proved that for AO* to obtain optimal solutions, the requirement of heuristic function to be admissible and consistent can be relaxed to only being admissible. Our exposition of GBFS* in Algorithm 7 is adapted from Pearl [153], which includes AO*, A* all as its special cases. As we are majorly interested in AND/OR not pure OR graphs, we reiterate the details of AO* in Algorithm 8.

In Algorithm 8, the selection of a solution-base is achieved simply by following all marked edges from start node $s$. Then, a non-terminal node is arbitrarily chosen for expansion. After that, all influenced ancestors of the just expanded node will be updated. The cost at arbitrary node $t$ in $G'$ is noted by $f(t)$. Each newly created node is assessed by heuristic function $h$ — it provides an estimated cost if the node is non-terminal, otherwise it yields 0 or $\infty$ if the node is either solvable or unsolvable terminal. The function $f$ is used to store the accumulated estimation as $G'$ grows. For tip nodes, values by $f$ are always identical to those from $h$. Using $h^*$ to denote the optimal value at each node for the implicit graph $G$, we see that the information provided by $h$ can be thought as a rough first estimation on $h^*$, as $G'$ grows larger, $f$ becomes a more and more finer estimation for $h^*$ until the optimal value is achieved. AO* terminates with an optimal solution graph $G_0^*$ if the heuristic function $h$ is admissible, i.e., $h(t) \leq h^*(t)$ for any node $t$ in the search graph.
**Algorithm 8: AO* algorithm**

**Input:** Start node \( s \), rules for generating successor nodes, evaluation function \( h \), cost scheme \( \Psi \)

**Output:** Solution graph \( G^*_0 \)

1. **Function \( AO^*(s, f_1, f_2) \):**
   - Let the explicit graph be \( G' = \{s\} \)
   
2. **while** true **do**
   
   3. Start from \( s \), compute a solution base graph \( G_0 \) by tracing down marked edges.
   
   4. **if** \( G_0 \) is solution graph **then** \( G^*_0 \leftarrow G_0 \), exit
   
   5. Select any non-terminal tip node \( t \) of \( G' \)
   
   6. Expand \( t \), generate all successors of \( t \)
   
   7. **for** \( t_j \in \text{successor}(t) \) **do**
   
   8. **if** \( t_j \in G' \) **then** continue
   
   9. evaluate \( t_j \) by \( h \), let \( f(t_j) \leftarrow h(t_j) \) **if** \( h(t_j) = 0 \) **then** label \( t_j \) as solvable terminal
   
   10. **if** \( h(t_j) = \infty \) **then** label \( t_j \) as unsolvable terminal
   
   11. UpdateAncestors(\( t, \Psi, G' \))
   
   **end**

12. **end**

13. **return** \( G^*_0 \)

14. **Function UpdateAncestors(\( t', \Psi, G' \)):**

15. Initialize \( S \leftarrow \{t\} \)

16. **while** \( S \) not empty **do**

17. Remove any node \( u \) from \( S \) such that no descendents of \( u \) in \( S \) if \( u \) is OR node **then**

18. \( e \leftarrow \min_{u_j \in \text{successor}(u)} (c(u, u_j) + f(u_j)) \) Mark the edge for which the minimum occurs

19. **end**

20. **if** \( u \) is AND node **then**

21. \( e \leftarrow \Psi u_j \in \text{successor}(u)(c(u, u_j) + f(u_j)) \) Mark all edges between \( u \) and its successor

22. **end**

23. **if** \( e = 0 \) **then** label \( u \) as solvable terminal

24. **if** \( e = \infty \) **then** label \( u \) as unsolvable terminal

25. **if** \( f(u) \neq e \) **then**

26. \( f(u) \leftarrow e \)

27. Add all predecessors of \( u \) to \( S \)

28. **end**

29. **end**

30. **end**
However, one potential drawback of AO* in Algorithm 8 is that the selection of tip node from $G_0$ for expansion is ad hoc. Intuitively, at each step, AO* tries to identify the most promising solution base by following information provided by $h$ and its accumulation $f$ to compute $G_0$; at each OR node, it selects the successor with smallest $f$ value, while at each AND node, all successors are selected. The later selection mechanism is the culprit for the resultant outcome that more than one frontier nodes exist in $G_0$. Although earliest research suggests that all non-terminal nodes in $G_0$ shall be expanded simultaneously [42], this does not seem to be practically feasible, as this expansion approach could quickly exhaust the computer memory due to the exponential growth rate of the size of $G'$. On the other hand, the ad-hoc strategy used in Algorithm 8 is naive as it does not consider the relative merits of those tip nodes in $G_0$ at all.

Take the example in Figure A.5 where all edges are with uniform cost 4. Following AO*, given the current implicit graph $G'$, the left branch $B$ shall be selected, and either successors of $B$ could be chosen for expansion. If $D$ is expanded first, it instantly reveals that the selection of $B$ from start node is mistaken. However, if $E$ is expanded first, in the next iteration, AO* will continue to expand $E$ before switching to the true solution branch $C$. This example shows that a better decision at AND nodes can indeed save our computation for finding the solution object, given the heuristic nature of the decisions made at OR nodes.

The next question to answer is from what measurement shall we make the decision at AND nodes? Th example in Figure A.5 clearly shows that choosing the tip node with the minimum $f$ value is incorrect too. Intuitively, the true metric we wish to have is a measurement on how likely a selected successor could refute our decision at the parent OR nodes. In Figure A.5, we would want such a measurement lead us to select $D$ rather than $E$, as proving $D$ is an infeasible successor immediately denies our decision of selecting $B$ at $A$ — consequently it enables the search to switch for $C$ instantly without wasting further efforts.

Such a mechanism for making decisions at AND nodes is essentially symmetric to how AO* implements function $f_1$ at OR nodes. So, if we now equip a pair of functions to AO* based on two heuristics — one for selecting in OR nodes while the other for AND nodes — a top down selection scheme, which eventually selects a single tip node for expansion, exists. There resulting algorithm was never elaborated in the literature. However, a special variant called Proof Number Search (PNS) [2,
Figure A.5: An example shows the drawback of AO* in selecting frontier node for expansion. If $D$ is expanded first, $E$ will never be expanded; however, if $E$ is chosen first, both $D$ and $E$ will be expanded before the search switches to correct branch $C$. We assume all edges in the graph have a cost of 4, therefore the estimation provided by $h$ in $G'$ is admissible.

[4, 92, 108] has been extensively used in solving games, though its connection to AO* was seldom discussed. From this regard, we shall call the general version of PNS as PNS*, i.e., PNS only counts the number of leaf nodes by proof and disproof numbers, while PNS* works exactly under the same assumption as AO* except that it employs a dual of heuristic functions, $h$ and $\bar{h}$, respectively for making decisions on OR and AND nodes. More specifically, let $< p(n), d(n) >$ denote the estimated cost rooted at node $n$ in $G'$, we have the following recursive relations:

\[
p(n) = \begin{cases} 
  h(n) & \text{n is non-terminal tip node} \\
  \min_{n_j \in \text{successor}(n)} (c(n, n_j) + p(n_j)) & \text{n is OR node} \\
  \Psi_{n_j \in \text{successor}(n)}(c(n, n_j) + p(n_j)) & \text{n is AND node}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
d(n) = \begin{cases} 
  \bar{h}(n) & \text{n is non-terminal tip node} \\
  \min_{n_j \in \text{successor}(n)} (c(n, n_j) + d(n_j)) & \text{n is AND node} \\
  \Psi_{n_j \in \text{successor}(n)}(c(n, n_j) + d(n_j)) & \text{n is OR node}
\end{cases}
\]

When $n$ is terminal:

\[
p(n) = \begin{cases} 
  0 & \text{n is solvable} \\
  \infty & \text{n is unsolvable}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
d(n) = \begin{cases} 
  0 & \text{n is unsolvable} \\
  \infty & \text{n is solvable}
\end{cases}
\]

Naturally, the optimal $h^*(n)$ and $\bar{h}^*(n)$ are defined on the implicit graph in the same fashion where all tip nodes are terminal. By these definitions, PNS* selects a frontier node to expand by a top down manner: at each OR nodes, it selects a successor $n_j$ with minimum $p(n_j)$ value; at each AND node, it selects a successor $n_i$ with the minimum $d(n_i)$ value. The celebrated PNS algorithm is a special variant of PNS* where $c(n, n_j) = 0$ everywhere in Equation A.4. Figure A.6 is an example
In $G'$, $f_1$ selects subgraph $G_0$. In selected $G_0$, $f_2$ selects the tip node $A$

The full, implicit graph $G$

Figure A.6: The same as Figure A.5, edge costs are all 4. The difference is that now each tip node has a pair of heuristic estimations, respectively representing the estimated cost for being solvable and unsolvable. All tip nodes are with admissible estimations from both $h_1$ and $h_2$. Here $h_2$ successfully discriminates that $D$ is superior to $E$ because $h_2(D) < h_2(E)$. Indeed, as long as $h_2(D) \in [0, 4] \land h_2(E) \in [0, \infty]$, $h_2$ will be admissible, hinting that the chance that an arbitrary admissible $h_2$ can successfully choose $D$ is high. In respect to PNS, we call algorithm AO* employing a pair of admissible heuristics PNS*.

showing the merit of PNS* in comparison to AO*. To further show the relation between these two algorithms, we define the concept of dual graph in below.

**Definition 3.** Suppose arbitrary AND/OR graph is noted as $G = \langle V_a, V_o, E \rangle$, where $V_a$ and $V_o$ are respectively the set of AND and OR nodes, $E$ is the set of edges. The dual of $G$, denoted as $\bar{G}$ is defined as $\langle \bar{V}_a, \bar{V}_o, E \rangle$ where $\bar{V}_a = V_o, \bar{V}_o = V_a$. That is, $\bar{G}$ is obtained by reversing all AND nodes from $G$ into OR nodes in $\bar{G}$, all OR nodes from $G$ into AND nodes in $\bar{G}$, all edges remain unchanged.

We then have the following observations:

**Observation 3.** For arbitrary node $n$ in AND/OR graph $G$, $p(n)$ and $d(n)$ are recursive cost schemes respectively defined on $G$ and $\bar{G}$. Let $G_0 \leftarrow f_1(G)$, $\bar{G}_0 \leftarrow f_1(\bar{G})$, then, at each iteration, the tip node selected by PNS* for expansion is the unique intersecting tip node between $G_0$ and $\bar{G}_0$.

**Observation 4.** Given the same tie-breaking and $h$ from AO* is identical to the one in PNS*, then for the same explicit graph $G'$, the frontier node selected by PNS* must also be a tip node in the solution base $G_0$ selected by AO*.

**Observation 5.** PNS* can be viewed a version of AO*, where $f_2(G_0)$ is implemented by selecting the unique tip node of the intersection between $f_1(G')$ and $f_1(\bar{G}')$. Conversely, AO* can also be viewed as a less informed variant of PNS* by treating all edge cost as 0 in $G'$ and $\bar{h} = 0$ when applying $f_1(\bar{G}')$. 
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After seeing that PNS* be a more informed version of AO*, following the results in A* [153], we conjecture that PNS* is more efficient than AO*:

**Conjecture 1.** PNS* dominates AO*, given that AO* uses heuristic function $h$, and PNS* uses heuristics $h$ and $\hat{h}$; they use the same recursive cost scheme $\Psi$; both $h$ and $\hat{h}$ are admissible and consistent.

### A.5 Computing True Proof/Disproof Number is NP-hard

PNS is well-defined on AND/OR trees [2], but as described earlier, the space graph of a two-player game is an AND/OR graph. Therefore, using the recursive sum-cost may over-count some leaf node. This could be a problem in some domains, e.g., in Tsume-Shogi some easy to solve transposition node can be assigned huge proof numbers, which prevents PNS from selecting that node without using long search time [105, 136]. Algorithms with exponential complexity are known to find the true proof and disproof numbers at each node in directed acyclic AND/OR graphs [174], but they are impractical even for toy problems. Heuristic techniques address this by replacing sum-cost with a variant of max-cost at each node [203], identifying some specific cases and curing them individually [105, 136]. Such over-counting was called overestimation in PNS [106, 108], but the theoretical complexity for dealing with this problem has never been formally discussed. We now show that this task is NP-hard.

**Theorem 1.** Deciding whether a SAT instance is satisfiable can be reduced to finding the true proof (or disproof) number of an AND/OR graph.

**Proof.** Consider a SAT instance in conjunction normal form

$$P = \bigwedge_i^{k} C_i,$$

where each clause is a disjunction of literals, $C_i = \bigvee_j l_j$. Let $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n$ be all the variables, each literal $l_j$ is either $x_j$ or $\neg x_j$. Construct an AND/OR graph as follows.

1. Let the start node be an AND node, denoted by $P$.

2. $P$ contains $n+k$ successors $C_i$ and $X_j$, $\forall i = 1, \ldots, k$, $\forall j = 1, \ldots, n$. They are all OR nodes.
Figure A.7: Deciding whether an SAT instance is satisfiable can be reduced to finding the true proof number in an AND/OR graph. All tip nodes are terminal with value 0. All edges are with cost 0, except those linking to terminal (which have cost 1).

3. Each $X_j$ contains two successors $Tx_j$ and $Fx_j$ representing $x_j$ and $\neg x_j$ respectively. The successors of each $C_i$ are those literals that appear in that clause.

4. Each $Tx_j$ or $Fx_j$ is connected to a terminal node whose value is true or false.

5. All edges have cost 0 except those between $Tx_j$ or $Fx_j$ and terminal nodes: these edges have cost 1.

6. All leaf nodes are solvable terminal.

For such a graph, to satisfy the start node $P$, every clause must be satisfied and each variable node $X_j$ must be assigned to a value. The exact proof number for $P$ is $n$, because in the best case, to satisfy each $X_j$, only one of $Tx_j$ and $Fx_j$ is needed. Therefore, finding if an SAT instance is satisfiable can be transformed into finding the true proof number of $P$ in this AND/OR graph. For disproof number, just replace all leaf nodes as unsolvable in the construction, then the true and minimum disproof number of $P$ must be $n$, which is equivalent to finding a solution for the SAT.

The graph construction from SAT is with polynomial time; it follows that computing proof or disproof number exactly in general AND/OR graph is NP-hard. An example formula $P = (x_1 \lor x_2 \lor x_3) \land (\neg x_1 \lor \neg x_2 \lor \neg x_3) \land (\neg x_1 \lor x_2)$ and its constructed AND/OR graph is shown in Figure A.7.